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ABSTRACT

This thesis is a study of the structure of horse-heart cytochrome-c, and 

the relationship of its structure to function, using primarily nmr1 spectroscopy. 

It is demonstrated that nmr spectroscopy is a useful tool for the study of 

proteins in solution, and an assignment procedure for nmr spectra of proteins 

is described. By the use of this procedure, the nmr spectrum of native 

ferricytochrome-c is assigned. The assignment of the nmr spectrum of tfa- 

modified2 cytochrome-c is given, and compared to that of the native protein.

Using the assignments prepared for native ferri- and ferrocytochrome- 

c, and for the modified protein in both oxidation states, an attempt is made to 

describe and explain the structure and dynamics of cytochrome-c. Comparisons 

are made of NH/ND exchange rates, the aromatic ring flip of Tyr97, Gd3* ion 

binding sites and denaturation temperatures between the native and tfa-modified 

cytochrome-cs. The effect of amino acid substitutions between horse and tuna 

cytochrome-cs upon chemical shift of NH and CaH protons is also studied.

The results from these experiments provide a basis for the discussion 

of the relative importance of electrostatic interactions in determining the 

structure and dynamics of cytochrome-c. It is concluded that the structure of 

cytochrome-c is extremely rigid, and that its structure is determined more by 

close range forces than long-range electrostatic forces. It is believed that the 

techniques described in this thesis will be of general applicability to the study 

of electron-transfer proteins.

1 NMR is nuclear magnetic resonance.

2 TFA is trifluoroacetylated.
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Trying to explain a new scientific theory 

without first introducing its general character and purpose 

is like trying to entice someone to make love 

by winking at them in the dark: 

the intent is never realised 

Norbert Wiener
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Chapter 1 15

Proteins are composed of amino acids linked together by peptide bonds 

to form a polypeptide chain. The sequence of amino acids in this chain is 

known as the primary structure. This chain is often wrapped into further, 

locally-ordered, three-dimensional, structural units - such as a-helices or B- 

pleated sheets - which are termed secondary structure. The overall three- 

dimensional structure of the protein, resulting from the folding together of these 

groups from lower structural levels into an indivisible unit, is termed the tertiary 

structure of the protein. Thus the tertiary structure includes a description not 

only of local structural units (the secondary structure) but also, in so far as is 

possible, of the spatial relationships of these structural units and all other 

residues.

Proteins fulfil a variety of functions. These include providing structure, 

as does keratin in hair and nails; being catalysts, such as enzymes, or serving 

as chemical messengers, as do the hormones. Whilst much is known about the 

properties of small peptides in solution, it is not possible from this knowledge 

to account for the reactivity of proteins. For example the pK. of certain labile 

protons or the rotation rate of an amino acid side chain, measured in a small 

peptide, does not necessarily bear any resemblance to those values measured 

from a similar amino acid that is buried in a protein3. It is the overall structure 

of the protein, rather than the amino acid sequence, that has a determining 

influence on the function. The multiplicity of roles performed by proteins 

results from the combining of only twenty amino acids into a variety of 

different sequences, so that it is perhaps not surprising that the physical and 

chemical properties of those amino acids are modified. Furthermore protein 

structures are cooperative,4 and therefore it is not a simple matter to describe the 

relevance of any particular amino acid to the function of the whole protein.

When metal ions are included in a protein, their properties can be

3 Acc. Chem. Res., 1989 22 268-275, Charles L. Perrin.

4 Eur. J. Biochem., 1985 150 231-248, R J  P Williams
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modified and controlled by the protein, and the reverse is also true. Through 

the evolution of proteins, and metal ions in proteins, the properties of these 

biologically useful molecules have been sculptured, often at the expense of 

introducing strain in certain areas of the protein or metal ion/protein association. 

It is often this structural strain that is important for the successful functioning 

of the biological molecule.

This thesis is concerned with the metal-centred, electron-transfer protein 

cytochrome-c. It is hoped that the facts uncovered will be of general use in 

understanding other proteins. An electron-transfer protein is a protein with a 

redox centre capable of transferring electrons to a substrate, which may be 

another redox protein or a small molecule, such as: superoxide dismutase and 

plastocyanin (copper centred), cytochrome-c (iron centred), and nitrogenase 

(molybdenum centred). Metal redox centres can support odd electron species, 

and can therefore be used in one-electron transfer steps. There is no 

requirement to transfer a proton at the same time. Non-metal centres, such as 

flavins, quinones, or 0 2, usually transfer two electrons and use protons to 

compensate the charge. These non-metal centres are often associated with the 

generation of a proton gradient in the respiratory chain5.

Although many things are known about what proteins do in the biological 

environment and about their structure, little is still known about the "why" in 

the structure/function relationship. It is only possible to take the natural 

situation and postulate why it exists. For example the redox potentials of 

cytochromes are high compared to those of other metal-ion centred complexes, 

and cytochromes have no charged ligating groups at the haem, and also wrap 

the whole haem in a hydrophobic environment. It is necessary for cytochrome- 

c to transfer electrons at the terminal end of the electron transfer chain, in 

which electrons are moved from NADH(-320mV) to oxygen(+820mV). Because 

of the high redox potential of cytochrome-c oxidase, which is the final member 

of the electron transport chain, it is necessary that the penultimate member of

5 Faraday Discuss. Chem. Soc., 1982 74 311-329; G R Moore, Z-X Haung, 
C G S Eley, H A Barker, G Williams, M N Robinson, R J  P Williams.
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the chain, cytochrome-c, has a high redox potential as well6. Could a biological 

chain be devised around a system of lower redox potentials? Indeed this is the 

case in the Desulfovibro bacteria, which have an anaerobic respiration pathway 

using sulphate as the oxidant and yielding H2S as the waste product. The 

midpoint redox potential of sulphate respiration is -250mV7. The Green Sulphur 

bacteria Chlorobiaceae use H2S in anaerobic photosynthesis8. These examples 

show that in the case of cytochrome-c, the need to transfer an electron to 

cytochrome oxidase, and thence to oxygen, results in the demand for a high 

redox potential at cytochrome-c.

However not all physical properties of the cytochromes are so easily 

rationalised. Another example of a varying physical attribute of cytochrome- 

cs is the N-terminal helix, which is of varying length in cytochromes from 

different sources9. Perhaps these small variations are important in fulfilling 

different roles in the different animals, or perhaps the variations are redundant 

bits from evolutionarily historic needs. It is known that all the plant 

cytochrome-cs have an extension of eight amino acids at the N-terminal end of 

the polypeptide chain10. These extra amino acids might not be important for the 

functioning of cytochrome-c, but might have a role in the transfer of protein 

across the inner-mitochondrial membrane, during the building stage of 

cytochrome-c before the haem is added. We need first to know more about the 

independent aspects of function and structure, before we can start hypothesising 

on the possible interactions of the two.

One approach to this problem involves determining as precisely as

6 Alexander Tzagoloff, Mitochondria, (1982, Plenum, New York)

1 R E Dickerson and R Timkovich in "The Enzymes", vol 11 (P Boyer, ed) 
3rd ed, p402, (Academic Press, New York, 1975).

8 Scientific American, 1980 242 136-153, R E Dickerson.
The Enzymes, pp 526-534.

9 The Enzymes, p  537.

10 J. Mol. Biol., 1983 166 407-418; H Ochi, Y Hata, N Tanaka, M Kakudo, 
T Sakurai, S Aihara, and Y Morita.
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possible the structure of the haem protein under as many different conditions 

as possible, and for all stable intermediates along the reaction pathway. 

However it is not sufficient to look at structure alone. The proteins have a 

kinetic role in the physiological environment. Kinetic control of the protein 

function is determined by the amino acid sequence of the polypeptide. 

Therefore a study of time-dependent aspects of the cytochrome structure is also 

necessary.

The role of cytochrome-c is to transfer electrons within the electron 

transport chain that is part of the oxidative phosphorylation pathway. The 

conversion of energy from reduced organic molecules to ATP has been proposed 

as a five step pathway. The five step procedure suggested by Mitchell11 and 

Williams12 involves: the transfer of electrons, the flow of electrons to 0 2,

transfer of protons separately, the generation of a proton gradient across the 

ATP synthesis site, and the conversion of the electrochemical gradient into 

chemical energy by driving the synthesis of ATP.

The design of cytochrome-c must fulfil a number of conflicting criteria 

in order that it can be effective in its action in the physiological environment. 

Firstly the redox potential must be high (26Q±20mV). This will involve the 

location of the haem in a deep non-polar cleft in the polypeptide fold and linked 

to neutral axial ligands. Secondly the rate of oxidation and reduction must be 

sufficiently fast to support a turnover rate (02 —> H20 )  of approximately 500s'1 

at cytochrome-flflj. Since the haem must be largely protected from the solvent, 

this will require the orientation of the cytochrome-c molecule in its electron- 

transfer complexes so as to have the most accessible area of the haem presented 

to its oxidant or reductant. This restriction may also require that any 

conformational changes in the protein on oxidation or reduction be minimised. 

Finally the cytochrome-c molecule must react with a limited number of potential 

oxidants and reductants within the mitochondrion, and must prevent access to 

the haem of potential ligands such as H20 , Cl', or 0 2. It might be assumed that

11 Nature (London), 1961 191 144; P Mitchell.

12 J. Theor. Biol., 1961 1 1 ;  R J  P Williams.
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flexibility would be required in order that molecular recognition with redox 

partners could be facilitated, and binding to those partners achieved. It would 

appear that some balance is occurring between needs for rigidity, to enhance the 

electron transfer rate, and flexibility, to help binding to redox partners.

Two topics of significance in the study of the cytochrome-c molecule 

and its biological function are the control of the redox potential, and the 

electron-transfer rate. By understanding structure and dynamics of the molecule, 

it should be possible to cast some light on these important aspects. Because 

proteins are cooperative molecules, properties of biological interest can be 

understood only in terms of the whole structure13.

An understanding of cytochrome-c design and function requires 

knowledge of the energies and geometries of the dynamic states available to 

the structure. Structural changes occurring on the time-scale of seconds, such 

as protein unfolding or ligand exchange, can not be important to the activation 

process which must occur at a rate of at least 500s'1. At the other extreme, 

motions with time constants of the order of lO^s1, such as rotations of methyl 

groups, are unlikely to be coupled to the vibronic activation of the protein 

matrix. So it is necessary to study only vibrations, librations, ring flips, etc. 

with activation energies <20kT.

Cytochromes taken from different species show a high degree of 

structural homology. As can be seen in the figures 1.1, 1.2, and 1.314 the 

burying of the haem and the propionic side chains is achieved in cytochromes 

with as many as one hundred and thirty amino acids (Paracoccus c550), through 

one hundred and three amino acids (Tuna c), to as few as eighty amino acids 

CPseudomonas c55l). In cytochrome-c the polypeptide chain is organized into 

five a-helices that contain =45% of the amino acids. There is no B-strand

13 Comments on Inorg Chem, 1985 4_ 55-98; G Williams, G R Moore, R J 
P Williams.

14 Scientific American, 1980 242 136-153, R E Dickerson
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Figure 1.2 Tuna c
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structure but there are six, type-II 310 bends, most of which are located at the 

base and right-hand side of the structure, according to the orientation of figure 

1.4. The amino acids in the cytochrome-c15 can be classified into three groups 

as is demonstrated in figure 1.5: solvent exposed (normal circles), partly solvent 

exposed (half-bold circles), and buried (bold circles). The polypeptide chain is 

wrapped around the haem in such a way as to only leave =4% of the haem 

exposed, through an area representing only =0.06% of the total protein surface16. 

The haem is bound to the protein through four covalent bonds to the amino 

acids: Cysl4, Cysl7, Hisl8, and Met80, as seen in figure 1.617. The haem and 

polypeptide are further held in relation to one another by an extensive array of 

non-covalent interactions, as is demonstrated in the figure 1.718. Besides the 

structural homology there is also a high degree of sequence homology among 

cytochrome-cs. That is to say that cytochrome-cs from different species often 

have the same amino acids in the same positions (or equivalent positions in the 

case of those cytochromes with a greater or lesser number of amino acids in 

total), or have at least a substituted amino acid of the same kind; for example 

hydrophil ic or hydrophobic side chain.

The study of proteins should follow the pathway: sequence —> structure 

—> dynamics —> function. Identification of those regions that have unusual 

dynamic properties may yield information on the activity of the protein. The 

structure of cytochrome-c has been investigated by a variety of techniques, 

which have revealed much information upon which the experiments and 

conclusions of this thesis are based19.

15 R E Dickerson and R Timkovich, in the Enzymes, vol 11 (P Boyer, ed) 
3rd ed (Academic Press, New York, 1975), pp 397-547.

16 Nature, 1978 275 73-74; E Stellwagen.

17 Scientific American, 1980 242 136-153, R E Dickerson.

18 The Porphyrins, vol 7, p 268, R Timkovich. (D Dolphin, ed., Academic 
Press, New York, 1979).

19 R Lemberg and J Barret, Cytochromes (Academic Press, New York, 
1973)

R E Dickerson and R Timkovich, in The Enzymes, ed P D Boyer
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There is general agreement between the different techniques that the 

structures deduced from X-ray diffraction studies20 are largely conserved in 

solution21. The haem propionate groups are buried, which prevents them from 

ionising as the pH is changed in the physiological ranges, and thus limiting pH- 

dependent redox properties22. There may of course still be pH-dependent 

structural changes (see chapter 4). A major redox-dependent structural change 

occurs at the back of the protein around Ile57 (from X-ray23, nmr24 and chemical 

modification work25). Nmr studies also indicate that there are changes in the 

region around PhelO and Tyr97M (both haem packing residues).

Pseudocontact shifts have been calculated using the low-spin, iron-III 

ion as a rhombic nmr shift probe27. It is then possible to express the observed 

shift as a sum of two terms, describing the dipolar (through space) and Fermi- 

contact (through bond) interactions of the nucleus and the unpaired electron28. 

The contact term is scalar and rapidly attenuated by intervening bonds, and 

therefore only has an observable effect on the protons of the haem group and 

its ligands. It has been estimated that only approximately 0.2% of the unpaired

20 J. Mol. Biol., 1981 153 79-115; T Takano and R E Dickerson.

21 Eur J  Biochem, 1980 103 533-541; G R Moore, R J  P Williams.

22 Biochim. Biophys. Acta, 1980 590 261; G R Moore, G W Pettigrew, R 
C Pitt, R J  P Williams.

23 T Takano and R E Dickerson in Electron Transport and Oxygen 
Utilisation, Elsevier, 1982, Chien Ho, ed.

24 J. Inorg. Biochem., 1980 12 1-15, G R Moore, R J  P Williams, J  C W 
Chien, L C Dickson.

25 See chapter four.

26 Faraday Discuss Chem Soc, 1982 74_ 311-329: G R Moore, Z-X Huang, 
C G S Eley, H A Barker, G Williams, M N Robinson, R J  P Williams.

27 J. Mol. Biol., 1985 183 447-460, G Williams, N J  Clayden, G R Moore, 
R J P Williams.

28 K Wiithrich, Nmr in Biological Research: Peptides and Proteins 
(Elsevier, Amsterdam, 1976).
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electron density is delocalised into the orbitals of the ligands29. Thus for all 

those protons, other than haem and haem ligand protons, the delocalisation of 

the electron does not affect the treatment of the unpaired electron as a single 

point dipole at the centre of the iron atom.

Thermal B-factors and molecular-dynamics calculations30 have been used 

to assessthe dynamics of the structure, as have the motions of aromatic side- 

chains about their CB-CY bonds31. Another probe of protein mobility is the 

NH/ND exchange rate. Ulmer and Kagi32 found that the NH exchange rates of 

the ferri protein are faster than for the ferro protein, and thus there are more 

dynamic states available to the ferri protein. Trp59 NH is particularly resistant 

to exchange. The most mobile protons are those at the surface of the protein, 

but there are differences even between the mobility of these, indicating that 

factors other than the degree of exposure are important in determining the 

dynamic properties of cytochrome-c.

For reactions of cytochrome-c with its physiological redox partners, the 

rate of electron transfer within the active complex is in the range 10M 0V1, and 

we can therefore neglect slow processes (rate <102s'1) such as protein unfolding, 

ligand exchange, and rotations of many aliphatic and aromatic side-chains within 

the protein. Rates occurring in the range 1012-1014 s'1 are in the range of those 

studied by X-ray crystallography33 (B-factors) and arise from small oscillations

29 Biochim Biophys Acta, 1973 322 38-44; W Horrocks, W De, Jr, and S 
Greenberg.

30 Nature (London), 1980 286 304: S H Northrup, M R Pear, J  A 
McCammon, M Karplus.

J  Mol Biol, 1981 153 1087; S H Northrup, M R Pear, J  D Morgan, J  
A McCammon, M Karplus.

31 FEBS Letts., 1976 70 96; I D Campbell, C M Dobson, G R Moore, S 
J Perkins, R J P Williams.

32 Biochemistry, 1968, 7 2710; D D Ulmer, J  H R Kagi.

33 T Takano and R E Dickerson, in "Electron Transport and Oxygen 
Utilisation" (C Ho, ed) (Elsevier, Amsterdam, 1982),pp 17-26.

Nature, 1980 286 304-305; S H Northrup, M R Pear, J  A McCammon, 
M Karplus.
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of atoms or small groups of atoms about potential energy minima. It has been 

suggested that Tyr74 and Phe82 are involved in the activation/relaxation of the 

reaction centre. This is because Tyr74 is in a redox-state, conformationally- 

sensitive position, while Phe82 lines the left side of the haem crevice34.

The rates of conformational changes may be studied using nmr. In 

cytochrome-c the large chemical shift differences between pairs of methyl groups 

from the same leucine or valine residue have confirmed that most of the interior 

of cytochrome-c has a lack of mobility34. The interior might be considered as 

a crystalline solid rather than the conventional "oil-drop" model of protein 

interiors. In these regions asymmetric side-chains flip at rates less than 

10V .34

In the Marcus Hush model of electron transfer,35 a five step mechanism 

is envisaged. First the reactants diffuse together. This is followed by some 

structural reorganisation of bond lengths and angles of the complex and the 

surrounding solvent, in order that the electron transfer step may occur 

isoenergetically. Subsequent relaxation yields the equilibrium configuration of 

the product complex, and is followed by diffusion apart to give the separated 

products. The motion of the electron must satisfy the Frank-Condon principle 

that electronic and nuclear motions are not coupled. The mechanism proposed 

for the transfer of electrons in electron-transfer proteins has elements in common 

with both transition-state theory and the description of transitions in electronic 

spectra. The reactive complex {AB}' (figure 1.8) in which the electron is 

transferred has the property that its energy is independent of the position of the 

electron. Thus no energy is absorbed or emitted during the electron transfer 

step.

The same reaction scheme may be applied to the electron-transfer 

reactions of proteins such as cytochrome-c. In such a system a wide range of

34 Comments on Inorganic Chemistry, 1985 4 55-98; G Williams, G R 
Moore, R J P Williams.

35 Ann. Rev. Phys. Chem., 1964 75 155-196; R A Marcus.
Inorg Chem, 1975 14 213-216; R A Marcus, N  Sutin.
"Electron Transfer Reactions", Faraday Discuss Chem Soc, 1982 74_.
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vibrational and torsional modes are available, through which the energy of the 

electron at the acceptor and donor sites may be controlled. It is necessary to 

establish to what extent the polypeptide serves to prevent structural changes in 

the haem environment on changing between the oxidised and reduced states, as 

in the Marcus-Hush model, or whether it is more important that the polypeptide 

protect the haem from potential ligands other than those supplied by the 

polypeptide itself. The Marcus Hush model36 makes the assumption that changes 

affecting the energy of the electron at the haem in the reactive complex are not 

dependent on the precise nature of the redox partner37. It has been demonstrated 

in chapter four of this thesis that this is a justified assumption because the 

structure of tfa-modified cytochrome-c is not different from the native protein. 

In studies comparing different cytochromes38, attention has been drawn to the 

fact that certain residues, the structure, and the redox potential of cytochrome- 

cs are highly conserved. In chapter seven of this thesis the effect of amino acid 

sequence on the structure and dynamics of cytochrome-c will be investigated, 

and in chapters four to six an attempt will be made to establish the relevance 

of electrostatic versus hydrophobic effects to the biological functioning of the 

protein.

Before any further attempt is made to explain the structure and function 

of cytochrome-c, it is necessary to understand the electrostatic interactions within 

this protein.

36 Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. USA, 1976 73_ 2950, S Wherland, H B Gray.

37 Comments Inorg Chem, 1985 4 55-98; G Williams, G R Moore, R J  P 
Williams.

38 R Lemberg and J Barrett in Cytochromes, Academic Press, New York, 
1973.
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ELECTROSTATICS

Electrostatic forces are the predominant long-range forces in chemistry, 

and have been invoked as being the major controlling factor in the stability of 

the native structure of proteins against denaturadon, in solubility, and in enzyme 

catalysis39. In this chapter electrostatic effects will be explored with a view to 

developing models for the structures, ion-binding properties, and the denaturadon 

temperatures of modified and native cytochrome-cs.

Electrostatic interaction energy theories have been used extensively in 

attempting to describe the structure, denaturadon, and ion binding properties of 

cytochrome-c. The interactions of specific charges throughout the protein have 

been used in the analysis of structure40, redox potential41, and denaturadon rates39, 

whilst the interaction of specific charges on the surface of the cytochrome-c and 

the net dipole42 of all the charged groups have been used to describe effects 

observed in ion binding reactions.

For example "Salt-bridge" ion-pair interactions have been observed 

between lysine and glutamic acid or aspartic acid residues on the cytochrome- 

c surface, and between an arginine residue and a haem propionate group in the 

protein interior. Hydrogen-bonds formed between oppositely charged functional 

groups, or between one charged and one uncharged side chain are expected to 

have especially large interaction energies, and may therefore be important in the 

maintenance of local and global structure. A list of charge interactions, other 

than those found in helical stretches of protein backbone, which have been 

determined in a 1.5 A refinement of tuna ferrocytochrome-c X-ray 

crystallographic data40, is given in table 2.1 (in which the donor atoms are 

presented first in each pair, and the amino acids containing the donor atoms are 

presented in ascending numerical order). In particular hydrogen bonds involving

39 Science, 1978 201 1187-1191, M F Perutz.

40 / .  Mol. Biol, 1981 153 79-94; T Takano, R E Dickerson.

41 Biochim. Biophys. Acta., 1984 764 331-342; G R Moore, D E Harris, F 
A Leitch, G W Pettigrew.

42 TIBS, September 1983 316-320; E Margoliash, H R Bosshard.
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lysines 13 and 79 have been shown to be important in maintaining the 

conformation of cytochrome-c, and in particular in maintaining the haem 

crevice43.

Secondly in sperm whale ferrimyoglobin44, the intra-molecular, 

electrostatic interactions were thought to be the most important factor influencing 

the stability of the native protein, since the native form showed a different ionic 

strength titration dependence to the denatured form of the same protein. Lastly 

other electrostatic interactions in cytochrome-c have been implicated in the redox 

conformation change, where an increase in the charge on the haem results in a 

stronger attraction of electrons, thus causing a partial positive charge on 

Met80Os. This results in the weakening of the hydrogen bond to Tyr670^t 

which causes Asn52 to move, since Tyr67 and Asn52 are linked by a water 

molecule45.

In order to assess the importance of these assertions, it is necessary to 

find and examine a protein in which the charged groups have been removed. 

In chapter four chemically modified proteins, in which the locations of the 

modifications are known, will be compared to the native form of the same 

protein, and information will be obtained about the relative importance of 

electrostatic interactions in determining structure, ion binding and electron 

distribution of the haem.

Denaturadon of proteins by acid or alkali is often brought about by the 

ionisation of internal residues that can be then stabilised by interaction with the 

solvent The total electrostatic interactions of solvent molecules must be 

weighed against the total electrostatic and non-electrostatic interactions within 

the native protein, and if the former is larger, the denatured state will be the 

enthalpically favoured one. Any entropic

43 J. Biol. Chem., 1980 255 1689-1697; N  Osheroff, D Borden, W H 
Koppenol, E Margoliash.

44 Biochemistry, 1979 18 4612-4630; S H Friend, F R N Gurd.

45 J. Mol. Biol., 1981 151 95-115; T Takano, R E Dickerson.
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Table 2.1

Non-helical hydrogen bond in tuna ferrocvtochrome-c.

Asp2NH—>Asp9306, 

Arg38Ne—>HP7‘, 

Lys72N^—>Asn70Or  

Lys86Nc->Glu69CO, 

Lys86N^—>Ala83CO, 

Ly s99Nc—> Asn610 6,

Lysl3Nc->Glu90OE, 

Lys55Nc->Tyr74CO, 

Lys79Nt->Ser47CO, 

Tyr480n—>HP7‘, 

Arg91Ne—>Ile85CO,

‘ HP7: haem propionate-7
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contribution to the Gibb’s free energy will arise from the changes in solvation, 

or from the rotational entropy of the polypeptide. In chapter five of this thesis, 

the denaturadon temperatures of a chemically modified and native cytochrome- 

c will be compared. The contribution to the free energy of denaturadon from 

the breaking of electrostatic interactions will be discussed.

It has been suggested that the redox potential of cytochrome-c is 

controlled by the electrostatic interaction of the haem with the charged groups 

in the protein. In cytochromes the haem redox potentials span the range from 

+400mV to -300mV46447. This large variation in redox potentials can be 

attributed in part to the different types of metal centre used in those

cytochromes. Furthermore these variations in redox potentials can be attributed 

to the type of liganding groups at the haem48. Thus model systems containing 

a protohaem (-115mV) have a higher redox potential than those containing a 

mesohaem (-158mV), and those model systems that have a histidine and a

methionine in the fifth and sixth ligand positions of a mesohaem have a higher

redox potential (-llOmV) than those proteins with two histidines (-220mV)49. 

Synthetically produced iron porphyrins that have bridging ligands, resulting in 

the coordination of proximal S-Me and imidazole to the fifth and sixth ligand 

positions on the iron, have a redox potential of -i-TSmV50. Cytochrome-c has a 

redox potential of +260mV, resulting from the wrapping of the protohaem in a 

hydrophobic environment. These gross changes in redox potential are fine tuned 

in different cytochromes within the same class. These variations have provided 

great interest, since comparison of the redox potentials of structurally

homologous cytochromes can yield information on the likely mechanisms

46 R Lemberg and J  Barrett (1973) in: "Cytochromes", Academic Press, 
New York.

47 R E Dickerson and R Timkovich (1975) in: The Enzymes" ( P Boyer, 
ed.) pp 397-547, Academic Press, New York.

48 FEBS Lett, 1977 79 229-232; G R Moore and R J  P Williams.

49 Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. USA., 1972 69 2263-2268, J  R Kassner.

50 J. Chem. Soc. Chem. Comm., 1990 774-776; S Matile, W-D Woggon.
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controlling those redox potentials.

In all cytochromes the haem is buried, leaving only a small part of the 

edge between pyrrole rings two and three exposed51. The haem edge bearing 

the two propionates is also buried, the propionates remaining charged and being 

stabilised by a series of H-bonding networks52. This stabilisation of the charges,

which reduces the pK, of haem-propionate to a value outside of the

physiological range (pK, <4.5)53, is demonstrated by comparison of two

cytochromes. In horse cytochrome-c, which has the evolutionarily highly 

conserved residue arg38 that binds to haem propionate-7, the redox potential 

is constant (+260mV) in the pH range 4-8. Yet in cytochrome-cs that are 

lacking an arginine at position 38, and have instead asparagine or glutamine, 

a pH-dependent redox potential is observed54. Therefore the arg38 residue is 

used to maintain the high redox potential. Removal of this residue, by selective 

cleavage of the arg38-lys39 bond followed by removal of arg38, yields a protein 

with the met80-Fe bond intact, but with a redox potential 90mV lower54.

The overall charge has been correlated with the redox potential in a 

number of soluble, one-electron, transfer proteins taken from different sources55. 

A linear fit was demonstrated to occur between the overall charge of the protein 

and the redox potential. The more negative the overall charge, the more likely 

the protein was to have a lower redox potential. Indeed the redox potential has 

also been shown to be dependent on the binding affinity of the medium in 

which the protein is dissolved56. The redox potential increased by 15mV with 

increasing concentration of a binding medium (from ImM to 5mM NaCl), while

51 Scientific American, 1980 242 136-153, R E Dickerson.

52 R Timkovich (1979) in: The Porphyrins (D Dolphin, ed.) pp 241-294, 
Academic Press, New York.

53 FEBS Lett, 1983 161 171-175, G R Moore.

54 Biochim. Biophys. Acta., 1984 764 331-342; G R Moore, D E Harris, F 
A Leitch, G R Pettigrew.

55 Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci., 1985 82 3082-3085, D C Rees.

56 FEBS Letts, 1970 10 179-181; A Schejter, R Margalit.
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the redox potential decreased by 7mV with increasing concentration of a non

binding medium (from 4mM to 12mM tris-cacodylic acid)57. In another study 

using spectrophotometric and potentiometric techniques simultaneously, it was 

possible to show that the redox potential of cytochrome-c can be suppressed by 

as much as 60mV on binding inside submitochondrial particles58. However no 

similar effect was observed for cytochrome-Ci.

Furthermore the extent of haem exposure has been implicated as the 

reason for the variation in redox potentials in a number of proteins59460. In a 

more recent paper, the redox potential variation was ascribed to the differences 

in the charge distribution on the haem propionates61. It was shown that haem 

propionate-7 can contribute as much as 63mV in electrostatic interaction energy 

to the redox potential.

If all the electrostatic interactions of charged residues with the haem 

over horse cytochrome-c are summed, assuming that the only change in the 

protein at oxidation or reduction is the change in charge on the haem, the total 

electrostatic interaction energy difference between the protein in the two 

oxidation states is of the order of +9.71kJmol"162. This is composed of: 

+34.36kJmol'1 from the positively charged side chains (lysines, arginines), of 

which +14.61kJmol'1 results from the interaction energies of those lysines

57 These redox potentials were calculated from the observed equilibrium 
constants for the reaction o f ferrocytochrome-c with ferricyanide according to 
the equations given in FEBS Letts; 1970 6 278; R Margalit, A Schejter.

58 Biochemistry, 1970 9 5077-5082; P L Dutton, D F Wilson, C-P Lee.

59 Nature, 1978 275_ 73-74, E Stellwagen.

60 J. Biol. Chem., 1979 254 4110-4113; G G Schlauder, R J  Kassner.

61 FEBS Letts, 1983 161 171-175, G R Moore.

62 This value was calculated using a dielectric constant o f 50 for solvent 
exposed charged side chains and 27 for the charged haem propionate 7. The 
distance between the charged group and the centre o f the haem was measured 
using the crystal structure o f tuna cytochrome-c published by T Takano and R 
E Dickerson. Using the Gibb’s free energy relationship AGe,=-nFE this energy 
can be represented in units o f millivolts as -lOOmV.
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involved in the binding of cytochrome-c to its redox partners; -18.60kJmol'1 

from the negatively charged residues (glutamic acid and aspartic acid) and - 

b.OSkJmol'1 from haem-propionate-7.

It was shown that at low ionic strength (<0.01M), the equations involving 

the dipole orientation63 can be reduced to the standard Brpnsted-Debye-Huckel 

equation. Since all the work for this thesis has been performed at ionic 

strengths of the order of 4-8mM, it is satisfactory to adopt the simplest equation 

to describe the electrostatic effects of the protein.

The difference in electrostatic interaction energies between the 

cytochrome in its different redox states might be able to account for the 

differences in structures, fine tuning of redox potentials, and so on. However 

a greater problem is how to decide on the value of dielectric constant to use. 

Early studies found that a value of 2-5M was suitable for the interior of globular 

proteins, although a value of 27 might be appropriate to the interaction of haem 

propionate-7 with the central iron in cytochrome-Cjj!65. A value of 50 has been 

given for the dielectric constant concerning solvent-exposed lysine terminal 

amine groups66. The fact that the protein does not behave as a sphere of 

uniform dielectric has led to the introduction of the term microscopic dielectric 

effects67.

Different models have been used to fit mathematical equations to 

experimental data. By inclusion of more terms, the basic Coulombic equation68

63 Biochim. Biophys. Acta., 1981 635 434; J  W van Leeuwen, F Mofers, E 
Veerman.

Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. USA., 1976 73_ 2950; S Wherland, H B Gray.

64 Adv. Prot. Chem., 1968 23 283-437; G N Ramachandran, V 
Sasisekharan.

65 J. Inorg. Biochem., 1985 23_ 219-226; G R Moore, N  K Rogers.

66 J. Mol. Biol, 1980 141 323-326, D C Rees.

67 Biochemistry, 1986 25_ 1675-1681; A K Churg, A Warshel.

68 Memoires de VAcademie royale des Sciences (1785), Charles-Augustine 
de Coulomb.
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can be modified to take account of the ionic strength of the solution (Debye- 

Hiickel), the effect of the dielectric of a solution, the dipole of the protein and 

the orientation of that dipole69. The extension of these equations allows a more 

accurate description of the experimental data collected. A further problem is the 

effect that the solvent has on the effective dielectric. When the ordering of 

solvent dipoles around the protein is taken into account (the solvent reaction 

field70), the calculated interaction energy between all charges with each other and 

with the haem for cytochrome-C551 could be decreased from 500mV to 90mV71. 

Using the cavity model an interaction energy is calculated which is an order of 

magnitude lower than that calculated by using the uniform dielectric model, 

when considering the a-helix in globular proteins70. The uniform dielectric 

model takes no account of the reaction field of the bulk solvent molecules that 

have their dipoles lined up in opposition to the protein field, whilst the cavity 

model takes express account of the reaction field set up by the high dielectric 

bulk solvent that surrounds the protein.

In chapter four the structure of a modified cytochrome-c, in which all 

of the positive charges have been removed, is described. In this modification 

the interaction energy of all the lysine terminal amine groups with the haem 

is lost, with the result that the overall interaction energy could be as much as 

+30.14kJmol'1 lower, yielding an overall interaction energy of -lO^SkJmol'1.

A desire to understand the electrostatic interactions of the charged groups 

at the surface with complementary charges on the redox partners, has led to the 

study of ion binding to cytochrome-c. Indeed the fact that the cytochrome 

transfers electrons at a high rate in the physiological environment has led to the 

extension of simple Debye-Huckel theory to include the magnitude and 

orientation of any dipole that occurs within the cytochrome. The asymmetric

69 Biochim. Biophys. Acta., 1981 635 434; J  W van Leeuwen, F Mofers, E 
Veerman.

70 J. Mol. Biol., 1984 174 527-542; N K Rogers, M J  E Sternberg.

71 J. Inorg. Biochem., 1985 23_ 219-226; G R Moore, N K Rogers.
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distribution of charges72 which produces a dipole with the positive end pointing 

out of the haem crevice at the front of the protein73, where the transfer of 

electrons to redox partners is known to take place74, has been invoked as the 

reason why more encounters of negative redox reagents are successful in 

producing electron transfer. Equations taking into account the dipole and its 

orientation75 have been fitted to data collected on the effects of ionic strength 

on rates of electron transfer. However the best fit for the data was achieved if 

the angle of the dipole to haem plane was increased from 30° to 40° in the 

calculations, but there is no chemical information to support this change. 

Although this may be only a small deviation, it demonstrates that the real 

import of studies in this area should not focus on the orientation of the dipole 

but on the significance of the dipole itself, as is investigated in chapters four 

and five of this thesis.

The very fact that electrostatic effects are long range effects leads to 

difficulties in using them to describe protein structure. If the protein is 

considered as having a uniform dielectric, then the electrostatic interactions will 

be non-directional; that is the same interaction energy will be generated 

wherever one of the charges is located on the surface of a sphere of fixed 

radius from the other charge. If the protein is described in terms of

microscopic dielectric regions, then it will be significant to consider the direction 

of the interaction, because of the different dielectrics that would exist between 

the charges when they are in different positions. Thus electrostatic effects will 

be more useful in describing the stability of the protein than the structure.

In contrast the hydrophobic interactions, which are only short range and 

highly directional, will be more useful in analysing protein structures. For the

72 J. Biol. Chem., 1982 257 4426; W H Koppenol, E Margoliash.

73 TIBS, 1983 316-320; E Margoliash, H R Bosshard.

74 J. Chem. Soc., Dalton Trans., 1986 755; G D Armstrong, J  A Chambers, 
A G Sykes.

75 Biochim. Biophys. Acta., 1981 635 434; J  W van Leeuwen, F Mofers, E 
Veerman.
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same reason covalent interactions (H-bonding) will also be of great use in 

attempting to describe protein structures.

In later chapters of this thesis the effect of chemical modification of the 

charged residues at the surface of horse heart cytochrome-c (chapter four), and 

the substitution of nineteen residues between horse and tuna ferricytochrome- 

c (chapter seven) will be examined in more detail. The roles of electrostatic, 

hydrophobic, and covalent interactions with regard to structure, denaturadon, 

redox potential, and ion binding will be assessed in the light of the findings in 

those chapters.
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The object of opening the mind, 

as of opening the mouth, 

is to shut it again on something solid. 

G K Chesterton (1874-1936)

Personally I’m always ready to learn, 

although I do not always like being taught.

Winston Churchill (1874-1965)
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INTRODUCTION

Much previous work has been done to try to define and understand 

protein structures in terms of the protein function. That is to say that a link 

between amino acid sequence, tertiary structure, and dynamic properties has 

been sought, in order to define how the protein performs its biological 

function76. Proteins are generally made up of smaller structural units, which 

are collections of amino acids forming particular structural shapes such as a - 

helices, 310 bends, or B-pleated sheets, which often fit tightly into a larger 

quaternary structure. For example studies have shown that the a-helix is the 

most abundant unit of secondary structure in proteins77. In the specific case of 

cytochrome-c, =45% of the amino acids are found to be in a-helices78 (see 

figure 3.1). The rigidity of the structure is thought to be the reason why only 

small changes in the structure of cytochrome-c are observed upon change in the 

redox state of the haem. However it appears that it is the small dynamic 

changes in a protein that are ultimately in control of the protein function, and 

so it is necessary to be able to study the protein in a time-dependent way.

76 Advan. Protein Chem., 1966 27 113-287; E Margoliash, A Schejter.
H A Harbury and R H L Marks, in "Inorganic Biochemistry", (G L 

Eichorn, ed) vol 2, pp 902-954, Elsevier, Amsterdam (1973).
R Lemberg and J  Barrett, in "Cytochromes", Academic Press, New York

(1973).
R E Dickerson and R Timkovich, in "The Enzymes", (P D Boyer, ed), 

vol 11, pp 397-547, Academic Press, New York, (1975).
S Fergusson-Miller, D L Brautigan, E Margoliash, in "THe Porphyrins", 

(D Dolphin, ed), vol 7, pp 149-240, Academic Press, New York, (1979).

77 G E Schulz and R H Schirmer, in "Principles o f Protein Structure", 
Springer-Verlag, Berlin, 1979.

78 Comments on Inorganic Chemistry, 1985 4 55-98; G Williams, G R 
Moore, R J  P Williams.
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Figure 3.1. Cvtochrome-c. The barrels represent (>
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In the past, X-ray crystallography has been used extensively to study 

the structures of proteins, including metallo-proteins like cytochrome-c79. Inter

atomic distances of the order of 0.2A can be measured with this technique in 

certain favourable cases, such as when the protein is rigid, as it is when bound 

to a haem group. The structures of cytochrome-cs from tuna80, bonito, yeast81, 

and rice82, as well as those of various bacteria83, have been determined by x- 

ray crystallography. A crystal structure determination was also attempted on 

horse cytochrome-c, but only collected to 2.8A84. Differences between the 

reduced and oxidised forms of tuna cytochrome-c were found, and the oxidised 

form has two structural forms per unit cell, termed outer and inner. The outer 

oxidised form was found to be closest to the solution structure of 

ferricytochrome-c85. This variation points to the value of determining solution 

as well as crystal structures of the various forms of cytochrome-c. interest to 

know what the solution structure is.

The use of thermal B-factors in x-ray crystallography allows some 

information to be gleaned about the flexibility of particular amino acid side- 

chains or regions of the protein. However in using thermal B-factors, it is 

difficult to distinguish whether a group is genuinely in motion or whether it 

has crystallised in one of a variety of possible positions. Temperature studies

79 M O’Dayhojf, in "Atlas o f Protein Sequence and Structure" (National 
Biomedical Research Foundation, Silver Spring, Maryland, 1968-78).

80 J. M ol Biol, 1981 153 71-115; T Takano, R E Dickerson.

81 J. Mol. Biol, 1988 199 295-314; G V Louie, W L B Hutcheon, G D 
Brayer.

82 J. Mol. Biol, 1983 166 407-418; H Ochi, Y Hata, N  Tanako, M Kakudo.

83 / .  Mol. Biol, 1982 156 389-410; Y Matsura, T Takano, and R E 
Dickerson.

84 J. Biol Chem., 1971 246 1511-1535; R E Dickerson, T Takano, D 
Eisenberg, O B Kallai, L Samson, A Cooper, E Margoliash.

85 J. Mol. Biol, 1985 183 447-460; G Williams, N  J Clayden, G R Moore, 
R J P Williams.
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of the crystal would be necessary to solve this ambiguity, although this would

be time consuming. A further limitation is that x-ray crystallography is 

performed using crystals made with solutions of high ionic strength. Typically 

the crystal will contain approximately 50% protein, will have been made from 

a solution containing 85% saturation of ammonium sulphate, and in the case of 

reduced cytochrome-c, will have a 5 molar excess of ascorbate.

Other protein studies have used techniques that allow the solution 

structure of the protein to be probed86. Such studies have used Optical87, 

Circular Dichroism88 (CD), EPR89, ESR90, and Resonance Raman91 (Res. Raman) 

spectroscopies, and look at specific vibrations such as those of the haem-ligand 

bonds, or else at the overall effect of the protein on some physical property as 

in CD spectroscopy. The use of CD is more applicable to small proteins and 

peptides than to proteins as large or larger than cytochrome-c. CD is useful in

ascertaining the content of structural units within a small protein, such as a -

helices.

All of these various studies leave unanswered questions about what the 

overall structure in solution might be and what changes might occur in the 

protein under changes in physical and/or physiological conditions. A more 

valuable method of study of proteins in solution is therefore nuclear magnetic 

resonance (nmr) spectroscopy. The application of nmr will help to solve some 

of these difficulties, since samples are normally used in solution, and conditions 

(temperature, pH, ionic strength) in the nmr probe can be varied simultaneously.

Nuclear magnetic resonance is a useful tool because it allows the protein

86 Adv. Prot. Chem., 1982 35_ 105-212; T E Meyer, M D Karman.

87 Dev. Appl. Spectrosc., 1971 9 125-140; W B Elliot, E Margoliash.

88 Biochim. Biophys. Acta., 1970 214 94-106, Y P Myer.

89 J. Biol. Chem., 1977 252 574-582; D L Brautigan, et al.

90 Biophys. Chem., 1983 17 193-202; G B Postrikova, N  P Gorbunova, M 
V Vokenstein.

91 Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. USA, 1972 69 2622-2626; T G Spiro, T C Strekas.
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to be studied in solution at an atomic level. This is of further value in the 

study of horse cytochrome-c, since no high resolution structure of this form 

exists. A large amount of biological and biochemical data have been collected 

on horse cytochrome-c because it is readily available. Thus a full determination 

of horse cytochrome-c structure is a particularly useful task. Unlike tuna 

cytochrome-c, on which X-ray studies have been done at 1.5A and 1.8A 

resolution for the reduced92 and oxidised93 forms of the protein respectively, 

horse cytochrome-c has only been studied at 2.8A resolution94.

By the judicious use of phase cycling of the receiver coils in the nmr 

experiment, different magnetisation transfer pathways can be mapped out. This 

allows information to be gathered on the proximity of nuclei in space, those 

nuclei that are in dynamic or chemical exchange, and those nuclei that are part 

of an amino acid side chain and are therefore spin-coupled. Much work has 

been done using this technique, a full account of which can be found in "NMR 

of Proteins and Nucleic Acids"95. For specific use in biochemistry see reference 

twenty two96. Early studies of cytochrome-cs using nmr97 were involved in 

assigning the iron axial ligands at a time when X-ray crystallographic analyses 

could not distinguish between a number of ligand types. Much work was then 

done to assign the cytochrome-c nmr spectra further, in order that structure-

92 J. Mol. B io l, 1981 153 79-94; T Takano, R E Dickerson.

93 J. M ol Biol, 1981 153 95-115; T Takano, R E Dickerson.

94 J. Biol. Chem., 1971 246 1511-1535; R E Dickerson, T Takano, D 
Eisenberg, O B Kallai, L Samson, A Cooper, E Margoliash.

95 NMR o f Proteins and Nucleic Acids 1986, K Wiithrich.

96 NMR and the Biochemist (Essays in Biochemistry Vol 19), G R Moore, 
R G Ratclijfe, R J  P Williams.

97 Biochem. Biophys. Res. Comm., 1969 36 442-449; C C McDonald, W 
D Phillips, S N Vinogradov.

Proc. Natl Acad. Sci. USA, 1969 63 1071-1078, K Wiithrich.
Cold Spring Harbor Symp. Quant. Biol, 1971 36_ 405-411; A G Redfield, 

R K Gupta.
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function relationships of the protein in solution could be assessed98.

However before any further progress can be made in studying function, 

dynamics and so on, a more comprehensive assignment of the spectrum of 

ferricytochrome-c is necessary. It is the purpose of this chapter to use nmr to 

investigate and assign the spectrum of native, horse-heart cytochrome-c, and in 

particular the protons of the polypeptide backbone, since these provide secondary 

structural information.

In later chapters the effect of chemical modifications and sequence 

changes on the solution structure of cytochrome-c will be explored, using the 

knowledge gained from the assignments made in this chapter. By comparison 

of the two structures it may be possible to identify some of the important 

regions or structures used in the control of the physical properties of the protein 

such as ion binding affinity (see chapter 5).

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Protein Preparation

In this study Horse-heart, mitochondrial cytochrome-c was used. This 

was obtained from the Sigma Chemical Company (horse, type VI), and 

purchased as a freeze-dried powder with a claimed purity of 95% and with 

approximately 10% in the reduced form. The powdered cytochrome-c can 

include polymeric or fragmented protein, acetate, and trifluoroacetate ions from 

any buffering solution used in the initial purification process of the protein. In 

order to remove these impurities, and to ensure that all of the protein is in the 

same oxidation state, the procedure described below was executed.

98 J. Mol. Biol., 1985 183 409-446; G Williams, G R Moore, et al.
Trends Biochem. Sci. (Pers, ed), 1983 8 316-320; E Margoliash, H R 

Bosshard.
Nature (London), 1986 322 286-288; R Bechtold, C Kuehn, C Lepre, S 

S Isied.
Science (Washington, D.C.), 1986 233 948-951; S L Mayo, W R Ellis, 

R J  Crutchley, H B Gray.
Protein Eng., 1987 7 83-88; G J  Pielak, R W Concar, G R Moore, R J  

P Williams.
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First a portion of freeze dried protein (300mg) was dissolved in distilled 

water (5cm3), and potassium ferricyanide (50% mole ratio) was added to ensure 

total oxidation of the haem. Portions of the resulting solution (1cm3) were then 

put onto a small cation exchange column (30cm3, CM23) previously equilibrated 

in phosphate buffer (lOmM, pH7.0). Once the ferricyanide band was seen to 

have left the main protein band, another aliquot (1cm3) of the 

protein/ferricyanide solution was added to the top of the column. This had the 

effect of adding the protein in dilute solution, since the buffer solution was 

continually eluting whilst the consecutive additions of protein were made. 

Continuous elution with phosphate buffer (pH7, lOmM) was done. After all the 

protein had been added, five columns worth of eluent were passed through the 

column, to ensure the total removal of potassium ferro- and ferricyanide and 

impurities such as acetate and buffer ions remaining from the Sigma preparation.

The protein was removed from the column by elution with sodium 

chloride solution (0.5M), leaving polymeric material at the top of the column. 

Then the protein solution obtained was ultra-filtrated (Amicon 8010, with YM10 

membrane) against distilled water to remove the sodium chloride and phosphate 

buffer ions. The membrane used in the ultra-filtration cell had a cut-off in the 

range of 10000 dal tons; meaning that only those molecules with a mass greater 

than 10000 dal tons were retained. Ultra-filtration was performed with volume 

reductions in factors of 10, until the salt concentration was undetectable by 

silver nitrate solution.

The protein was then carefully removed from the ultra-filtration cell 

using a pipette with a rubber end, and was freeze dried in Eppendorf tubes. 

Once freeze-dried, the protein was stored in the Eppendorf tubes at -40°C in 

a desiccator.

Sample Preparation

NMR samples (6-9mM) were prepared by taking the required mass of 

the oxidised, freeze-dried protein and dissolving it in H20  or DzO as required. 

The pH was adjusted as necessary with microlitre additions of either DC1(D20) or 

NaOD(D2Q). The pH of each sample was measured using a 4mm glass electrode
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calibrated prior to use. The pHs reported are direct meter readings; no 

correction was made for the small H/D isotope shift99.

Samples of reduced cytochrome-c were prepared by adding one microlitre 

of a stock solution of sodium ascorbate (pH7, 3.6M, D20 )  to samples prepared 

as described above. The total dilution of the nmr sample by sodium ascorbate 

solution was less than 0.2%, and the final concentration of ascorbate ions was 

in the range 60%-100% that of the cytochrome-c. The pH was adjusted as 

described above for the oxidised samples. The air above the sample in the nmr 

tube was then flushed out with dry nitrogen gas, and the tube was sealed with 

a septum cap and Nesco film.

NMR METHOD

Data Collection

After carefully shimming the magnet and tuning the probe, a normal 

ID spectrum was obtained from the protein sample. From this spectrum the 

quality of the shimming and presaturation of the solvent peak was ascertained. 

The optimum value of the parameter which defines the time delay between the 

pulse and the beginning of the acquisition time, typically called the "receiver 

off' period, and described by Hoult100, was then established empirically. This 

variable time delay allows the collection of the first data points to occur at the 

desired level in the receiver, which ’rings down* after the application of the 

Butterworth filters (see figure 3.2). The Hoult parameter has a marked effect 

on the baseline and it is important to spend time optimising it.

A *H ID spectrum of high digital resolution was then collected and 

saved as a blank, to be used in conjunction with the 2D data set collected 

afterward. The parameters used to collect the ID data set were then copied 

into a larger experiment, ie. a space on the disk large enough to collect 2D

99 Stud. Biophys., 1976 58 235-240, P Kalinichenko.

100 / .  Mag. Res.,1983 57 110-117; D I Hoult, C-N Chen, H  Eden, M Eden.
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data sets (typically 16000 sectors for phase sensitive Noesy101 and Cosy102 

spectra), modified according to the experiment being performed. Then a 2D 

experiment was run.

For the initial data from which assignments were made, the number of 

transients collected per tx increment was typically 96, which allowed a good 

signal-to-noise ratio to be obtained. The number of increments was set at 

between 400 and 512, thus allowing for reasonable digital resolution in the 

second (Fj) frequency dimension. A good signal-to-noise ratio is particularly 

important in a noesy spectrum, where the cross peaks are generally only a few 

percent as intense as the diagonal peaks. In a cosy spectrum good digital 

resolution allows the observation of small couplings and prevents cancellation 

of antiphase peaks.

101 Nuclear Overhauser Effect Spectroscopy. See description later.

102 Correlated Spectroscopy. See description later.
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Three different starting tim es result in three different sam pling patterns. The sampling frequency 
is Iwht the filler cutoff frequency, and in all three cases, the first sam pled point is grossly in error, leading 
to an offset in the spectral baseline. The latter is easily corrected: however, it is the second am i subsequent 
points which cause baseline artifacts when they d o  not lie on  the signal Thus in (h). the second point 
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negligible.
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con tro l, an d  set so that sam p lin g  occurs at the  crossing  po in ts o f  th e  ringing  (Pig. 4c). In ad d itio n , data  
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Figure 3.2 Data collection using the Hoult Param eter1”

J. Mag. Res.,1983 5 / 110-117; D I Hoult, C-N Chen, H Eden, M Eden.
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Data Processing

The collected data were first stored on a magnetic tape, and then 

processed and plotted. It has been shown that a flatter base-line can be 

obtained by scaling the first point in a free-induction decay (fid) by one half 

before the Fourier transformation is carried out. This is necessary because we 

do not use an infinite number of points to describe the free-induction decay 

process. However other factors, including the delay time as the receiver turns 

on, or the breakthrough of the pulse by having too short a "receiver o ff' period, 

further complicate the scaling of the first point in the free-induction decay 

signal. To this end the multiplication factor used (FPMULT104 first point 

multiplier) is established empirically; observing the change in base line shape 

as the FPMULT-number is changed between successive Fourier transform 

processes, until the required, flat, base-line shape has been achieved.

The line-width of the peaks can also be reduced by the application of 

mathematical weighting functions to the fid, whereby the later portion of the 

fid is enhanced compared to its beginning (figure 3.3). In the ideal situation 

the signal would remain at a constant height to infinity. In the natural fid the 

signal decays exponentially (Fourier transforms to a Lorentzian line-shape). By 

multiplication of the fid by a positive exponential, it is possible to cancel the 

natural decay of the fid. However this would then amplify the noise in the 

latter part of the fid to an unacceptable level, and would also leave the fid 

truncated. This would create truncation wiggles at each peak that would go out 

to infinity. Thus the fid needs to be forced to zero after the multiplication by 

the positive exponential. This is achieved by further multiplying the points in 

the fid by a negative double exponential (which would Fourier transform to a 

Gausian line-shape). A Gausian line is five times narrower than a Lorentzian 

line at 1% of signal height, and hence lines that are close together in the 

spectrum can be better resolved when they have

104 J. Mag. Res., 1986 66 187-193; G Otting, H Widmer, G Wagner, K  
Wiithrich.
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Figure 3.3 Before and After 

Application of weighting functions to the fid105

105 Modern NMR Techniques for Chemistry Research, Pergamon Press, 
Oxford, 1987. A E Derome.
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the former line-shape. By judicial use of the two values used in the positive 

and double exponentials, the line-width and shape of the peaks seen in the final 

spectrum can be improved. This process is performed in both dimensions.

The correct phasing for a 2D spectrum is obtained by phasing the ID 

spectrum obtained by Fourier transformation of the first block of data. The 

reference line is chosen in the high digital resolution ID spectrum, and its 

frequency noted, so that the line can be found in both dimensions in the 2D 

spectrum. This allows accurate comparisons to be made between subsequent 

spectra.

^-C osv (Correlated SpectroscopY)

’H-Cosy106 is a 2D nmr technique which shows, by off-diagonal peaks, 

connections between scalar-coupled nuclei. A representative region of a JH- 

Cosy spectrum containing the cross peaks from alanine HyHgS and threonine 

Hfl/H ŝ is shown in figure 3.4. The cross peak connects those two peaks that 

lie on the diagonal at the points where lines drawn from the cross peak, and 

parallel to the edges of the spectrum, intercept the diagonal. That is, if an off- 

diagonal peak arises at the frequency in one axis of a peak on the diagonal, the 

peak at the second frequency arises from a nucleus scalar coupled to the first. 

These extra peaks arise because the frequency of one peak in a coupled system 

is modulated by the frequency of the other peak during magnetisation transfer.

This technique is only valuable for systems with coupling constants 

greater than 3Hz. For couplings of less than 3Hz, improvements can be made 

by using Delayed Cosy spectroscopy. It is further complicated if two peaks 

overlap on the diagonal and both show couplings, because it is not possible to 

say which coupling goes with which peak. (See !H Relayed Cosy). Double 

Quantum Filtered Cosy was more frequently used in this thesis than normal 

Cosy, since this technique allows the cross peaks that are

106 Eur. J. Biochem., 1981 114 375-384; G Wagner, A Kumar, K Wiithrich.
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Figure 3.4 ^ -co sv  spectrum 

of horse ferricytochrome-c (pH6.0, 40°C, 7mM, 99.8 %D,Q)
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close to the diagonal to be resolved.

60

*H-Recsy (REIaved CoSY)

This technique is based on the ^-C osy  pulse sequence, but contains a 

further two pulses and associated delay periods. Thus magnetisation is 

transferred in the first pulse to the next neighbour in the coupled system, and 

then after an evolution period, the next pulse will transfer some of the 

information on to the next proton. Thus for example or NH/H„ cross

peaks in amino acid spectra can be observed. A representative region of a 1H- 

Recsy spectrum, containing some NH/QH cross peaks, is given in figure 3.5. 

This technique is of great advantage in assigning peaks that overlap. In 

principle the spectrum of the full amino acid spin system, from NH through 

Ha to the end of the amino acid, can be assigned.

^-N oesv (Nuclear Overhauser Effect SpectroscopY)

'H-Noesy shows connections, between peaks on the diagonal, that arise 

from incoherent magnetisation transfer between protons close together in space 

(dipolar-coupled), which are not necessarily scalar-coupled. Whilst ^ -C osy  will 

allow spin systems within a given amino acid to be traced out and thereby 

assigned to peaks on the spectrum, no scalar coupling is detectable between 

protons on one amino acid and those on the next amino acid in the sequence 

(eg. C ^ - C O -  NKU).

Through comparison of the ^-C osy  to the Tl-Noesy spectrum, many 

of the cross peaks in the ‘H-Noesy spectrum can be assigned. The remaining 

cross peaks will indicate the proximity of non-scalar coupled protons in space, 

where the scalar coupling was <3Hz and the protons are close together, in 

which case no *H-Cosy cross peak occurs but a Tl-Noesy cross peak does occur. 

Using the data contained in !H-Noesy spectra, it is possible to trace out the 3D 

structure, by showing that certain parts of the amino acid sequence, although 

being perhaps separated by many residues, are in fact close together in space.

In particular in the spectra used in this study, the occurrence of an
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horse ferricytochrome-c (pH6.0, 40°C, 7mM, 90%H,Q)
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nOe indicates that the two protons are within approximately 4.2A of each other. 

This value was determined by calculating the distances between nuclei known 

to have a fixed geometry, and then looking for an nOe between those nuclei. 

In particular glycine f^s, tryptophan C4, C5, C6> c7, and phenylalanine o, m, p, 

were used. The results are tabulated as follows:

Protons distance apart/A107 nOe

Gly6  a / a ’ 1.63 yes

Phe36 p/m 2.41 yes

Trp59 CJCS 2.43 yes

Trp59 CJC6 4.19 yes

Trp59 CJCj 4.89 no

Phe36 o/p 4.95 no

The value of 4.2A is an upper limit which may in some cases be too 

high. The apparent nOe cross peak between Trp59 C4 and C6 may have been 

enhanced by spin diffusion from C4 to C5, and thence from C5 to C6 in the 

example given. However this does not detract from the results being a good 

guideline in comparing the presence of nOe cross peaks in a ^-N oesy spectrum 

to the proposed spatial structure of the protein in solution. A representative 

portion of the xH-Noesy spectrum is given in figure 3.6. In this spectrum, nOes 

between the two protons are represented by cross peaks that connect the peaks 

at the chemical shifts of the two protons in the 2D spectrum. As is shown in 

figure 3.7, the two Gly6  a-protons also show nOes to the Glu92NH as well as 

to Lys7NH, and the B-proton of Asp93 shows an nOe to Gly6 NH. These nOes 

demonstrate the proximity, despite there being approximately 80 residues 

separating them, of the two a-helices (N- and C-terminal) in cytochrome-c, and 

locate the crossing point of these two helices. In the structure of horse 

cytochrome-c, it is the NH proton of

107 calculated from the tuna ferricytochrome-c X-ray crystal structure (J. 
Mol. Biol., 1981 153 95-115; T Takano and R E Dickerson 1981)
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Glu92 that is closest to the Gly6 CaH protons. In the case of tuna cytochrome- 

c, the NH proton of Asp93 is the closer (5.6A and 5.4A instead of 7.9A and 

7.6A respectively108). This difference is noted again in chapter seven, when the 

chemical shifts of horse and tuna cytochrome-cs are compared.

ASSIGNMENT PROCEDURE

Using a combination of the sequential assignment strategy109 and the 

main-chain-directed (MCD) strategy110, it is possible to assign many of the peaks 

in the nmr spectrum to protons in specific amino acid residues. The sequential 

assignment strategy has been used successfully over many years since the 

introduction of 2D-nmr techniques. It involves identifying cross-peak patterns 

in the ^ -C osy  spectra, and matching them to patterns expected from particular 

amino acid side chains. Comparison of these assignments to the cross-peaks in 

the *H-Noesy spectrum allowed the positioning of these residues together in the 

folded protein. X-ray crystallographic data can be used to assess the progress 

made. A comparison of the known change in chemical shift upon change in 

redox state of solvated tuna cytochrome-c, with a model created using the X- 

ray crystal structures and a dipolar model of the unpaired electron spin, has 

shown that the crystal and solution structures of tuna cytochrome-c are very 

similar111.

The main-chain-directed (MCD) assignment procedure depends mainly 

on the ^-N oesy spectrum. NH, C JI  and CbH protons are placed into structural 

groups (a-helix, 310 bend, etc.) depending on the nOe patterns between them. 

The assignment of particular peaks to specific residues is confirmed by the 1H- 

Cosy spectrum, where only scalar coupled protons show cross peaks. 

Assignment of side chains is then attempted, and the protein units described are

108 / .  Mol. Biol., 1981 153 79-115; T Takano, R E Dickerson.

109 Biopolymers, 1983 22 131-138, K  Wiithrich.

110 Biochemistry, 1987 26 5953-5958; S W Englander, A J Wand.

111 J. Mol. Biol., 1985 183 447-460; G Williams, N J Clayden, G R Moore, 
R J P  Williams.
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positioned relative to each other using nOe patterns produced between the side 

chains of amino acids in the different structural groups. In theory this technique 

could be used independently of any other to assign the peaks in the nmr 

spectrum.

In practice, a combination of the two procedures seems to be most 

productive. Certain protons experience large contact, pseudo-contact, and ring- 

current shifts, and can thus be resolved easily in ID and 2D spectra. These 

protons can often be easily assigned, and so provide useful points at which to 

begin the sequential assignment of a complicated spectrum from a protein (>80 

amino acids). However because proteins are often composed largely of 

structural units of fixed geometry, such as a-helices, the MCD approach can be 

used to great advantage, following the backbone of the polypeptide through the 

protein112.

It has been suggested that the solution structure of horse ferricytochrome- 

c is very similar to the "outer" oxidised X-ray structure of tuna cytochrome-c. 

This information has been valuable for making early assignments in the horse 

spectrum using ID nmr spectroscopy113.

RESULTS

A detailed explanation of the assignment procedure for the N-terminal 

helix will demonstrate the assignment procedure used in this study. A 

representative portion of the ^-N oesy spectrum is given in figure 3.8. The 

cross-peaks of interest have been filled in, and a pathway has been traced 

through the cross-peaks to illustrate the procedure described.

112 J. Inorg. Biochem., 1986 28 373-380, G Williams.

113 J. Mol. Biol., 1985 183 409-428; G Williams, G R Moore, R Porteous, 
M N Robinson, N Soffe, R J P Williams. (and references therein).
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of horse ferricvtochrome-c (pH6.0. 40°C, 7mM. 99.8%D,Q)
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Starting with the known C^Hs of Vail 1, the use of a ^ -C osy  spectrum 

(figure 3.9) identifies the chemical shift of the 6 -proton, and JH-Recsy spectrum 

(figure 3.10) showed coupling between this B-proton and a proton at chemical 

shift 8.85ppm. The proton with the latter chemical shift is assigned to the NH 

proton of this residue. A representative portion of a ^-N oesy spectrum (figure 

3.11) shows cross peaks between all of those 6 - and y- protons and the NH 

proton. This demonstrates that the assignment of the V alll NH proton is 

unambiguous. In figure 3.12 two cross peaks occur at this same chemical shift: 

one at 8.45ppm, and one at 7.82ppm. The first peak is assigned to PhelONH 

because PhelONH also shows dipolar coupling to a peak at 7.52ppm which has 

been assigned to Ile9NH. This latter peak is known to be He9NH, because it 

shows scalar coupling to Ile9CaH and the known ne9Q H  by Tl-Cosy and !H- 

Recsy (figure 3.10)respectively. The second peak at 7.82ppm is then assigned 

to Glnl2NH. This peak also is shown by !H-Cosy and *H-Recsy to be scalar 

coupled to other peaks, thus identifying the chemical shift values of the Q^Hs 

and CflHs of this residue. By nOe evidence alone it is possible to trace out two 

more residues from Glnl2NH: Gin 12NH—»Lys 13NH with a resonant frequency 

at 8.51ppm and Lysl3NH—»Cysl4NH with a resonant frequency at 8.12ppm.

Returning to Ile9NH the N-terminal helix can be traced in the ^-N oesy 

spectrum (figure 3.12) back to Lys5NH (8.07ppm), but no further cross peaks 

are visible. In fact Glu4NH (8.06ppm) is so close to Lys5NH (8.07ppm) that 

it is not expected that a cross-peak would be seen, since it would be under the 

shoulders of the intense diagonal peaks. Glu4NH was assigned because of an 

nOe to Val3NH (assigned from Tl-Cosy and H-Recsy (figure 3 .1 0 )to VaBQjH 

and VaBCyHs). Asp2NH was assigned from an nOe to Val3CoH. Using *H- 

Cosy and !H-Recsy, the a -  and 6 -protons and other protons in each residue can 

be assigned.

By this process it has been possible to assign two-thirds of the backbone 

NHs and Q^Is, and Q H s of horse heart ferricytochrome-c (8 .6 mM, pH6.0, 

40°C). These are given in Table 3.1.
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Table 3.1

*H nmr Assignments for Horse Ferricvtochrome-c

(native, 8.6mM. pH6.0. 40°C)

Residue NH C«H Q H Residue NH C«H c bh

Asp2 9.72 4.74 2.73 Glu21 8.87 7 7

2.45 Lys22 8.17 7 7

Val3 8.42 3.55 2.14 Thr28 7.04 3.20 3.20

Glu4 8.06 4.10 7 Asn31 11.53 5.81 2 . 8 6

Lys5 8.07 3.90 2.15 2.54

1.17 Leu32 9.45 4.94 2.46

Gly6 8.69 3.97

3.28

- His33 8.16 7 3.27

3.39

Lys7 8.03 2.29 1.79

1.46

Leu35 7.09 3.65 2.17

1.46

Lys8 6.96 3.90 1 . 8 6 Phe36 8.59 3.82 3.20

Ile9 7.52 3.56 1.69 2.80

PhelO 8.45 3.51 3.15

2.77

Gly37 9.28 4.45

3.51

-

V alll 8.85 3.87 2.26 Arg38 8 . 2 0 7 7

Glnl2 7.82 4.19 2 . 1 2 Thr40 7.59 7 4.50

2.07 Ala43 8.06 4.66 1.47

Lysl3 8.51 4.47 7 Thr47 7 3.85 3.25

Cysl4 8 . 1 2 7 7 Thr49 9.68 4.21 4.71

Alal5 8.07 5.83 2.15 Ala51 8 . 0 1 4.20 1 . 6 8

Gin 16 9.82 2 . 6 6 2.45 Trp59 8.77 7 3.65

Cysl7 9.40 5.93 7 Lys60 8.03 7 7

H isl8 10.60 8.63 3.78 Glu62 9.54 4.01 2.38

Thrl9 10.37 6.14 5.50 2.06

Val2 0 8.77 4.94 2 . 2 0 Thr63 7.09 4.39 4.58



Residue NH CJr
Leu64 8.55 3.90

Met65 8.24 3.71

Glu6 6 6.69 4.12

Tyr67 8.06 7

Leu6 8 8 . 1 2 2.69

Glu69 6 . 8 6 3.87

Asn70 6 . 6 8 3.87

Lys73 7.75 7

Tyi74 8 . 1 1 4.75

Ue75 9.35 4.81

Thr78 8.95 5.20

Lys79 8.25 4.92

Met80 9.08 2.82

Assignments

CflH Residue

1.63 Thr89

2.17 Glu90

2.59 Arg91

1.99 Glu92

1.85 Asp93

3.26 Leu94

1.08 Ile95

2.14 Ala96

1.72 Tyi97

3.28 Leu98

3.23 Lys99

2 . 1 2

2.05 LyslOO

4.03 AlalOl

3.83 Thrl02
7 Asnl03

5.82
7 Glul04
7

74

NH C«H c bh

8.03 7 4.10

6 . 1 2 4.02 1.76

7.15 3.31 1.93

8.26 3.63 2 . 1 2

8.25 4.07 2.46

7.91 3.87 1.50

8.47 3.14 1.72

7.90 3.94 1.29

7.92 4.18 2.84

8.79 3.38 1 . 8 6

8.85 2.57 1.49

1.17

6.78 4.09 1.75

8.63 4.05 0.76

7.95 4.55 4.90

7.14 4.97 2.58

2.91

7.40 4.33 7
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CONCLUSIONS

The nmr technique has proven to be a valuable and reliable tool for the 

study of proteins in solution. In particular it has proven to be a very accurate 

tool for observing protons throughout the structure of cytochrome-c with equal 

accuracy.

Proteins like cytochrome-c that contain redox centres, are amenable to 

study by the pseudo-contact shift method114. In this way it was possible to 

show that the solution structure of tuna cytochrome-c was essentially the same 

as the crystal structure of the same protein. Added confidence was thereby 

given to the analysis of nOes in tuna cytochrome-c, and from here whole 

assignments of spectra are routinely done for homologous cytochrome-cs for 

which no X-ray structure can or has been obtained.

By X-ray crystallography it is only possible to determine the structural 

position with great accuracy of those protons close to the haem (accuracy 

<0.2A), and with decreasing accuracy of those protons further away and not 

fixed into structural units (accuracy >2 A). As discussed in the conclusion to 

chapter seven, nmr can potentially map backbone structures to <lA and even 

to <0.5A in certain cases, and can be used independendy of other structural 

tools like X-ray crystallography.

The data presented above accord closely with other studies that have 

recently been published115. The structure predicted from the nOe pattern fits 

very well to that predicted from the X-ray crystal structure given for tuna

114 / .  Mol. Biol., 1985 183 447-460; G Williams, N J Clayden, G R Moore, 
R J P  Williams.

Comments on Inorganic Chemistry, 1985 4 55-98; G Williams, G R 
Moore, R J P  Williams.

115 Eur. J. Biochem., 1989 182 57-65; Y Gao, A D  J Lee, R J P  Williams, 
G Williams.

Biochemistry, 1989 28_ 195-203; Y Feng, H Roder, S W Englander, A J 
Wand, D L Di Stefano.
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Figure 3.13 ^-N oesv spectrum of horse ferricvtochrome-c 

(dH6.0, 40°C. 7mM, 90%HX)) showing C 4 ermjnaj_heljx 

for comparison with figure 3.14
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ferricytochrome-c116m, adding confidence to the use of the nmr method as a 

tool for probing protein structures in solution, and suggesting considerable 

homology between the solution and crystal structures.

The procedure for the assignment of proton resonances given in this 

chapter is expected to be of general applicability for proteins with or without 

redox centres. All the spectra given in later parts of this thesis have been 

assigned using this method. In chapter seven assignments of native horse 

ferricytochrome-c are compared to those found for tuna ferricytochrome-c. The 

chemical shifts of both NH and CJd protons in the two proteins are very 

similar, as described and discussed in that chapter. The nOe patterns of the two 

proteins are also very similar, allowing a comparison of the solution structures 

of the two proteins to be made. Indeed a recent paper117 compares the N- and 

C- terminal helices in tuna ferricytochrome-c on the basis of nOe data.

In the following chapter, a spectrum of ferrocytochrome-c is used in 

comparison with the spectrum of a covalently modified form of the reduced 

protein. The iron centre is diamagnetic in the reduced state of the protein, and 

so does not shift resonances of protons close to or in contact with the haem, as 

does the ferric (paramagnetic) haem. The result is a different spectral 

appearance. For comparison the two ^-N oesy spectra of the oxidised and 

reduced cytochrome-cs are given in figures 3.13 and 3.14, with the C-terminal 

helices mapped out. An extensive assignment of the ferrocytochrome-c spectrum 

by the MCD approach has recently been published11*. Therefore in this thesis, 

this newly published assignment has been used as a guide in the assignment of 

the native ferrocytochrome-c spectra used in the comparison with spectra of 

modified proteins. However, the ferrocytochrome-c spectra in chapter four were 

run at two pHs different to that used in the published assignments.

116 J. Mol. Biol., 1981 153 95-115; T Takano, R E Dickerson.

117 J. Inorg. Biochem., 1986 28 373-380, G Williams.

118 Biochemistry, 1989 28 186-194; A J Wand, D L Di Stefano, Y Feng, H  
Roder, S W Englander.
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Plus 9 a change, 

plus c’est la meme chose. 

Alphonse Karr (1808-1890) 

in "Les Guepes"
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INTRODUCTION

Horse-heart cytochrome-c has been used frequently in biological assays, 

so much is known about the functions of this protein. Independent studies have 

focused on the structure of the protein. Putting the two together is a task of 

considerable complexity, and requires knowledge of the influence of 3D structure 

and its time-dependence upon redox potential, electron-transfer, binding affinity 

and binding selectivity.

To this end the study of modified cytochrome-cs is most useful, because 

by independently varying aspects of the protein structure through chemical 

modification, the change in the physical properties such as the aromatic ring flip 

or NH/ND exchange rates, ion binding affinity, or the redox potential can be 

measured. These specific studies give some insight into the various aspects of 

the protein function which might be important in the physiological action of the 

protein.

A modification in which some of the charges at the surface of the 

protein have been lost allows the study of the effects of electrostatic interactions 

upon structure, dynamics and stability, and the effect of changes in charge 

distribution upon ion binding. In the present example most of the positive 

charges in cytochrome-c were removed by covalent modification of the lysine 

terminal amine groups. The surface lysine groups were modified by covalently 

attaching trifluoroacetic acid to the terminal amine groups of the lysine residues 

(eqnl):

-H 2N: + CO(CF,)SEt -> ~HNCO(CF,) + HSEt eqnl.

In the physiological environment cytochrome-c is known to bind to its 

redox partners through the lysine residues around the haem crevice119. By 

covalently modifying the lysine terminal amine groups, it was hoped to be able 

to mimic, to some extent, the effects on the structure that might be experienced 

by cytochrome-c upon binding to its physiological redox partners. In this way

119 TIBS, September 1983 pp 316-320; E Margoliash, H R Bosshard.
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it is hoped to be able to understand what changes in the protein structure are 

attendant on binding of cytochrome-c to the physiological redox partners, and 

to postulate how these might be effective in facilitating the high rate of electron 

transfer. It is known that the rate of electron transfer in the oxidative 

phosphorylation pathway is not limited by the rate of electron transfer at 

cytochrome-c.

Fanger and Harbury120 have demonstrated the ability to covalently modify 

the terminal amine groups of lysine residues with S-ethyltrifluorothioaceticacid 

to leave trifluoroacetylamide (tfa) groups. Following this work Staudenmayer 

et alm demonstrated that by varying the conditions under which the reaction is 

carried out, specific lysine terminal amine groups can be selectively modified. 

These modifications were used to define which of the lysines at the surface of 

the protein were important in reactions with cytochrome oxidase122, cytochrome- 

bi, cytochrome-c!, cytochrome peroxidase123 and ferricyanide124.

This study attempts to assign the high resolution 'H-nmr spectrum of 

modified cytochrome-cs. In particular assignments are made in the spectrum 

of tfa-ferrocytochrome-c by comparison to that of the native protein. The rules 

of assignment described in the previous chapter have been followed. 

Preliminary studies were performed on tfa-ferricytochrome-c and these are also 

reported. However it was discovered that the oxidised form of the modified 

protein is unstable with respect to denaturation into a high spin complex, from 

which an nmr spectrum can not be obtained. Since this denaturation takes place 

over a period of a few days at 4°C, fewer data sets were collected from this

120 Biochemistry, 1965 4 2541-2545; M W Fanger, H A Harbury.

m Biochemistry, 1976 15 3198-3205; N Staudenmayer, M B Smith, H T 
Smith, F K  Spies Jr., F Millet.

122 Biochemistry, 1977 16 600-604; N Staudenmayer, S Ng, M B Smith, F 
Millett.

123 Biochim. Biophys. Acta., 1980 592 303-313; M B Smith, J  Stonehuerner, 
A J Ahmed, N Staudenmayer, F Millett.

124 J. Biol. Chem., 1981 256 1611-1615; A J Ahmed, F Millet. (And 
references therein).
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form of the protein. It is suggested that in future studies involving tfa-modified 

cytochrome-c, the spectra be recorded at lower temperatures.

Resonance Raman was used to look at the haem stretching frequencies 

of both the native and tfa-modified forms of ferricytochrome-c, in order to 

establish if there is any communication to the haem of effects at the surface 

of the protein. The loss of charged residues at the surface of the protein will 

result in the loss of electrostatic interaction energies between those charges and 

the haem. Any change in structure resulting in bond length changes in the 

haem ligands will result in a change in the electronic distribution within the 

haem. The frequency differences are thought to be due to changes in the n 

density and distribution on the haem125. In particular changes in the spatial 

distribution of haem-packed and highly electronegative amino acid side chains 

about the haem are thought to control the electronic properties of the haem, and 

thus may be important for the function of cytochrome-c126. UV-Vis spectroscopy 

was used to study the effect of modification of the surface of the protein upon 

the haem to methionine-80 band at 695nm.

PREPARATION OF TFA-MODIFIED HORSE-HEART CYTOCHROME-C127 
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Horse-heart ferricytochrome (purified on a CMC23 column, 150mg, 

1 .2 1 x l 0 - 5 moles) was dissolved, without foaming, in distilled water ( 1 0 cm3). 

Using a radiometer (PM26, ABU12, & TTT1) in pH stat mode, the solution 

was brought to pHIO by additions (0.01cm3) of N aO H ^ (0.25M), whilst being 

vigorously stirred with a small magnetic follower. The reaction was performed 

at pHIO because it is at this pH that the lysine terminal amine groups are 

uncharged. A higher pH value was not used because it was hoped to keep the 

hydrolysis of the S-ethyltrifluorothioacetate to a minimum.

125 Biochemistry, 1984 23_ 1081-1084; A Schejter, W A Eaton.

126 Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. USA, 1979 76 3865-3869; J  A Shelnutt, D L  
Rousseau, J  K  Dethmers, E Margoliash.

127 Biochemistry, 1965 4 2541-2545; W H Fanger, H A Harbury.
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S-ethyltrifluorothioacetate (1.5cm3,1.29xl0'2 moles) was added to the solution 

with a pipette. After one hour a further addition of S-ethyltrifluorothioacetate 

(1.5cm3, 1.29x102 moles) was made. The solution was stirred for two hours, 

and the pH was maintained at pH 10 by the radiometer in pH stat mode. After 

the pH had stabilized it was then lowered to pH8 , and the resulting solution was 

subjected to ultra-filtration against a 1 0 0 0 0  molecular weight cutoff membrane 

(dilutions 100cm3 to 10cm3), using an Amicon ultrafiltration cell.

The resultant protein solution was reduced in volume to 1.5cm3 and then 

divided into two portions. I9F and !H nmr spectra were recorded from one of 

the protein samples (75mg, 0.7ml, pH6 .8 ), and the other sample was freeze dried 

and stored under vacuum at -40°C.

RESULTS

A representative portion of the ^ -C o sy  spectrum of tfa-modified 

ferrocytochrome-c showing some of the alanine CaH/QH cross-peaks and 

threonine QH/C^H cross-peaks is given in figure 4.1. For comparison an 

equivalent portion from the Tl-Noesy spectrum of the native protein is given 

in figure 4.2. Using the same assignment procedures given in chapter three 

with reference to ferricytochrome-c, the assignments given in table 4.2 were 

made on tfa-ferrocytochrome-c. The assignments of alanine CaH/CBH3 and 

threonine C ^H /C ^  resonances in tfa-ferricytochrome-c are given in table 4.3. 

Representative spectra of the tfa-modified and native ferrocytochrome-c proteins 

are given in the figures 4.3 and 4.4. The numeric labels on some of the cross 

peaks allow easy comparison of the assignments of a particular pair of protons 

from the same amino acid residue in the two proteins. A list of the numbers 

and their associated amino acid protons is given in table 4.1.
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Figure 4.1 !H-Cosv spectrum of Aafi and TBy region 

in tfa-ferrocvtochrome-c (pH7.8. 6mM, 99.8 %DX). 40°C)
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Figure 4.3 (an index to the numbers is given in table 4.1) 

^-N oesv spectrum showing the NH/C.H region of 

tfa-modified ferrocvtochrome-c (pH7.8. 6mM. 40°C).
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^-N oesv spectrum showing the NH/C„H region of 

native horse heart ferrocvtochrome-c (pH7.8« 6mM. 40°C).
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Cross-Peak Cross-Peak Cross-Peak

1 VaBNH/CoH 2 VaBNH/CeH 3
4 ValllNH/CoH 5 ValllNH/CflH 6

7 Thr40NH/Lys39CaH 8 His26CVAla43CaH 9

10 Lei^NH/CaH 11 Leu68NH/QVB.H 12

13 Leu94NH/CB/B.H 14 Ala96NH/CotH 15

ne9NH/CaH

Va&ONH/CoH

Ala43NH/CBH
Thr89NH/CaH

AlalOlNH/CJH

Table 4.1 Legend to spectra in figures 4.3 and 4.4 

listing residues according to the number given bv the cross peak
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Table 4.2

Horse Heart Ferrocytochrome-c (40°C, 6mM)

*H nmr Assignments

Residue tfa-modified _________ native _____

H ,0  pH7.8 P,Q PH7.8 H,Q pH3.8 H,Q pH5.7512* H,Q pH7.8

Aromatic side chains

Phe36o 7.35 7.35

Phe36m 6.89 6 . 8 8

Phe36p> 7.11 7.13

Trp59Cj 7.00 7.01

Trp59C4 7.61 7.62

Trp59C5 6.71 6.71

Trp59C6 5.74 5.75

TIP59Q 7.06 7.07

Y74o 7.17 7.18

Y74m 6.61 6.61

Phe82o 6.72 6.72

Phe82m 7.38 7.38

Phe822 7.20 7.20

Valines, Leucines, Isoleucines

Val3NH 8.37 _

VaBCoH 3.72 3.73

Val3CpH 2.16 2.16

v m c p 1.06 1.07

V alllN H 8 . 8 8 -

V alllC aH 3.60 ?

ValllCpH 2 . 2 0 2 . 2 0

7.38 7.37 7.38

6.90 6 . 8 8 6.90

7.12 7.12 7.13

7.00 6.99 7.00

7.59 7.59 7.60

6.70 6 . 6 8 6.70

5.73 5.73 5.73

7.07 7.05 7.06

7.24 7.25 7.24

6.62 6.60 6.63

6.72 6.70 6.72

7.40 7.49 7.41

7.23 7.23 7.24

8.48 8.42 8.47

3.63 3.66 3.67

2.19 2.19 2.16

1.07 1.09 1.08

8.76 8.74 8.76

3.58 3.58 3.59

2.18 2.19 2.19

128 Biochemistry, 1989 28 186-194; A J  Wand, D L Di Stephano, Y Feng, 
H Roder, S W Englander.
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Residue tfa-modified _________ native_________

No. H ,0  pH7.8 P>Q PH7.8 H,Q pH3.8 H,Q pH5.7512* H,Q pH7.8

ValllCyiHa 1 . 1 2

V alllC^H j 0.96

Val20NH 7.87

V a^ O C ^ 3.93

Val20CpH 1.60

Val20CrlH3 0.45

Val20C,*H3 0.05

Leu32NH ?

LCU32CJH 4.00

Leu32C^H ?

Leu32CyH 0.52
Leu32C51H3 -0.59

Leu32QaH3 -0.73

De57NH ?

ne57CpH 1.80

Ile57CylH 0.58

De57C^H 0.80

ne57CrH3 0.75

Ile57C8H3 -0.33

Leu64NH 8.90

Leu64 C J l 4.39

Leu64CpH 2.05

1^64(^11 1.92

Leu64C8lH3 0.77

Leu64C82H3 0.54

Leu6 8 NH 8 . 2 1

Leu6 8 CaH 3.10

Leu6 8 CpH 1.70

LCU6 8 C.H 1.92

1.13 1.13

0.97 0.96

- 7.70

3.92 3.90

1.60 7

0.46 0.41

0.06 0.03

- 7.87

4.00 4.03

1.46 1.44

0.55 0.52

-0.59 -0.61

-0.78 -0.75

- 6.39

1.80 1.82

0.58 0.48

0.81 0 . 8 8

0.75 0.73

-0.34 -0.56

- 8 . 8 6

4.38 4.33

2.05 2.05

1.92 1.91

0.77 7

0.55 0.48

- 8.27

3.11 3.12

1.75 1.71

1.93 1.93

1.14 1.15

0.97 0.98

7.71 7.70

3.92 3.92

1.56 7

0.41 0.41

0.04 0.04

7.85 7.85

4.03 3.92

1.46 1.46

0.53 0.54

-0.61 -0.59

-0.76 -0.76

6.38 6.39

1.83 1.84

0.50 0.49

0.89 0.90

0.73 0.73

-0.53 -0.55

8.84 8.87

4.35 4.36

2.06 2.07

1.91 1.92

0.74 0.76

0.51 0.49

8.24 8.28

3.12 3.12

1.71 1.71

1.94 1.94
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Residue tfa-modified _________ native_________

No. HX> pH7.8 D,Q pH7.8 HX) pH3.8 H,Q pH5.7512» H,Q pH7.8

Leu6 8 C5lH3 1.08 1.07 1.05 1.07 1.08

Leu6 8 CteH3 0.34 0.33 0.35 0.36 0.37

Leu94NH 8.25 - 8.33 8.31 8.32

Leu94CaH 4.29 4.32 4.27 4.31 4.31

Leu94C^H 2.28 ? 2.29 2.30 2.31

L ei^C ^H 1 . 8 8 1 . 8 8 1 . 8 8 1.90 1.89

Ile95NH 9.01 - 8.96 8.95 8.98

Ile95CJH[ 3.73 3.74 3.72 3.73 3.75

Ile95CpH 2 . 1 1 2 . 1 2 2 . 1 0 2 . 1 1 2 . 1 2

11695(^1 1.99 1.99 1.98 1.98 2 . 0 0

116950^3 1 . 2 0 1.19 1 . 2 0 1 . 2 0 1 . 2 1

I1C95QH3 1.09 ? 1.05 0.97 1.08

Leu98NH 9.08 - 9.11 9.10 9.09

Leu98 C J i 3.46 3.50 3.45 3.46 3.46

Leu98CpH 2.34 ? 2.32 2.32 2.32

IXU98C.H 2 . 2 1 2 . 2 1 2 . 2 0 2 . 2 0 2 . 2 1

Leu98C5lH ? 1.16 1.43 1 . 1 0 ?

Leu98CaH ? 0.73 0.67 0.69 0.69

Threonines and Alanines

Alal5NH 7.41 - 7.40 7.39 7.41

AlalSCJH 3.96 3.98 3.93 3.94 3.95

Alal5CpH3 1.41 1.42 1.39 1.40 1.40

Thrl9NH ? - 7.73 7.69 7.72

Thrl9CpH 4.44 4.44 ? 4.46 ?

Thr 190^3 1.09 1.09 1 . 1 0 1 . 1 0 1 . 1 0

Thr28CpH 4.32 4.32 ? 4.30 4.31

Thr28CrH3 2.08 2.07 2.06 2.06 2.06

Thr40NH 7.52 - 7.41 7.42 7.43
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Residue tfa-modified _________native_________

No. H.O PH7.8 D,Q pH7.8 HX) pH3.8 HX) pH5.75I2» H,Q pH7.8

Thr40CpH ? 4.50 ? 4.46 4.49

Thr40CyH3 0.91 0.92 0 . 8 8 0.89 0.89

Ala43NH 8.74 - 8.61 8.57 8.59

Ala43CotH ? 4.67 ? 4.68 4.64

Ala43CpH3 1.56 1.57 1.56 1.57 1.58

Thr47CpH 3.75 3.76 ? 3.77 3.73

Thr47CrH3 1 . 1 2 1.13 1 . 2 0 1 . 1 2 1 . 2 1

Thr49NH 10.06 - 10.23 10.23 10.25

Thr49CpH 7 4.71 7 4.73 4.63

Thr49CyH3 1.82 1.84 1.79 1.80 1.80

Ala51NH 7.62 - 7.73 7.68 7.72

M a51CJl 3.97 3.96 ? 3.96 3.96

Ala51CpH3 1.35 1.36 1.32 1.33 1.34

Thr58C^H 3.79 3.77 ? 3.77 3.78

Thr5 8 (2 ^ 3 0.99 1 . 0 0 7 0.99 1 . 0 0

Thr63NH 7.20 - 7.18 7.20 7.22

Thr63CpH 7 4.54 7 4.52 4.49

ThrfftCJHs 1.41 1.42 1.38 1.39 1.39

Thr78NH 8.08 - 8.09 8.07 8.09

Thr78CpH ? 4.30 ? 4.27 4.29

Thr78CyH3 0.83 0.84 0.80 0.81 0.81

Ala83C«H 3.62 3.63 7 3.62 3.67

Ala83CpH3 1 . 1 0 1 . 1 1 1.09 1 . 1 0 1.09

Thr89NH 8.08 - 8.18 8 . 2 0 8.16

Thr89CaH 4.06 4.06 4.10 4.11 4.12

Thr89CpH 4.18 4.18 ? 4.21 4.23

1^89(2^3 1.32 1.33 1.34 1.35 1.35

Ala96NH 8.15 - 8.17 8.15 8.15

Ala96CaH 4.12 4.12 4.10 4.11 4.12
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Residue tfa-modified _________ native_________

No. KUO pH7.8 P,Q pH7.8 H,Q pH3.8 HX) pH5.7512g KUO pH7.8

Ala96CpH 1.44 1.45 1.44 1.45 1.45

AlalOlNH 8.65 - 8.61 8.59 8.60

Alal01CaH 3.89 3.89 3.89 3.90 3.91

AlalOlCyH 0.61 0.63 0.56 0.57 0.57

Thrl02NH 7.88 - 7.95 7.87 7.81

Thrl02CaH ? ? 4.18 4.22 4.31

Thrl02C^H ? 4.71 ? 4.69 4.74

Thrl02CTH3 1 . 0 2 1.04 1 . 0 2 1.03 1 . 0 2
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Threonines CfH Alanines CnH c bh

28 3.29 0 . 2 0 43 4.64 1.45

40 4.45 0 . 8 6 51 4.18 1.62

47 3.23 0.75 83 4.25 1.25

49 4.67 1.56 96 3.93 1.28

58 3.78 0.94 1 0 1 4.02 0.77

63 4.56 1.43

89 4.05 1 . 2 0

1 0 2 4.84 1.23

Table 4.3 Assignments of some tfa-ferricvtochrome-c 

*H resonances (pH7.8, 6 mM, 99.8% D,Q. 40°C)
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There are less cross peaks in the spectrum of tfa-modified 

ferrocytochrome-c because the protein is more flexible than the native protein 

(see chapter six), thus diluting the nOe intensity that might be observed at any 

of the neighbouring protons133. In the following chapters the dynamics and 

thermodynamics of the modified protein are discussed, and in the light of the 

conclusions drawn in those chapters it would appear that at 40°C tfa- 

cytochrome-c is close to its denaturation temperature. The increased mobility 

of the modified protein means that the rapidity with which the protein accesses 

different conformations is too fast for observation with nmr spectroscopy to 

distinguish between them.

A portion of the NH/CJH region of the *H-Noesy spectrum recorded 

from a stable high pH form of ferricytochrome-c is given in figure 4.18. No 

assignments have been made on this spectrum, although it is expected that by 

starting with the out-shifted (and thus well resolved) peaks, it will be possible 

to assign the spectrum.

CONCLUSIONS

Fanger and Harbury134 found that the modification procedure described 

above will render the protein in the 100% modified state. This was 

demonstrated by using a protease to digest the modified protein and to show 

that of the substituent amino groups, there was no reaction with 

fluorodinitrobenzene, but that after mild hydrolysis the full 19 lysine amino 

acids were restored to their native state. The haem to Met80 band at 695nm 

was present in both of the modified proteins, so it was assumed that the redox 

potential remains unchanged. The fact that complete modification is achieved 

by this method was verified by the 19F nmr spectra produced in this study, 

which can be seen in figures 4.5 and 4.6 and compared to those given

133 Although there is some visual difference between the two spectra it is 
when the assignment data for individual protons are seen in tabulated form  
that the similarity between the two proteins becomes clear.

134 Biochemistry, 1965 4 2541-2545; M W Fanger, H A Harbury.
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Figure 4.5 19F spectrum of tfa-ferricvtochrome-c (pH7.12. 40°C. 7.1mM).
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by Fanger and Harbury.

Early attempts at tfa-modification yielded a cytochrome that was not

peak appeared as two cross peaks of similar intensity to each other, but half the 

intensity of the other threonine C aH /C ^ cross peaks in the spectrum. This can 

be seen in the ‘H-Cosy spectrum given in figure 4.7 (For comparison a JH- 

Cosy spectrum recorded on a later sample is given in figure 4.8). In this region 

where the C-terminal helix begins, there are three lysines that are very close to 

each other: lysines 8 6 , 87, 8 8 . In particular Lys8 6  NnH hydrogen bonds to the 

carbonyl groups of residues 69 and 83. Interestingly the side chain of Ala83 

is unaffected, but nothing can be said about Glu69 since it is unassigned in this 

spectrum. In the case of the tfa-modified cytochrome, this hydrogen bond 

would be broken, and could therefore allow a change in geometry or a change 

in solvation of the protein in that region. In the case of the early modification, 

it would appear from the rest of the spectrum that 1 0 0 % modification has 

occurred at the other lysine terminal amine groups, as is further evidenced by 

the 19F spectrum shown in figure 4.5. Later attempts at tfa-modification seem 

to have been completely successful.

It would appear that the ‘H-Cosy and ^-N oesy  spectra are more useful 

in determining the precise nature and extent of modification in the protein, since 

there are more peaks from which information can be gleaned. However the 19F 

spectrum is very useful as a first tool because of its simplicity, and because it 

requires only a short time to collect, by comparison to a 2D spectrum of other 

nuclei (19F is the only isotope of fluorine and it has a sensitivity and resonant 

frequency similar to that of the proton).

After various tests the protein was stored in the reduced state in solution 

at -40°C. After two months the modified protein was run down an anion 

exchange column (DEAE cellulose), and then oxidised with a mole equivalent 

of ferricyanide. The resulting solution was ultra-filtrated using a 10000 

molecular weight cutoff membrane. 19F nmr spectra of the modified, oxidised 

protein at 40°C (7mM, pH6.3) were then recorded as shown in

fully modified. This is evidenced by the fact that the threonim 3 cross
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Figure 4.7 Non phase sensitive !H-Cosv spectrum 

of tfa-ferricvtochrome-c (pH7.12, 40°C«
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figure 4.9. These showed a large broad lump under the peaks which represented 

90% of the fluorine signal.

It has been found from previous experience that broad, poorly defined 

lines can be caused by a number of independent factors: protein aggregation, 

redox mixture, high spin sample Fe3, partially modified protein, or the protein 

being in a dynamic state. Each of these possibilities can be tested in turn.

In the oxidised state the sample of tfa-modified protein looked clear and without 

any apparent coagulated material. However the concentration of the protein was 

reduced to 2mM and the 19F spectrum was recorded. This spectrum showed no 

change in the extent of the broad lump under the peaks. Thus it was concluded 

that either there is no aggregation of the modified protein at 7mM concentration 

in solution, or that aggregation is irreversible.

In order to establish whether there was a redox mixture, a wide spectral 

window (60ppm) *H nmr spectrum was recorded and is shown in figure 4.10. 

This showed the presence of peaks at around 34ppm, representing the haem 

methyl groups in the oxidised protein, and an absence of the Met80 to haem 

iron bond at -3.29ppm, where it is found in the reduced protein. There was 

nothing at 19ppm, where the haem methyl peaks would be expected in the 

reduced protein. From this it is safe to conclude that there was no reduced 

protein present. This was confirmed by observation of the 19F spectra, which 

showed no characteristic peaks of the reduced protein. Indeed, the spectrum 

given in figure 4.11 is given to show a characteristic spectrum recorded from 

a sample of the modified protein with a mixture of redox states.

From the 19F spectra it was concluded that, within the limits of sensitivity 

of the nmr method, the protein was fully modified. The broad lump might have 

been due to a dynamic mixture of protein forms resulting from the loss of the 

Met80 to haem bond, and the small peaks on the top of the lump due to a 

Lys79 bound to the haem. However if that were the case, reduction of the 

protein with ascorbate would have caused a renewal of the fully Met80 bound 

haem protein, and this was not found. After reduction the modified protein did 

not show a 19F spectrum which was characteristic of
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Figure 4.9 19F NMR Spectrum of

tfa Ferricvtochrome-c (pH6.3. 40°C, 7mM).
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Figure 4.10 Wide Sweep Width *H NMR Spectrum of 

tfa-ferricvtochrome-c (40°C. 7mM, pH6.3).
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Figure 4.11 19F NMR Spectrum of 

a redox mixture of cytochrome-c (40°. 7 mM, pH6.3).
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those recorded so far. There were 18 well defined resonances as is normally 

the case, but few were in the same place as usual. A mole equivalent of 

ascorbate was also present. A high-spin form of the protein could not have 

been present, since reaction of the protein with equimolar cyanide did not 

restore the spectrum. It can only be concluded that either the modified, oxidised 

protein was destabilised in some small way that resulted in small dynamic 

conformational changes in the protein with no effect on the haem, or that 

polymeric material was present in both cases, which could not be removed by 

column chromatography.

It has been established that the modification procedure was successful, 

and it is now necessary to look at the changes that might occur in the protein 

as a result of the modification. The modification of nineteen lysine terminal 

amine groups reduces the number of charges in cytochrome-c from thirty-six to 

seventeen, disrupts seven salt bridges (see chapter two), and disrupts the 

electrostatic interactions of those lysine amine groups with any other charges. 

It would therefore be expected that a large change in the structure of the protein 

will accompany the modification of the surface of the protein.

Changes in haem stretching frequencies can be observed in Resonance 

Raman spectroscopy, and used to follow changes as small as one amino acid 

at position forty-six. Using Raman difference spectroscopy (RDS), Shelnutt et 

a / 135 were able to demonstrate a change in the frequencies of vibrational modes 

of the haem of up to 6 cm'1, when comparing cytochromes from different species. 

They found that although there are changes of up twelve amino acids between 

the sequences of horse and spider monkey, there is little change in the Raman 

frequencies (0.1cm1). There are also 12 differences in the amino acid sequences 

between horse and human cytochrome-cs, but in this case there are large shifts 

in some of the Raman frequencies (+0.7cm1). The difference between the 

results obtained for spider monkey and human cytochrome-cs, in comparison to 

horse cytochrome-c, are thought to be due to the presence of a tyrosine at 

position 46 in human cytochrome-c which is not present in horse or spider

135 Proc. N atl Acad. Sci. USA, 1979 76 3865-3869; J  A Shelnutt, D L  
Rousseau, J  K  Dethmers, E Margoliash.
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monkey cytochrome-cs. Tuna cytochrome-c also contains a tyrosine at position 

46, and behaves in the same way as human cytochrome-c.

In a similar fashion haem vibrational frequencies can be studied using 

standard Resonance Raman techniques, to establish whether the large changes 

at the surface of the tfa-modified protein have been communicated back to the 

haem. These will not have the sensitivity claimed by Shellnut et al, (with their 

RDS technique) but since gross changes are to be made at the surface of the 

protein, one would expect changes at the haem to be greater than those in the 

Horse/Monkey or Tuna/Human comparisons. UV-Vis spectra recorded on both 

the native and modified proteins are given in figure 4.12. It can be seen that 

the frequencies of the Soret, a  and B bands are the same in the native and tfa- 

modified cytochromes, and so it is possible to use the same excitation frequency 

in the Resonance Raman experiment for samples of both proteins.

Resonance Raman studies of the tfa-modified and native proteins (using 

an excitation frequency of 406.74nm which occurs in the Soret (n—»7i*) band) 

show that the haem ligand bond strengths are unaltered by the modification, 

indicating that in this case the changes at the surface of the protein are not 

transmitted to the centre of the protein (see figures 4.13 and 4.14). Thus it is 

concluded that the haem bond strengths are unaffected by changes in charge 

distribution or charge interactions at the surface of cytochrome-c. Fluorescence 

prevented better spectra being obtained from the tfa-modified cytochrome, 

indicating that the haem was exposed to solvent in some of the protein 

molecules.

The fact that partial denaturation was occurring in the tfa- 

ferricytochrome-c sample used in the resonance Raman spectrum is verified by 

the loss of some of the intensity of the haem to Met80 band at 695nm
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Figure 4.12 UV-Vis spectra of native and tfa-modified ferricytochrome-c,
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oLO>XO

Figure 4.15 Met80-Haem band in native and modified cytochrome-c.
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(see figure 4.15). Schejter et al136 found that the 695nm band could be restored 

in a modified protein when the temperature was lowered, or if salt was added. 

They found that the denaturation temperature to be 60-70°C lower in a 

cytochrome that had been maleylated at all the lysines, than it was in the native 

protein. For a discussion of denaturation temperatures in tfa-modified 

cytochrome-c see chapter 5.

Modification at the surface of the protein might be expected to affect 

the haem ligands and the electron distribution of the haem. The haem methyl 

resonances which can be observed in the *H nmr spectrum are sensitive to the 

ring current shifts on the haem, and also to the orientation of the g-tensor of the 

unpaired electron in the oxidised protein. By observation of the haem methyl 

protons in the nmr spectrum (as shown in figure 4.10), it can be seen that 

the frequencies are unaffected by the modification of the surface of the 

cytochrome-c. In the modified protein the haem to methionine bond remains 

intact, as is verified by the Met80 methyl resonance chemical shift at -3.29ppm 

observed in *H nmr, and by the 695nm band observed in UV-Vis spectroscopy. 

Figures 4.16 and 4.17 show the Met80 methyl regions in both the native and 

modified cytochrome-cs, and demonstrate that the frequency of the Met80 

methyl protons is unchanged by the modification. The chemical shift value of 

the methyl group of Met80 is very sensitive to changes in the structure of 

cytochrome-c, since it is subject to large ring current shifts from the haem 

group. Not only is the haem structure not affected by this modification, but 

neither is the electron distribution on the haem.

If the strength of binding within the haem and the electron distribution 

of the haem are not changed by this modification, then one might still expect 

to find changes in the polypeptide backbone. NMR spectroscopy will be a 

very useful tool in this regard, as has been shown in chapters three and six, in 

the assignment of the *H nmr spectrum of horse ferricytochrome-c and the

136 / .  Biol. Chem., 1979 254 7042-7046; A Schejter, M Zuckerman, I  
Aviram.
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structural details that were determined from those data.

In order to be certain that changes in chemical shift are indicative of 

change in the polypeptide conformation, it is necessary to establish that loss of 

charges from the free end of an amino acid side chain does not itself affect the 

chemical shifts of the polypeptide backbone. In an investigation of the effect 

of pH on the NH chemical-shift values of the glutamic acid residues of native 

ferricytochrome-c, it was found that the NH and C„H chemical shifts were 

unaltered, although the pH range (4.5-8.2) is large enough to include all the 

ionisations of the terminal carboxylates of these residues (See table 4.4). This 

confirms the belief that the change in charge at the terminal group of an amino 

acid has no inductive effect through to the polypeptide backbone. Indeed with 

reference to the values given for the pH dependence of native ferrocytochrome- 

c in table 4.2, it can be seen that no change in overall protein conformation 

occurs even at the lower pH value of 3.8. Thus it is expected that the covalent 

modification of the terminal amine groups with trifluoroacetate groups will not 

cause any marked effect on the NH or Q H  chemical shifts, brought about by 

the loss of charges at the terminal of the lysine side chains. Any change in the 

chemical shift values of the lysine NH or CJH protons will be indicative of a 

change in structure upon modification of the cytochrome, and not a change due 

to inductive effect through the a-bond framework.

In tables 4.2 and 4.3 given above, the chemical shift values of many of 

the protons in the tfa-modified protein are given. For comparison the values of 

the equivalent protons in the native ferro-protein at various pH levels arc given 

in table 4.2, and values for the native ferri-protein can be found in chapter three 

(Table 3.1). From the nmr chemical shifts given in the tables 4.2 and 4.3 

above, it is evident that the structure of tfa-modified cytochrome-c is very 

similar to that of the native protein, and this will be discussed in the following 

paragraphs. The thermodynamics and dynamics of the modified protein arc 

discussed in chapters five and six respectively.

Generally the chemical shifts for protons in the modified and native 

protein (table 4.2) are very similar (95% <0.1 ppm). There are a few small
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Residue

Glu4NH

G 1 U 4 C J H

Glu62NH

G 1 U 6 2 C J H L

Glu62CflH

GIu6 6 NH

Glu6 6C JI

Glu69NH

G 1 U 6 9 C J I

Glu69QjH

Glu90NH

Glu90CaH

Glu92NH

Glu92CaH

Glul04NH

GluKMCJI

Table 4.4 Horse ferricvtochrome-c (7mM, 40°C) 

pH dependence of *H nmr assignments

pH4.6

8.02
4.06

9.48

4.00

2.02
?

?

6.83

3.84 

2.08 

6.10 
3.96 

8.22 

3.63 

7.31 

4.28

PH4.8

8.03

4.05 

9.50 

3.99

2.05 

6.68
4.08

6.83

3.83

2.09

6.10 
3.96 

8.23 

3.61 

7.33 

4.27

PH5.0

8.02
4.06 

9.46 

3.96 

2.08 

6.68
4.08

6.83

3.83

2.07

6.09 

3.95 

8.22 
3.62 

7.32 

4.28

pH6.0

8.03 

4.06 

9.50

3.98

2.03 

6.66
4.08

6.83

3.84

2.08 

6.10
3.98 

8.23 

3.60 

7.36 

4.29

pH7.5

8.04

4.07
?

4.00

2.04 

6.67

4.09 

6.85 

3.84

2.09 
6.12 
3.99 

8.24 

3.58 

7.45 

4.29

pH8.2

8.04

4.08
?

3.99

2.03

6.67

4.09

6.85

3.85

2.10 
6.13 

3.97 

8.25 

3.58 

7.45 

4.30
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changes upon modification in the chemical shifts of certain protons in the !H 

nmr spectra (>0.1ppm)137. With the exception of Ile57 (see figure 4.17 and 

compare to figure 4.16), all the changes >0.1ppm occur in NH protons. These 

changes in chemical shift are very small, although they are significantly greater 

than the changes in the side chains of the residues in which they occur (the 

mean change is 0.034ppm, and the standard deviation is 0.04). The proton 

frequencies affected are Val3NH, V alllN H , Val20NH, Ala43NH, Thr49NH, 

Ala51NH, 116570^ , and Ile5 7 C5H3. These residues have not been thought to 

be involved in those regions found to be antigenic sites138, but Ile57CRH3 has 

been demonstrated to be involved in a redox-dependent conformational change139. 

All of the protons, with the exception of Val3, are close to the haem. Valines 

3 and 11 are both in the N-terminal helix, in which there are three modified 

lysines: 5, 7, and 8 . A difference in solvation of the N-terminal helix, due to 

the modification, might result in a change in the haem dipole moment, and 

would be sufficient to account for these small changes in the NH chemical 

shifts.

In chapter seven of this thesis, the observed changes in the chemical 

shifts resulting from structural changes due to nineteen amino acid substitutions 

between two cytochrome-cs (horse and tuna), demonstrate that a very small 

change in hydrogen bond geometry alone can cause the chemical shifts of that 

proton to move dramatically (1.85ppm in the case of residue 61). Thus only 

a small change in hydrogen bonding would be necessary to bring about the

137 In chapter seven a comparison between cytochrome-cs from different 
species is given, in which it is demonstrated that the cytochrome-cs o f tuna 
and horse are structurally very similar and the chemical shifts values o f the 
protons in the polypeptide backbone change by less than O.lppm in most cases. 
This establishes a "noise level" from which we can judge the changes in proton 
chemical shifts.

138 Journal of Immunology, 1977 118 1170-1180; G J Urbanski and E 
Margoliash.

J. Biol. Chem., 1970 245 931-954; E Margoliash, A Nisonoff, and M 
Reichlin.

139 J. Inorg. Biochem., 1980 12 1-15; G R Moore, R J P  Williams, J C W  
Chien, L C Dickson.
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change in chemical shifts of the NH protons of residue 49 (which moves the 

most on modification; 0.19ppm). Furthermore the effect is not transmitted to 

the protons in the side chain of that residue. In all of the other residues where 

changes in NH proton chemical shifts are observed (residues 3, 11, 20, 43, and 

51), the effect is not transmitted to the side chain protons.

More generally the small shifts seen in the other protons which are close 

to the haem could be considered to be a subset of those expected to change 

upon change in redox state. In this modification the interactions of the positive 

charges at the surface of the protein are lost, whilst the charge on the haem is 

not altered. If the haem charge is altered, then structural changes that occur 

will be a result of the interaction of that haem with all of the internal and 

external charges of the cytochrome, including the positive charges that have 

been modified in tfa-cytochrome-c.

Insufficient assignments have been made on these ^ -C o sy  spectra from 

the tfa-modified form of the protein, such that a more accurate description of 

the extent of any local conformational change cannot be made. A cursory 

comparison of the phase-sensitive spectrum given in figure 4.8 with that of the 

native protein as shown in figure 3.4 (chapter3), suggests that the conformation 

of the protein is the same in the native and modified forms of the oxidised 

protein.

It has been demonstrated here that the structure of tfa-modified 

cytochrome-c is the same as the native protein, despite the loss of nineteen 

positive charges at the surface that can be used in electrostatic interactions in 

the native protein. Further assignments would be helpful in detailing more 

accurately the limits of the regions found so far to be effected by the covalent 

modification of the lysine terminal amine groups.

Another line of study might look at the effect of modification of 

negatively charged groups at the surface of the protein. However from the pH 

titration reported earlier in this chapter, and from chemical shift data in table 

4.2 that were recorded at different pH values, it is shown that there are unlikely 

to be any changes in the structure of cytochrome-c that are greater than those 

observed upon loss of the positive charges.
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It would appear that the conformation adopted by cytochrome-c is 

determined by the hydrophobic interactions, and possibly to some extent by the 

preferred geometries140 of the individual bonds throughout the protein. The idea 

that surface electrostatic interactions are less important in determining 

cytochrome-c structure is supported by work done on a maleylated form of 

cytochrome-c, in which the modified protein could be renatured (restoring the 

695nm band and circular dichroic spectra) upon lowering the temperature or 

adding low concentrations of salt141. The electrostatic interactions at the surface 

of the protein seem to play only a small part in the determination of structure 

in cytochrome-c. It is interesting that cytochrome-c is able to maintain its 

conformation independently of the number of charges at the surface of the 

protein. It is probable that this is important in preventing the protein from 

exposing the haem by unfolding when the haem is in the oxidised state, at 

which time the haem would have a higher affinity for the charged ligands 

0 2\  Cl' than it has for the neutral sulphur of methionine residue number eighty. 

In this way redox-dependent conformational changes are limited as well, thus 

facilitating the high rate at which cytochrome-c can transfer electrons.

The essential elements for maintaining the high redox potential in 

cytochromes, as discussed in chapter two, were that the haem should be buried, 

the haem propionates should have their charges stabilised, and that the sulphur 

ligand at Met80 should remain intact in the oxidised protein. In light of the 

fact that the structure has not changed significantly, nor has the electron 

distribution on the haem, it is suggested that the redox potential will be the 

same in the native and modified proteins. In an earlier study it was proposed 

that the chemical shift of the Met80 methyl peak could be used as a measure

140 Ramachandran plots showing the variation in energy as the two bond 
angles <|> and y  are changed simultaneously demonstrate that amino acids and 
small peptides have preferred geometries. This has not been done for proteins 
because of the large amounts of computing time that would be required but it 
is assumed that there will be some contribution from this effect to the 
determination of the structure of cytochrome-c.

141 J. Biol. Chem., 1979 254 7042-7046; A Schejter, M Zuckerman, I 
Aviram.
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of the redox potential of cytochrome-cs142. It has been shown in chapter two 

of this thesis that the redox potential depends upon too many things to safely 

assume that it can be measured by the frequency of one peak. In proteins with 

homologous structures, where it is also known that the Met80 to haem bond 

length is not changing, then it might be possible to suggest what value the 

redox potential will have relative to another homologous protein in which the 

redox potential has been measured. Moore describes this in a later paper143. 

The fact that tfa-modified cytochrome-c does not transfer electrons in the 

succinate oxidase system144 is suggested to result from changes in the active site 

due to the loss of positive lysine binding sites, rather than because of any 

change in redox potential.

Another form of the protein exists at higher pH values. At this pH it 

has been suggested that the sixth ligand is changed from methionine sulphur 

to Lys79 terminal amine group145. A change in ionisation of the His 18 ligand 

is thought to be the trigger for the alkaline transition to the stable high pH 

form of the protein146. Cytochrome-/ has been shown to exist with a lysine at 

the sixth haem position and a histidine at the fifth haem position at neutral

142 FEBS letters, 1977 79 229-232; G R Moore, R J P  Williams.

143 Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. USA., 1986 83 4998-4999; G R Moore, G Q 
Pettigrew, N K  Rogers.

144 J. Biol. Chem., 1962 237 3397; E Margoliash, J Lustgarten. 
Biochemistry, 1965 4 2541-2545; M W Fanger, H A Harbury.

145 Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. USA., 1974 71 2892-2894; H Wilgus, E 
Stellwagen.

146 Biochem. J., 1987 246 43-54; P M A Gadsby, J Peterson, N Foote, C 
Greenwood, A J Thomson.
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pH values147. A ^-N oesy spectrum of the native horse-heart cytochrome-c at 

pH10.5 is given in figure 4.18. This demonstrates that good spectra will be 

obtained from this protein, and that it should be possible to define the structure 

of the protein in solution at high pH. How great the overall conformational 

change may be cannot be assessed from a cursory glance at the ^-N oesy 

spectrum. As can be seen from the spectra given for tfa-modified and native 

proteins in figures 4.1 and 4.2, the apparent difference was not indicative of a 

structural difference in the proteins. This difference in spectral appearance is 

also noted in the horse/tuna comparisons described in chapter seven. At the 

first glance the spectra of the two proteins (recorded at the same pH and 

temperature) looked different. In the final outcome the structures of the two 

proteins were the same; it was small changes of all the peaks that resulted in 

an apparent jumbling of the cross peaks.

In this chapter the effect (or lack thereof) of chemical modification upon 

the structure of horse-heart cytochrome-c has been discussed. In the following 

chapter, the exploration of the tfa-modified cytochrome-c will continue, with an 

examination of the effect of the modification upon some thermodynamic aspects 

of the protein, in particular ion binding and denaturation temperature.

147 Biochem. J., 1988 256 571-577; S E J Rigby, G R Moore, J C Gray, 
P M A Gadsby, S J George, A J Thomson.
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In going on with these experiments 

how many pretty systems do we build 

which we soon find ourselves obligated to destroy. 

Ben Franklin in a letter to Mr Collison 1774.

Read not to contradict and confute 

nor to believe and take for granted 

but to weigh and consider. 

Francis Bacon (1561-1626)
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INTRODUCTION

In this chapter the effects of modification of all of the lysine terminal 

amine groups upon the ion binding properties and denaturation temperature of 

horse-heart cytochrome-c will be investigated. In chapter four the preparation 

of a protein that was trifluoroacetylated148 at all of the lysine side chains was 

described, the assignment of its proton nmr spectrum made, and its structure 

discussed. It is on this type of modified protein that the experiments in this 

chapter were performed.

148 This protein shall be referred to as fa-modified cytochrome-c.
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INTRODUCTION TO ION BINDING

Ion binding to cytochrome-c has been used extensively to probe the 

function and surface structure of cytochrome-c. The use of paramagnetic 

difference spectroscopy149 and ions with different sizes, shapes, and charges, 

has led to the location of cation and anion binding sites on the surface o f native 

horse and tuna cytochrome-cs150. The reduction in intensity or absence of a 

peak in the spectrum of the ion-bound protein does not allow the distinction to 

be made between the strength of a binding site and the proximity of that proton 

to the binding site. However by comparing the list of resonances affected to 

models of the surface of cytochrome-c, obtained from X-ray crystallography and 

nmr spectroscopy, the binding sites can be defined within narrow limits. In 

previous work the net dipole of cytochrome-c has been used to help explain the 

rate constant for reaction of cytochrome-c with ferricyanide in solutions of 

differing ionic strengths. In this chapter the binding of the positive, 

paramagnetic ions Gd3* to tfa-ferrocytochrome-c will be studied. In this 

modified protein there is expected to be only a small (residual) dipole resulting 

from the helix dipoles, carbonyls, arginines, glutamic and aspartic acids, and the 

haem propionates. Two-dimensional nmr techniques will be employed to 

investigate the ion binding sites of tfa-ferrocytochrome-c and native 

ferrocytochrome-c from horse heart.

MATERIALS AND METHOD

Double Quantum Filtered Cosy (DQF-Cosy) spectra of solutions of 

cytochrome-c (6 mM, 99.8% D20 , pH7.8) in the reduced and oxidised forms 

were recorded. Gd3* was added in ljil portions from a stock solution (36mM,

149 A ID nmr technique where the spectrum of the protein with 
paramagnetic ions bound is subtracted from that of the protein in the absence 
of those ions, yielding a spectrum in which the only peaks present are those of  
arising from the protons at or near to the site of ion binding.

150 Eur. J. Biochem., 1988 1 73 607-615; C O Arean, G R Moore, G 
Williams, R J P Williams.
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pH7, 99.8% D20). The final concentration of Gd3* in the nmr sample after the 

addition of lp .1 of the stock solution represented 1 % of the concentration of the 

cytochrome-c. The total dilution of the cytochrome-c was less than 2%. 

Spectra were recorded at 6 % and 12% Gd3* concentrations and at 40°C and 

21°C.

RESULTS

Comparison of the DQF-Cosy spectrum (figure 5.2) of tfa- 

ferrocytochrome-c in the presence of Gd3* (6 %, 40°C) to that spectrum (figure 

5.1) recorded in the absence of Gd3* shows the loss, in the Gd3* spectrum, of 

the aB cross peak151 of Ala43 and the By cross peaks of Thrl02, Thr89, Thr63, 

Thr49, Thr40, Thrl9 and other unassigned cross peaks. In another spectrum 

recorded in the presence of Gd3* (12%, 21°C), the aB cross-peak due to residue 

Ala96 was also absent

Comparison of the DQF-COSY spectra of unmodified ferrocytochrome- 

c in the presence and absence of Gd3* (40°C, 6 % and 0% respectively) showed 

no loss of cross-peaks in the Gd3* spectrum, apart from a general loss of 

spectral quality (figures 5.3 and 5.4 respectively). Observation of the native 

cytochrome-c spectra recorded at lower temperatures (Gd3*; 6 %, 21°C) showed 

the absence of the aB cross-peak of Ala43 and the By cross-peaks from residues 

Thrl02 and Thr49. At higher concentrations of Gd3* (12%, 21°C) the aB cross

peak of residue Ala43 and the By cross-peaks of residues Thrl02, Thr89, Thr63, 

Thr49 and Thrl9 were absent, as shown in figure 5.5. The absence of a peak 

in the spectra plotted, represents a minimum drop of 90% in the intensity of the 

cross-peak; the intensities of the cross-peaks in the spectra are represented by 

ten evenly spaced contours.

151 For a description o f lH-COSY nmr spectroscopy and cross peaks please 
see chapter 3.
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Because ascorbate, which is used as a reductant in most experiments, 

and which is present in excess, is also a potential binding agent of free Gd3* 

in solution, it was necessary to establish that the equilibrium binding of Gd3* to 

cytochrome-c is not seriously perturbed by competition with ascorbate. It was 

observed that the peaks that were absent in the earlier spectra were also absent 

in a 20% excess ascorbate spectrum. Thus it is concluded that the ascorbate 

was not interfering with the binding of Gd3* to cytochrome-c.

Table 5.1

Gd3* Binding Sites in Horse Tfa-modified Ferrocytochroine-c

Site Methyl Resonances Affected

tfa-c tfa-c

6%Gd3740°C 12%Gd3721°C

native-c native-c

1.*Glul04CO Thrl02 

/Glul04O5

2.A sp20/G lu40g - 

3/G lu610/G lu620g Thr63 

(Glu66CVGlu6906)

4.Glu900g/Asp930y *Thr89

5.Glu21 Thrl9

6.Asp50

7.His26Nx

Thrl02

Ala96

Thr63

6%Gd3721°C 12%Gd3721°C 

Thrl02 Thrl02

Thr63

Thr89 

Thrl9

Thr40, Thr49 Thr40,Thr49 Thr49 

Ala43 Ala43 Ala43

Thr89

Thrl9

Thr49

Ala43

* point at which there is an amino acid substitution (Tuna/Horse)

CONCLUSIONS

From the results described above, a minimum of seven binding sites for 

Gd3* in tfa-modified and native ferrocytochrome-c are proposed. These are: the 

C-terminal and side-chain carboxyl groups of Glul04, the carboxyl side chains 

of Asp2 and Glu4, the carboxyl side chains of Glu62, Glu6 6  and Glu69, the 

carboxyl side chains of Glu92 and Asp93, the carboxyl side chain of Glu21, the 

carboxyl side chain of Asp50, and the NT of His26. Differences between the 

data sets recorded from modified and unmodified ferrocytochrome-c are evident
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only in the strength of binding to these sites of Gd3*, the modified protein 

binding Gd3* more tightly.

DISCUSSION

In both the modified and unmodified ferrocytochrome-cs, the binding 

sites have been shown to be the same (table 5.1), because the same cross peaks 

are reduced in intensity from the DQF-COSY spectra on the addition of Gd3*.

Gd3* is a paramagnetic ion and is an effective relaxation probe. 

Paramagnetic relaxation occurs because the paramagnetic ion provides an 

efficient relaxation pathway, through which the proton energy level populations 

can be restored to equilibrium (Tj relaxation). The unpaired electron on the 

paramagnetic ion has a magnetic moment of the order of 1 0 3 times greater than 

that of the proton. In addition the scalar interactions of the electron and nuclear 

magnetic moments cause a loss of phase in the xy-plane, because of a spreading 

out of the nuclear precession frequencies (T2 relaxation). Only those nuclei that 

are temporarily bound to the paramagnetic ion centre will experience this scalar 

coupling, and will therefore show a reduction of intensity in the nmr spectrum. 

This effect is dependent on the lifetime of the scalar interaction, xe, and thus 

the longer the interaction, the greater is the loss of phase in the xy-plane. The 

Solomon-Bloembergen equations describe the relationship between the relaxation 

times in terms of the distance apart of the two nuclei, the frequencies of the 

unpaired electron and nucleus, and the correlation times152*153. There is also an 

observable effect due to dipole-dipole coupling, but this effect decreases rapidly 

with increasing distance between the nuclei as l/i*. On gradually increasing the 

concentration of the Gd3* from zero, the first peaks to broaden, and thus become 

undiscemible in the noise, are those around the strongest binding sites, followed 

by those around the successively weaker binding sites.

The effects of Gd3* can be observed through space up to approximately 

twenty Angstroms. At concentrations above 15% mole ratio Gd3*, the general

752 PhysJlev., 1955 99 559, I  Solomon

153 J. Chem. Phys., 1957 27 572, N  Bloembergen
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broadening of the spectrum is observed. At these high concentrations the 

average distance between cytochrome-c and free Gd3* is sufficiently small to 

lead to appreciable dipolar broadening. At the concentrations used in this study, 

there is a maximum space between the surfaces of neighbouring protein 

molecules of approximately 30A. The specific effects that are observed at low 

concentrations of Gd3* ions arise from specific, high-affinity binding sites on the 

protein surface. At higher concentrations of Gd3* ions, as these sites are 

saturated, the effects on the spectrum become less specific. This is because 

binding sites composed of carboxylates are already populated, and binding may 

occur to other hydrophil ic side-chains, such as found in the amino acids 

threonine, aspartamine and glutamine. The result is that all the cross peaks in 

the DQF-Cosy spectrum are affected at concentrations above 20%.

The fact that the modified protein binds Gd3* more tightly than the 

unmodified protein can be attributed to two factors. Firstly there is a loss of 

electrostatic repulsion between Gd3* and positive lysine terminal amino groups 

in the vicinity of the binding sites (Thr40 By cross peak is absent in the 2D 

spectrum after modification of Lys39 NgH). Secondly there is a general 

increase in the mobility of the protein, due to the loss of electrostatic 

interactions at the surface of the protein, 154 thereby allowing more facile 

reorientation of the functional groups around the binding sites.

In cytochrome-cs there is a net dipole of greater than 300 Debyes (325 

Debyes, horse ferricytochrome-c; 308 Debyes, horse ferrocytochrome-c) 155 over 

the molecule. This, coupled with the fact that the positive end of the dipole 

points through the active site, has lead Margoliash et al to suggest that the 

dipole is important in the orientation of the molecule in interactions with its 

physiological redox partners, allowing electron transfer rates close to diffusion-

154 In tuna these salt bridge interactions and hydrogen bonds occur 
involving lysine terminal amine groups: E90COJK13NJ-I, Y74COIK55N^, 
N 70O JK 72N fl, S47COfK79Nl>, E69COIK86NJ1, A83CO IK86N fl, 
N61061K99Nc.

155 / .  Biol. Chem., 1982 257 4426-4437; W H Koppenol, E Margoliash.
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controlled limits to be achieved156.

From the data presented here, it has been shown that Gd3* binds to the 

same sites in the modified protein as it does in the native form of the protein, 

and with the same relative affinities. Yet tfa-modification of the protein 

changes the dipole vector. This change results from the combined effects of: 

the distribution of atoms of different electronegativity, the positively charged 

arginine residues, and the negatively charged haem propionate-7. The change 

occurs because the positive charges on the terminal amine groups of the lysines 

have been removed. Yet no difference is observed in binding sites for Gd3*, on 

reducing the "large" dipole. Therefore if the negative end of the dipole has no 

effect on the binding of positive ions, it would seem that the positive end of the 

dipole will have no effect on the binding of negative ions. Furthermore a 

dipole of 350 Debyes is the equivalent of having one lysine (positively charged) 

and one glutamic acid (negatively charged) at opposite ends of the protein. 

Since the protein has a net charge of + 8  and has some 36 charged residues in 

total, positioned around an almost spherical molecule, this suggests that the 

overall dipole only plays a small part in the charge effects of the protein, if it 

plays any part at all. Therefore, by extension, it is suggested that the overall 

dipole is not even important for the binding of cytochrome-c with its 

physiological redox partners.

The dipole is merely a function of the spacing of the charged groups, 

which are so positioned because of the physiological function that they fulfil; 

there is a predominance of lysines at the haem cleft region which is where the 

cytochrome oxidase157 and reductase158 bind. Any effect that the dipole might 

have on the binding constant of cytochrome-c with its redox partners cannot be 

described from this data. The electrostatic effects of cytochrome-c have been

156 FEBS Lett., 1980 m  395; B W Konig, N Oskeroff, J  Wilms, A O 
Muijsers, H L Dekker, E Margoliash.

157 J. Biol. Chem., 1978 253 149; S Ferguson-Miller, D L Brautigan, E 
Margoliash.

158 Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. USA., 1979 76 155; S H Speck, S Ferguson- 
Miller, N Osherojf, E Margoliash.
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discussed more fully in chapter 2  of this thesis.

The Gd3* binding effects observed in horse cytochrome-c, as described 

above, are very similar to those seen in tuna ferro- and ferri- cytochrome-cs159. 

Differences do occur, however. In tuna ferrocytochrome-c, A lai01 methyl is 

found to be more affected by Gd3* ions in solution than Thrl02 methyl, whilst 

in horse ferrocytochrome-c AlalOl methyl is unaffected. This difference is 

explained by the slight change in the position of the binding site between horse 

and tuna cytochrome-cs, due to the fact that the terminal carboxyl group is one 

amino acid further away in horse cytochrome-c (residue 104 instead of 103).

The absence of Ala43aB cross-peak in all the spectra is significant, 

because the group that is thought to be the binding site in tuna cytochrome-c 

is Glu44 carboxyl159. However horse cytochrome-c has Pro44 at this position, 

and therefore it cannot be the binding residue. A likely candidate for the ligand 

group in the binding site in horse cytochrome-c is His26Nx. Some of the 

resonances of His26 in tuna were absent in the spectra from samples with Gd3* 

ions added159, and so His26N* may have formed part of the binding site together 

with Glu44 in tuna cytochrome-c. In the 1.5 A X-ray crystallographic map of 

tuna ferricytochrome-c done by Takano and Dickerson160, it was shown that the 

distance between His26NT and Glu44CO is approximately 2.8A. Other possible 

binding residues could be the amine groups of aspartamine and glutamine 

residues, or exposed carbonyl residues.

Other differences between tuna and horse cytochrome-cs in the binding 

of Gd3* ions could reasonably be expected in those regions where substitution 

of amino acids, such as glutamic or aspartic acids for non-charged groups, occur 

between the two proteins. Comparison of the amino acid sequences of tuna to 

horse cytochrome-cs respectively shows that there are differences in the 

following positions:- Ala4/Glu4, Thr9/De9, Asn22/Lys22, Val28/Thr28, 

Trp33/His33, Glu44/Pro44, Tyr46/Phe46, Ser47/Thr47, Ser54/Asn54,

159 Eiur. J. Biochem., 1988 173 607-615; C O Arean, G R Moore, G 
Williams, R J P  Williams.

160 J. Mol. Biol., 1981 153 79-94, T Takano and R E Dickerson, 
Conformation Change of Cytochrome-c.
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Val58/Thr58, Asn60/Lys60, Asn61/Glu61, Asp62/Glu62, Ala89/Thr89, 

Gln92/Glu92, Val95/Ile95, Seri00/Lys 100, Seri03/Asn 103, none/Glul04. There 

are four additional negatively charged groups in horse cytochrome-c at positions: 

4, 61, 92 and 104, with one substitution at residue 44 resulting in the loss of 

a negatively charged group. There are an extra three lysines (residues: 22, 60, 

1 0 0 ) in horse cytochrome-c, which give tuna and horse cytochrome-cs the same 

net charge.

The fact that there is an increase in binding affinity of the positive ion 

Gd3* towards the tfa-modified protein can be attributed to the net negative 

charge of the modified protein, whereas the native protein had a net positive 

charge. This hypothesis could be further tested by assessing the effect that this 

modification has on the binding affinity to negative ions. A possible ion would 

be the fluoride ion, since it can be followed easily by 19F nmr. A preliminary 

investigation using native ferricytochrome-c gave an overall binding constant of 

90.5 M 1. 161

161 This value in itself is interesting since a value fo r  the binding constant 
fo r C t ion to native cytochrome-c is given as being o f the order o f  106 M'1.
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DENATURATION AND PARTIAL UNFOLDING

At the denaturation temperature, the concentrations of the native and 

denatured states of the protein are the same. In other words the total free- 

energy change of the system is zero. Thus the Gibb’s equation reduces to:

r  = AH’/AS*

where T*, AH*, and AS* are the denaturation temperature, enthalpy, and entropy 

respectively. A comparison of the denaturation temperatures of tfa-modified and 

unmodified ferri- and feirocytochrome-cs will yield a qualitative estimate of the 

contributions to the stability of cytochrome-c of both the salt bridges and 

hydrogen bonds at the surface, and the interaction energy of charged groups at 

the surface with the haem.

MATERIALS AND METHOD

Samples of horse-heart ferricytochrome-c and ferrocytochrome-c that had 

been trifluoroacetylated at all of the lysine terminal amine groups were prepared 

as discussed in chapter four.

One-dimensional, high resolution 19F nmr spectra were recorded at a 

series of temperatures (40, 50, 55, 60, 65, 70 °C for tfa-feiTOcytochrome-c, 40, 

45, 50 °C for tfa-ferricytochrome-c).

RESULTS

The denaturation temperature of tfa-ferrocytochrome-c is 70°C (343K), 

and that of tfa-ferricytochrome-c is 45°C (318K). In comparison the 

denaturation temperatures of the native protein are: ferro- (370K)162 and ferri- 

(340K)163. These values were obtained by analysis of the 19F spectra given in 

figures 5.6 and 5.7 respectively. The ratios of the denaturation temperatures 

of the modified and unmodified cytochromes, and in each oxidation state are 

given in table 5.2.

162 Eur. J. Biochem., 1980 103 513-521; G R Moore, R J  P Williams.

163 Eur. J. Biochem., 1980 103 523-532; G R Moore, R J  P Williams.
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Figure 5.7 19F nmr spectrum of

tfa-ferricytochrome-c at 40, 45, and 50°C
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Figure 5.6 19F nmr spectrum of
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Table 5.2 T*(A)/T*(B) Ratios of denaturation temperatures for

native and tfa-modified ferri- and ferrocvtochrome-cs.

B H3 H2 tfa-H3 tfa-H2

A

H3 1 0.92 1.07 0.99

H2 1.09 1 1.16 1.08

tfa-H3 0.94 0.86 1 0.93

tfa-H2  1.01 0.93 1.08 1

T*(A)/T*(B) = AH*(A)/AH*(B) x AS*(B)/AS*(A) 

: Ferri 

: Ferro
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CONCLUSIONS

Upon denaturation it is expected that the contributions to AH* will arise 

from: the breaking of covalent bonds to the iron centre and hydrogen bonds 

between amino acids, the loss of van der Waals energy from contacts between 

hydrophobic side chains, and the formation of hydrogen bonds between buried 

hydrophilic groups (NH, CO, OH, etc.) and the solvent. Contributions to AS* 

are expected to arise from: changes in flexibility of the polypeptide backbone, 

changes in mobility of the buried side chains upon denaturation, restriction of 

solvent as a result of binding to the newly exposed surface and haem, and the 

disruption of solvent hydrogen bonds as a result of the newly exposed 

hydrophobic surface.

In the list of contributions to the enthalpic energy, it is expected that 

the changes in van der Waals energies and the formation of new hydrogen 

bonds with the solvent will be the same for all of the proteins since they have 

essentially the same structure (see chapter four). Thus energetic differences 

between the proteins will only result from the breaking of hydrogen bonds, salt 

bridges, and covalent bonds to the iron. From the list of expected changes in 

the entropies for the different denaturation reactions, the only entropy difference 

between the native and modified cytochrome-cs will arise from the difference 

in flexibility of the polypeptide backbone.

The principle difference between the native ferri- and ferrocytochrome- 

cs arises from the differing strengths of the covalent bonds to the haem 

(methionine 80 and histidine 18), which are broken upon denaturation, and the 

differing strengths of water-to-iron bonds which form as a result of the exposure 

of the haem to the solvent. The lower denaturation temperature of the 

ferricytochrome-c, relative to ferrocytochrome-c, results from the fact that the 

uncharged sulphur donor at methionine-80 favours the ferro- haem, and thus 

stabilises the natured form of ferro- protein relative to its the denatured state. 

The dipolar water ligand favours the ferri- haem and therefore the denatured 

state of the protein. A further destabilisation of the ferricytochrome due to the 

repulsion of the positively charged haem and the overall positively charged
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polypeptide, cannot be ruled out although this is only expected to be of the 

order of 1% (see below). An increase in flexibility of the structure of 

ferricytochrome-c would also decrease the denaturation temperature relative to 

that of ferrocytochrome-c. Thus assuming the entropic differences to be the 

same for both proteins (since the structures and dynamics are similar), then the 

difference in enthalpies of denaturation for the two proteins is 9% of the 

denaturation free energy for ferrocytochrome-c.

On comparing the native and modified fenicytochrome-cs, it would be 

expected that the major differences in the enthalpic terms will arise from the 

changes in salt bridge formation at the surface of the protein, and the 

electrostatic interactions between the haem and the surface charges164. Changes 

in the entropic term will result from the increased flexibility of the modified 

protein in its natured form, as compared to the native protein165.

Thus the only difference between the results of the comparison of tfa- 

modified and native ferrocytochrome-c and the results for the comparison of 

the tfa-modified and native ferricytochrome is that the tfa-ferricytochrome-c 

lacks the electrostatic repulsion from the haem, since all of the lysine terminal 

amine groups have been modified by a neutral group. From the numbers in 

table 5.2, it can be seen that the ratios of denaturation temperatures for these 

two pairs are very similar, indicating that the contribution of the electrostatic 

interaction of the positively charged groups to the stabilisation of the protein is 

only of the order of 1 % of the total energy change upon denaturation of the 

native protein [difference between the entries in table 5.2 for T*(H3)/T*(tfaH3) 

and T (H 2)/T(tfaH2)]. It is expected that the change in entropy, upon 

modification, will be the same for both the oxidised and reduced cytochromes.

The contribution to the denaturation enthalpy from the salt bridges and 

hydrogen bonds, resulting from the all of the interactions of the nineteen

164 There will be no change in bond lengths of haem ligands as was 
demonstrated in chapter four.

165 j)ifferences between the modified and native forms of denatured 
cytochrome-c are expected to be small since the loss of the positive charge at 
the lysines is partly balanced by the addition of a carbonyl at those positions.
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charged lysine terminal amine groups with other charged and non-charged 

residues, is expected to be at least 8 % of the denaturation free energy of 

ferrocytochrome-c [Table 5.2, entry for T*(H2)/T(tfa-H2)]. The value of 8 % 

could be greater, considering that an increase in entropy of the natured state 

serves to decrease the entropy of denaturation, which in turn increases the 

denaturation temperature. This is of the same order as the difference in 

denaturation free energies of the oxidised and reduced native cytochrome-cs: 

9% [entry in table 5.2 for TXHP/TXH3)], given that there is also an entropy 

difference between the two proteins, as is demonstrated by NH/ND and ring- 

flip rates (see chapter six).

Any repulsion which occurs between the ferri-haem and the positively 

charged lysine groups would result in a destabilisation of the oxidised form of 

the protein. These interactions have been removed in the tfa-modified protein, 

allowing a potential stabilisation of the modified protein. To test this idea it 

would be necessary to look at the denaturation temperature of a protein that had 

been modified at negatively charged residues. It would be expected that this 

modified protein would have a lower denaturation temperature than the tfa- 

modified protein. This is because the attractive forces of the ferri-haem and 

negative charges would be lost, whilst the repulsive forces to the lysine 

positively charged groups would remain, thus destabilising the protein.

Another prediction of this model is that at high ionic strengths, the only 

difference in the denaturation temperatures of the native and modified 

cytochromes will be a result of the denaturation entropy, since all of the charged 

residues will be ion-paired in both proteins, and only one protein will have 

covalent modifications.

In this chapter some the effects of tfa-modification of cytochrome-c upon 

some important thermodynamic properties have been considered. In the 

following chapter the same modification will be assessed in terms of its impact 

upon dynamic properties of cytochrome-cs.
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Technological progress 

has merely provided us 

with a more efficient means 

for going backwards 

A Huxley
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INTRODUCTION

So far in this thesis the assignment has been made of the *H nmr 

spectrum of tfa-ferrocytochrome-c, and using this information, comments on 

the structure (chapter four) and thermodynamic properties (chapter five) have 

been made. In this chapter nmr spectroscopy will be used to assess some 

dynamic processes of the tfa-modified protein, and a comparison will be made 

to those same processes in the native protein. In particular the aromatic ring 

flip of Tyr97 and the NH/ND exchange rates of labile protons will be used as 

a means to examine the mobility of the polypeptide backbone in the modified 

protein. These results will be assessed in the light of the loss of electrostatic 

interactions at the surface of the protein upon modification, in hopes of 

increasing understanding of structure-function relationships.
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AROMATIC RING FLIP 

TRANSITION STATE THEORY

Transition state theory gives the rate constant for a reaction 

(A + B —>kr—> products) as:

K  = (kT/h) (Q /Q aQ b) exp{-Eo*/RT}

where Ej is the activation energy required to form the transition state ( =AU* 

at constant volume or AH* at constant pressure), Q* and Q b are the partition 

functions of A and B respectively, and Q* is the partition function which 

describes the transition state (excepting the contribution of motion along the 

reaction coordinate). It is impossible to calculate Q*, Q a , or Q b for any but 

the most simple gas phase reactions, but the ratio Q / Q aQ b describes the change 

in entropy of the system as the transition state is approached, ie: 

Q /Q aQ b^xp {AS */R}.

The experiments described below were performed at constant pressure 

in solution. Measured rates will therefore be used to derive enthalpies and 

entropies of activation, using the equation:

k, = kT/h exp{AS*/R) exp{-AH*/RT) eqnl.

at 298K kT/h =6.21xl012 s'1.

In the following experiment it has been assumed that the protein will 

undergo a localised conformational change, which may include the breaking of 

hydrophobic and hydrophil ic interactions within the protein and between the 

protein and the solvent. The motion along the reaction coordinate which leads 

to the rotation of Tyrosine 97 is envisaged as a ’’breathing motion" (a low 

frequency vibration) of a segment of the polypeptide. When the transition state 

geometry is attained, rotation of the aromatic ring can be regarded as being 

instantaneous. A frequency factor of unity is included in the rate expression, 

assuming that all those molecules reaching the transition state proceed to the
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products. Any change in this value will only cause a systematic error in the 

numbers calculated and will not affect the discussion of those results.

Taking logarithms of equation 1 produces the equation:

Ink, = In (kT/h) + AS*/R - AH*/RT eqn2.

and by neglecting the variation in ln(kT/h), which is small over the temperature 

range studied (0.3%), the value of AH* can be derived from an Eyring plot of 

Ink vs 1/T. Substitution of the value AH* into equation 2 then allows the 

calculation of AS*. The values of Ink at different temperatures may be 

determined using saturation transfer experiments in nmr.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Native and tfa-modified ferrocytochrome-c samples were prepared (6 mM, 

pH7.8, D20), and ID proton nmr spectra were recorded. From these spectra the 

chemical shift of an ortho-proton on the aromatic side-chain of tyrosine residue 

97 was noted. Two spectra were then recorded. During the first recording, the 

sample was irradiated for a given time at the frequency of the aromatic proton 

during the pre-acquisition period (1.5s). Second, in a separate experiment, the 

sample was irradiated at a frequency at which no nucleus resonates. The 

acquisition of these experiments was "interleaved". This means that the 

frequency of irradiation was changed every 16 scans, and the fids generated 

were stored in separate locations in the computer memory. By subtracting the 

two spectra a difference spectrum was obtained, in which the only peaks present 

are the irradiated peak and those peaks which have been reduced in intensity by 

saturation transfer or by nuclear Overhauser effects.

A series of such spectra was recorded, in which the irradiation time was 

increased (0.02, 0.05, 0.1, 1.5s), while the total inter-scan delay was kept 

constant. The equation for the change in intensity of a peak in a saturation
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transfer experiment is given by:

I y A  = ( P i  + {l-f,}oK +fIkI)/(p, + k j

where IA and IB are the intensities after and before the irradiation, f, is the 

fractional saturation, pj is the relaxation rate (1/Tj) of the nuclear spin I, a  is 

the cross-relaxation rate (leading to an nOe), and K is the equilibrium constant 

for the two exchanging nuclei (K=l in this experiment). In this experiment the 

two exchanging protons are too far apart to show an observable nOe (ie. 0=0), 

and the irradiated peak is fully saturated, so that f, is also zero. Hence the 

aromatic ring flip rate can be calculated by using the simplified equation 

IA/lB = (l/r1) /( l /T 1 + k), where IA, IB are the intensities of the cross saturated peak 

after and before the irradiation, k is the rate, and T l is the longitudinal 

relaxation of the nucleus which was irradiated. The intensities of the peaks 

were determined by measuring the areas of the peaks in the spectrum. The 

intensity of the irradiated peak in the difference spectrum was compared to the 

intensity of that peak in the blank spectrum. The integral of the irradiated peak 

was compared to that of several other known one-proton intensity peaks in the 

blank spectrum. The nmr experiment described above was then repeated at 

different temperatures (21, 25, 30, 35, 40°C). The Tx relaxation time of the 

resonance was measured at the temperatures 20°C and 35°C.

RESULTS

The intensity of the irradiated peak in the difference spectrum was the 

same as that in the blank spectrum, indicating that population difference between 

the two nuclear spin energy levels was brought to zero (f,=0 ) during the pre- 

saturation period. The integration shows that the peak represents only a single 

proton at this frequency. The results are tabulated and presented on the 

following pages (tables: 6.1, 6.2, 6.3, 6.4, and 6.5), and the graphs drawn using 

these data are presented in figures 6.1, 6.2, 6.3, and 6.4. The data in Table 6.2 

are the values of ljJlB for native ferrocytochrome-c at different temperatures and 

at different irradiation times. The data for the same variables in tfa-modified
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ferrocytochrome-c are presented in Table 6.3. The values of Ink and 1/T, 

measured on a sample of native ferrocytochrome-c, are presented in Table 6.4, 

and the data for the same measurements taken from a sample of tfa-modified 

ferrocytochrome-c are given in Table 6.5. The graph presented in figure 6.1 is 

drawn from the data presented in Table 6.2, taken from native ferrocytochrome- 

c, and the data in Table 6.3 is represented graphically in figure 6.2. The data 

in Tables 6.4 and 6.5 are represented graphically in figures 6.3 and 6.4 

respectively, from which the values given in Table 6.1a and 6.1b respectively 

are calculated. A stacked plot of ID spectra of the aromatic region of tfa- 

ferrocytochrome-c at different temperatures is presented in figure 6.5.

Table 6.1

a) Native ferrocytochrome-c:

AH=195±30 kJmol1, AS298K=659±100 JK 'm ol1, ^ * = 1 .8  s'1, AG298K=-

1.4±3 kJmol1 Tx=0.8s

b) Tfa-modified ferrocvtochrome-c:

AH=94±30 kJmol1, AS298K=324±100 JK ’m ol1, k298K=2.72 s 1, AG298IC=-

2.5±3 kJmol1 Tx=0.8s

The results at 40°C in the native protein have been ignored, because 

the value of Ia/Ib is effectively zero and therefore a meaningful rate cannot be 

calculated. No data have been included for the modified protein at 35°C 

because the limiting value of could not be estimated reliably from the data 

obtained. No explanation could be found for this apparent error and so the data 

were ignored.
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Table 6.2 Native Ferrocvtochrome-c 

Table of Intensities of Peaks from Difference Spectra

Temp/°C Time/s i, ib ib-i, IA

21.0

25.0

30.0

35.0

40.0

0.02
0.05
0.10
1.50 

0.02 
0.05 

0.10
1.50 

0.02 
0.05 

0.10
1.50 

0.02 

0.05

1.50 

0.05 

0.10
1.50

8.3 

4.6

13.5

13.4 

7.5

9.3

18.9

23.5 

5.0
27.2

35.7

58.0 

8.2
38.3

81.0

47.7

52.9

81.7

(=IB)

70.6

83.7
73.4

46.6 

56.9
57.6

44.4

40.1

53.6
68.5 

59.3

76.2

61.5

70.6

85.1

72.2

74.3

79.7

H a)

62.3

79.1 

59.9
33.2

49.4

48.3

25.5

16.6 

48.6

41.3

23.4 

18.2

53.3

32.3 

4.1

24.5

21.4 

- 2.0

/Ib

0.88
0.95
0.82

0.71

0.87
0.84

0.57

0.41

0.91
0.60

0.40

0.24

0.87

0.46

0.05

0.34

0.29

-0.03
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Table 6.3 Tfa-modified Ferrocytochrome-c.
Table of Intensities of Peaks in the Difference Spectra

Temp/°C Time/s i.

21.0

25.0

30.0

35.0

40.0

0.02

0.05

0.10

1.50 

0.02 
0.05 

0.10
1.50 

0.02 

0.05 

0.10
1.50 

0.02 

0.05 

0.10
1.50 

0.02 

0.05 

0.10

1.50

2.7

13.7

30.1

39.8 

4.9
24.4

45.1

55.4

12.4

32.8

51.5

58.2

18.7

41.6

64.7

47.8 

39.5

66.7

81.3

61.9

56.8

51.3
72.4

69.6

78.7

90.0
97.1

84.8

94.6

82.4

83.4

75.6

68.1
79.3
88.4

63.7 

101.5

92.9 

106.4

65.3

V i,

H a )

54.1

37.6

42.3

29.8

73.8

65.6

52.0

29.4

82.2

49.6

31.9

17.4

49.4

37.7

23.7

15.9

62.0 

26.2 

25.1

3.4

Ia/Ib

0.95

0.73

0.58

0.43
0.94

0.73
0.54

0.35

0.87

0.60

0.38

0.23

0.73

0.48

0.27

0.25

0.61

0.28

0.24

0.05
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Table 6.4 Native ferrocvtochrome-c

Table of values of T. 1 /T . IA/ I D. k. and Ink

T 1/T Ia/ I b

» A> ur~

k Ink

(K) (10 '3K -1) (s)

294 3.40 0.69 ±0.05 0.56 ±0.10 -0.58 ±0.30

298 3.36 0.38 ±0.05 2.04 ±0.30 0.71 ±0.30

303 3.30 0.21 ±0.05 4.70 ±1.00 1.55 ±0.50

308 3.25 0.04 ±0.05 30.00 ±9.00 3.40 ±0.70

Table 6.5 TFA-modified ferrocvtochrome-c

Table of values of T. 1 /T . IA/ I D. k. and Ink

T 1/T Ia A b k Ink

(K) ( 1 0 "3K -1) (s)
294 3.40 0.42 ±0.05 1.73 ±0.20 0.55 ±0.30

298 3.36 0.33 ±0.05 2.54 ±0.30 0.93 ±0.30

303 3.30 0.22 ±0.05 4.43 ±1.80 1.49 ±0.50

313 3.19 0.03 ±0.05 40.42 ± 12.0 3.70 ±1.00
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Figure 6.1 (using data in Table 6.2)

Graph of L/L. vs 1/t for native ferrocvtochrome-c.
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CMM CM

*■ / v'Figure 6.2 (using data in Table 6.3)

Graph of L/l* vs 1/t for tfa-modified ferrocvtochrome-c.
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Ink vs 1/T 

Ink = AS/R - AH/RT

(AH^ = 165 kJm ol1, 

A I L  = 244 kJmol1)

Figure 6.3 (using data in Table 6.4)

G raph of Ink vs 1/T for native ferrocvtochrome-c.
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Ink vs 1/T

Ink = AS/R - AH/RT

(AH.* = 72 kJmol1, 

AHm„ = 145 kJmol'1)

Figure 6.4 (using data in Table 6.5)

G raph of Ink vs 1/T for tfa-modified ferrocvtochrome-c.
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Figure 6.5 Stacked Plot of I P  spectra

from tfa-ferrocytochrome-c at 21-55°C.
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DISCUSSION

Following the transition state theory, it has been assumed that for an 

aromatic ring flip to occur, all the necessary conformational changes form an 

activated complex, in which only a simple molecular vibration is necessary to 

move the reactant along the reaction coordinate to the product. It is useful to 

consider a transition state geometry in this reaction, because it allows us to 

picture what might be happening to the free energy in the reaction, in terms of 

bond breaking or forming (enthalpy) and changes in mobility of the protein or 

solvent (entropy). It may also be assumed that the modified and native proteins 

will have a similar transition state, since they have the same structure in 

solution, as is revealed by the chemical shifts of the various protons throughout 

the two types of cytochrome-c (see chapter four). Thus the modified and native 

cytochrome-cs will probably have to reach the same degree of local unfolding 

before the rotation can occur. Now the values of entropy and enthalpy derived 

for the two types of protein from these experiments can be compared.

The enthalpy terms reveal something about the energy required to break 

bonds. In forming the transition state, it is necessary to provide energy to break 

interactions between groups, so that the protein can unfold locally and allow 

space for the ring to flip over. In the modified cytochrome-c, the amount of 

energy required is approximately half that required for the native cytochrome- 

c. This can be explained in terms of the loss of hydrogen bonds on the surface 

of the modified protein which would have been formed, had the lysine terminal 

amine groups not been modified to tfa-groups, thus losing their charge.

Since the rate of the aromatic ring flip in the two proteins at room 

temperature does not change, despite the obvious difference in AH*, there must 

be a compensating change in AS*. This leads to a larger increase in entropy 

required for the native protein to reach the transition state, than required for the 

tfa-modified protein. This compensation effect is readily interpreted in terms 

of the unfolding of a small loop of polypeptide. The tfa-modification removes 

hydrogen bonds on the surface of the natured structure. This lowers the 

enthalpy of partial denaturation, and simultaneously increases the entropy of this
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loop in the natured structure, which reduces the entropy of denaturation.

The graphs reveal that the temperature-dependence of the ring flip is 

greater for the native than for the modified protein. On the graph of Ink vs 

1/T for the modified protein, less importance has been attached to the point 

obtained at the highest temperature. An alternative estimate of the aromatic 

ring flip rate at higher temperatures can be obtained from the observation of 

coalescence of these aromatic protons. Coalescence occurs at 55±5°C, and 

from the 520H,, frequency difference of these two protons, the frequency of the 

ring flip is calculated as 1150s1. If this data were to be included on the graph, 

it would force the graph to curve even more steeply to higher temperatures. 

Despite this, emphasis has been placed on the lower temperature points to 

calculate the AH, because the experiments were performed at temperatures close 

to the denaturation temperature of the modified protein (70°C). At the 

denaturation point a general unfolding of the protein would facilitate the ring 

flip process. Further studies at lower temperatures are needed to determine if 

the natural log of the rate continues to change linearly with temperature, as the 

temperature decreases further from the denaturation temperature.

The results demonstrate that at 25°C, the aromatic ring flip rate of the 

tyrosine ring (residue number 97) is approximately the same in both native and 

tfa-modified cytochrome-cs. However the values determined in this study for 

k are approximately 5 times smaller than those given in the literature for native 

ferrocytochrome-c (AH-97 kJmol1, AS298K=96 JK^mol1, k298K=8 s 1)166.

166 FEBS Letters, 1976 70 96-100; I D Campbell, C M Dobson, G R 
Moore, S J  Perkins, R J  P Williams.
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Comparison of Results for AH*, AS™*,

group protein AH* AS^* k298
kJmol1 JK 'm ol1 s' 1

ADJL H2Nm 195 659 1 . 8

ADJL H2Nft=0, 5 264 909 2 . 8

ADJL H2F 95 324 2.7

GRM et.alH2N 97 96 8

(H2N is native ferrocytochrome-c 

H2F is tfa-modified ferrocytochrome-c)

In measuring the rates of ring flip at different temperatures, Campbell 

et al have shown167 that the equation used can be made more general by 

including terms to account for nuclear Overhauser effects and partial saturation 

of peaks. In the experiment performed here, there are assumed to be no nOes 

because the two protons are too far away from each other. However if the 

apparent rates are recalculated using an assumption of only 85% irradiation, the 

AH value from the graph then plotted is approximately one and a half times that 

calculated from the graph plotted assuming 100% saturation (264 instead of 195 

kJmol1; table 6.1a). Furthermore an initial graph plotted using peak heights as 

a measure of intensity gave a value of AH=128 kJmol'1. If this degree of error 

can be introduced by the use of different methods to measure peak intensities, 

then it is permissible to assume that the earlier group may have a low value of 

AH.

It is difficult to continue this discussion because the pH value, ionic 

strength, and ionic composition used in the previously published experiment 

are not reported. In the experiment performed for this thesis, the temperature 

was the only experimental condition that was varied. Thus no comments can

167 J  Mag Res, 1977 27 455; Campbell et a l
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be offered about the effects of other parameters upon the AH value of this 

aromatic ring flip.

Since it has been shown that the peak due to the irradiated protons in 

the difference spectrum is indeed 1 0 0 % of the intensity of that in the blank, 

and since the actual peak intensity has been measured accurately from the area 

under that peak, the values given in this study are considered to be accurate, at 

the experimental pH and concentration. Furthermore the method of using one

dimensional difference spectra and comparing the saturated peak to the irradiated 

peak in the difference spectrum, works independently of the percentage 

irradiation at the irradiated peak. If the protons at the frequency of irradiation 

were only partly irradiated, then the saturation transfer peak would only have 

a maximal saturation of the same percentage of the irradiation at the irradiated 

peak. Thus in the experimentation used here, it should not matter whether the 

irradiated protons are 100% saturated or not. It is only important to know the 

irradiation time and the ratio between the irradiated and saturation transfer 

peaks.

In the modified cytochrome-c there are fewer salt bridges at the surface 

of the protein than in the native protein. It is therefore possible that the 

breaking of these electrostatic forces is part of the local reorganisation of the 

protein conformation which is necessary for the aromatic ring flip to occur. In 

the modified protein this breaking of salt bridges has already occurred, and 

therefore the enthalpy of the ring-flip is lower in the tfa-modified case. The 

fact that the aromatic ring flip rate of Tyrosine 97 is not increased by an order 

of magnitude indicates that there is little difference in the local conformations 

of the modified and native cytochrome-cs in the vicinity of the Tyrosine 97 

aromatic ring. This confirms that the overall fold of the polypeptide in tfa- 

ferrocytochrome-c is the same as that of the native protein. This point has also 

been argued in chapter four of this thesis.
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INTRODUCTION

NH/ND exchange rates are a useful measure of both the flexibility of 

a protein and of solvent accessibility to the proton being studied. The NH/ND 

exchange reaction can be both base- and acid-catalysed. In a recent study168 

Charles Perrin proposed that in the case of proteins and peptides, the proton 

exchange follows a pathway involving an imidic acid. In this mechanism (eqnl) 

it is the oxygen that is first protonated, making the NH proton acidic, allowing 

water to remove it and produce the imidic acid, which returns to the amide by 

reversing the steps.

RCONHR* + H+ -> RC(OH)=NHR,+ RC(OH)=NR’ + H+ eqnl.

In order for this process to occur for buried protons, the protein must unfold 

locally, to allow the buried protons to exchange.

In this study both ID and 2D nmr methods were employed to determine 

the rate of exchange between the amide protons of cytochrome-c and the solvent 

water molecules. Certain advantages are associated with both techniques. In 

the ID spectrum, which can be collected in a fraction of the time required to 

collect a 2D data set, all NH protons will give a visible signal. However some 

of these NH proton signals may have frequency differences which are 

comparable with the line-width, and as such will be indistinguishable. Whilst 

it may be possible to follow the global rate of NH exchange by the ID 

technique, it is more useful to use 2D techniques, since this method allows 

greater resolution of the regions where overlap of signals occurs in the ID 

spectrum. The 2D ^-C osy  technique does not show 3J(NH-CaH) cross-peaks 

for protons with a scalar coupling of less than about 3Hz. Thus not all of the 

NH/a cross peaks will be visible in the 2D spectra, but those that are visible 

have all been assigned to particular amino acid residues.

It is assumed that protons exposed on the surface of the protein will

168 Acc. Chem. Res., 1989 22 268-275, Charles L Perrin.
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exchange with solvent deuterium atoms at the rate of a free amide proton 

(1012), as described by Perrin et al, and so will not be observable by the nmr 

techniques used169. It is therefore only those protons that are not in regions of 

flexible or exposed protein that would be expected to be visible in the nmr 

spectrum after dissolving the fully protonated protein in D20 . In other words 

the rate-determining step in proteins is the rate at which the solvent can gain 

access to the amide group, or the proton can get to the surface of the protein, 

which depends on the rate of local unfolding.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Samples of native ferrocytochrome-c were prepared (6 mM, pH7, 99.8% 

D20 )  using protein that had previously been freeze-dried from H20  solution. 

Samples of tfa-modified ferrocytochrome-c were prepared (6 mM, pH7, 99.8% 

D20 )  by serial dilution, using ultra-filtration with D20  of an H20  solution of the 

modified protein.

A later sample of tfa-modified ferrocytochrome-c was prepared from 

protein that had been freeze-dried first from H20  solution, and then dissolved 

in 60|il H20  prior to diluting with a further 540|il 99.8% D20 . The similarity 

of spectra recorded from samples of protein that have been freeze-dried and 

samples that have not, suggests that freeze-drying has little affect after 

dissolution on the structure of the protein in the native or tfa-modified forms. 

However the conformation of the freeze-dried protein is not necessarily the same 

as the solvated conformation170, and therefore the precaution was taken to 

dissolve the modified protein in H20  before diluting with DzO to 90% overall 

D20  concentration.

The dialysis step was used initially because the tfa-modified protein is 

known to be unstable in the oxidised form171, and so it was considered a safer 

method to avoid subjecting the modified protein to further preparative steps such

169 Acc. Chem. Res., 1989 22 268-275, C L Perrin.

170 Biopolymers, 1972 77 2141; I  Aviram, A Schejter.

171 See discussion in chapter four.
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as freeze-drying. However, the ultrafiltration process takes approximately two 

hours, and so repeating the experiment using freeze-dried protein made it 

possible to look for protons that might exchange with the solvent in less than 

two hours.

DQF-COSY spectra were then collected every 6 - 8  hours for 12-24 hours 

at 40°C. In this way 2-3 consecutive data sets were collected in which the 

NH/a cross peaks could be identified. The absence of a cross peak in a later 

data set was used as evidence of the exchange of that NH for an ND by greater 

than 90% of the sample.

RESULTS FOR NATIVE FERROCYTOCHROME-C

Some cross peaks were present in spectra recorded at different times in 

the native protein and these are listed below. Representative portions from the 

NH/CaH cross peak region of spectra, recorded from a sample of native 

ferrocytochrome-c after 10 and 20 hours in the NH/ND exchange experiment, 

are given in figures 6 . 6  and 6.7 respectively.
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NH/g Cross Peaks Still Present After 10 Hours 

Native Ferrocytochrome-c (pH7, 40°C, 99%DJO)

Residue Number: 9, 11, 14, 32, 60, 65, 6 8 , 69,

91, 94, 95, 96, 97, 98, 99, 101.

NH/g Cross Peaks Still Present After 20 Hours 

Native ferrocvtochrome-c (pH7, 40°C, 99%D,Q)

Residue Number: 14, 32, 6 8 , 69, 94, 95, 96, 97, 98, 99.

DISCUSSION OF NATIVE FERROCYTOCHROME-C

In considering NH proton exchange in ferrocytochrome-c, it is necessary 

to take into account the ability of the structure of the protein to deform. 

Deformation is necessary to allow the access of solvent to the buried NH 

protons, so it can remove/exchange them. In the imidic acid pathway of NH 

exchange proposed earlier (eqnl), the oxygen atom must also be accessible172. 

This necessitates the breaking of any hydrogen bonding in which the oxygen 

may be involved. Indeed the hydrogen bond donor-acceptor characteristics of 

imidic acid are reversed when compared to the equivalent amide. This 

mechanism requires the exposing of the whole amide, which suggests that the 

polypeptide backbone must partially unfold where it is involved in secondary 

structure.

Of the N H /CJI cross peaks that are visible after 10 hours, most arise 

from residues in g-helices (9, 11, 60, 65, 6 8 , 69, 91, 94, 95, 96, 97, 98, 99

172 J. M ol Biol., 1985 185 421; E Tuchsen, C J  Woodward.
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and 101)173. The remaining two residues (14, 32), as well as some of those 

involved in the a-helices (6 8 , 94, 95 and 98), have side chains that are packed 

against the haem174. Of those NH/a cross peaks that are still present after 20 

hours, all are, or are adjacent to, haem-packing residues. However not all those 

residues that form part of the a-helices, nor those that are haem-packing, are un

exchanged by 1 0  or 2 0  hours (for pictures of haem-packing residues and a- 

helices in cytochrome-c see figures 1.4 and 1.7). For example all the backbone 

NHs in the N-terminal helix have been exchanged by 20 hours. Examples of 

haem-packing residue NHs that have exchanged within 20 hours are: 10, 35, 

64, 67, 71, 82 and 85. Those residues that have slowly-exchanging NH protons, 

as listed above, all occur in one area of the protein. This is the top, back area 

of the protein as represented in figure 1.4. As well as containing many of the 

hydrophobic interactions between the haem and the polypeptide, this region is 

also secured by hydrogen bonds in the native structure. In the study by Takano 

and Dickerson175, it was shown that in this same region in tuna 

ferrocytochrome-c, hydrogen bonds are observed between: Lysl3NtH/Glu90Oc, 

Cy s 17NH/Cys 14CO, Leu32NH/Thrl9CO, Asn60O/Thr63NH, Leu68CO/He85NH, 

Glu69CO/Lys86NcH, Arg91NcH/Ile85CO, Lys99N;H/Asn610*, and 

Leu98CO/Thrl02OyH, besides those found in the normal a-helix. This region 

of the protein has been demonstrated to be unusually rigid175*176. It exhibits little 

movement on change of redox state175, and also shows little conformational 

change when 19 amino acids are altered between cytochromes taken from horse 

and tuna177 (see the comparison in chapter seven).

173 See figure 1.4 for a model of cytochrome-c showing the positions of 
the a-helices.

174 See figure 1.7 for a model of the haem packing in cytochrome-c.

175 J. Mol. Biol., 1981 153 79-94, T Takano and R E Dickerson.

176 J. Mol. Biol., 1985 183 429-446; G Williams, G R Moore, M N  
Robinson, R J P Williams.

177 Eur. J. Biochem., 1989 182 57-65 , Y Gao, A D  J L e e , R J  P Williams, 
G Williams.
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RESULTS FOR TFA-MODIFIED FERROCYTOCHROME-C

In both the ID and 2D spectra, no NH peaks or N H/a cross peaks 

respectively were observed for the exchangeable protons. This implies that all 

the protons had exchanged within a number of minutes. Those peaks observed 

in the representative one-dimensional spectra given in figure 6 . 8  were not 

observed to change in intensity with time over the period studied (1-720 

minutes).

DISCUSSION FOR TFA-MODIFIED FERROCYTOCHROME-C

In tfa-modified ferrocytochrome-c, the rates of NH/ND exchange for 

those residues that are known to be of the order of hours in native 

ferrocytochrome-c (see above), are too fast to measure by nmr. It is believed 

that the protein must unfold for the solvent to gain access to the exchangeable 

protons. In the case of the native protein, this process took place on a 

timescale of hours in the region at the top/back of the protein. In the modified 

protein this process has become very rapid, a rate increase of at least 1 0 2 fold. 

This implies that the protein is more flexible in the modified form in those 

areas that were shown to be rigid in the native conformation.

The only change between the two proteins is that in the modified protein 

the possible electrostatic interactions of 19 lysine groups have been lost. It was 

shown in chapter four that this does not affect the overall structure of the 

polypeptide backbone as determined on the nmr timescale. However this loss 

of electrostatic interactions may cause a change in backbone flexibility, which 

may be of significance to the biological activity of the protein.

In the electron transfer process, the protein must retain such a 

conformation that small molecules like oxygen and water are precluded
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from the immediate environment of the haem, in order to maintain its elevated 

redox potential. There are three lysine terminal amine groups involved in 

hydrogen bonding in the area of the haem crevice in tuna ferrocytochrome-c: 

Lysl3, Lys8 6  and Lys99. 178 The first two of these are located in the top, left- 

hand comer of the haem crevice at the front of the protein. This salt bridge is 

known to stabilise the top of the haem crevice, while another salt bridge 

between Lys79NH/Thr47CO is known to stabilise the bottom of the haem 

crevice179. On interaction of the two redox protein partners, it is known that 

these lysine groups are used in electrostatic binding. Both of these salt-bridge 

electrostatic interactions are lost in the tfa-modified cytochrome-c. It is possible 

that on binding of the native protein to its redox partners, the change in 

flexibility of this area of protein is the same as has been demonstrated here to 

have occurred in the tfa-modified system using NH exchange.

These results are in stark contrast to those observed in the aromatic 

ring-flip experiment described earlier in this chapter. Through modification of 

the protein, the rates of backbone NH exchange are brought down to a value 

comparable to that observed for the rate of ring flip of Tyr97, while the rate of 

this ring-flip was unaltered by the modification. This is a change in rate of NH 

exchange of the order of 104. It has been assumed that the changes in protein 

structure required to facilitate NH exchange in cytochrome-c require the breaking 

of electrostatic interactions, whilst those changes required to facilitate the 

aromatic ring flip of Tyr97 would require a change in the hydrophobic packing 

of the interior of the protein. But the overall conformation of the protein does 

not change upon modification of all the terminal lysine amine groups, as 

demonstrated here by the same rate of ring flip of Tyi97 and also in chapter 

four, indicating that the protein structure is primarily controlled by hydrophobic 

interactions surrounding the haem. However the flexibility of the protein seems 

to be influenced by the electrostatic interactions at the surface of the protein.

178 J. Mol. Biol., 1981 153 79-115; T Takano, R E Dickerson.

179 J. Biol. Chem.; 1980 355 1689-97; N  Osheroff, D Borden, W H  
Koppenol, E Margoliash.
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That is to say that the difference in energy between the energy levels of the 

native and nearest excited states is reduced by the tfa-modification of all the 

lysines. In the binding of cytochrome-c to its redox partners, only certain of 

the lysines are involved. Thus it would not be expected that the same increase 

in flexibility of the protein as is observed in the tfa-modified protein, which 

involves all of the lysine terminal amine groups, would be attendant on the 

binding of cytochrome-c to its redox partners.

A further way of studying the effects on the structure of changes to 

cytochrome-c, besides the protein modifications that have been used in chapters 

four, five and six, is to compare cytochrome-cs that have different amino acid 

sequences. In the following chapter, the effects on structure of the substitution 

of eighteen amino acids will be assessed using nmr spectroscopy. The different 

cytochrome-cs will be taken from horse heart and tuna fish.
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Many shall run to and fro 

and knowledge shall be increased.

Daniel, ch i2 v4.
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INTRODUCTION

In order to elucidate the various structural roles of groups in proteins, 

one can study species that have chemical modification at those groups on the 

protein. This has been done for horse cytochrome-c in chapter four of this 

thesis. Another way to obtain cytochrome-cs that contain different groups is 

to compare cytochrome-cs from different species. It has been found180 that the 

cytochrome-cs taken from different species can have as great a difference in 

amino acid sequence as half ( tuna vs rice), to as little a difference as one 

amino acid (horse vs donkey) or no change at all (human vs chimpanzee). 

By taking two of these cytochrome-cs (horse heart and tuna) which have been 

extensively mapped, and comparing first the amino acid sequence differences, 

and then the differences in !H nmr spectra of the proteins, it is hoped that the 

structural differences brought about by the changes in those amino acids will be 

revealed. The assignment of the high resolution !H nmr spectrum of native tuna 

cytochrome-c has been done previously181, and a complementary set of 

assignments from native horse cytochrome-c was made in chapter three of this 

thesis. In conjunction with Yuan Gao, a set of horse cytochrome-c assignments 

at a similar pH and temperature to those of the tuna cytochrome-c set was 

prepared (see table 7.1), and it is from these assignments that the comparisons 

in this thesis are drawn.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Samples of horse and tuna ferricytochrome-c were prepared for nmr 

spectroscopy as described in chapter three of this thesis. The data obtained by 

Y Gao were collected at 500MHz using an Oxford Instruments magnet coupled 

to a Nicolet 1280 data system. The assignments presented in chapter three of

180 Protein sequence database, from the atlas of protein sequence and 
structure, National Biomedical Research Foundation, Washington DC, 1985; W 
C Barker, L T Hunt, B C Orcutt, D Q George, L S Yeh, H R Chen, M C 
Blomquist, G C Johnson, M O Dayhojf.

181 G Williams unpublished data
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this thesis were collected on a 400MHz Varian nmr spectrometer.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 7.1 (the values of which are taken from table 7 .1)182, shows that 

despite the substitution of nineteen amino acids between the sequences of horse 

and tuna cytochrome-cs (18% of the amino acids), the chemical shift values of 

the NH and CaH protons change by generally only a small amount (cO.lppm). 

This implies that the polypeptide backbone is relatively undisturbed in overall 

structure.

While at first glance the differences might appear to be random, some 

patterns may be discerned. First of all in the C-terminal helix, differences in 

chemical shift of the NH protons of residues 90, 91, 94, 97 and 99 are 

observed. Three of these: 91, 94 and 97, are in a series, differing in residue 

number by three. In a normal a-helix, residues are hydrogen-bonded to those 

in the next turn which differ by three in the amino acid sequence, ie. (i-3 ), i, 

(i+3), (see figure 7.2). Thus changes in the structure of an a-helix may affect 

other residues in the helix by being transmitted through the inter-tum hydrogen- 

bonds. Because the side chain of residue 94 is known to be tightly fixed with 

respect to the haem (nOes to thioether 2 and residue number 9), any movement 

of the C-terminal helix will cause the <j)-torsion angle to change. This change 

would will be transmitted to Tyr97 and Arg91. Exactly why the C-terminal 

helix has moved is not known. It may be attributed to the fact that there is a 

substitution of histidine for tryptophan at residue 33 in a region of the protein 

close to the C-terminal helix. The side chain of tryptophan is much bulkier 

than that of histidine.

The possibility that the C-terminal helix has moved in some way is also 

suggested by the changes in the chemical shifts of the GlytiCoHs, which are in 

close contact with Asp93 in tuna cytochrome-c. From the nOe pattern shown 

in chapter three (figure 3.7), it can be seen that the crossing point of the N- and 

C-terminal helices in horse cytochrome-c occurs at residues Gly6  and Glu92.

182 Eur. J. Biochem., 1989 182 57-65; Y Gao, A D  J  Lee, R J  P Williams, 
G Williams.
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The contact of Gly6  and Asp93 is known to be the crossing point of the N- 

terminal and C-terminal helices of tuna cytochrome-c183. The change in 

chemical shifts of the GlytiCJis can not be explained in terms of changes 

within the N-terminal helix, as will be discussed later. The Other differences 

in chemical shifts between residues in the C-terminal helices of the two 

cytochrome-cs at Glu90 and Lys99 may be a result of substitutions at residues 

89 and 100 respectively.

In the N-terminal helix we see chemical shift differences (>0.1ppm) 

between the proton resonance frequencies in horse and tuna cytochrome-cs for 

the following protons: Lys5NH, Gly6 NH, Gly6 CaHs and Ile9/Thr9NH. It is 

unlikely that a conformational change has occurred in the N-terminal helix, 

since changes are not seen in those residues which are ±3 in the amino acid 

sequence with respect to those residues which do show a change, except for 

Gly6  and residue number 9. However because no effect is seen to be 

transmitted on to Gin 12 from residue 9, or transmitted back to Val3 from Gly6 , 

it is believed that the change at Gly6  is due to the movement of the N-terminal 

helix with respect to the C-terminal helix, which touch at Gly6/Asp93 in tuna 

or Gly6/Glu92 in horse. The effect at residue number 9 is probably due to the 

substitution of this amino acid from threonine in tuna to isoleucine in horse. 

The small shift at PhelO must be due to the amino acid substitution at residue 

number 9. The effect at Lys5 is probably the result of a change in hydration 

of that solvent-exposed residue, caused by the change from a non-charged to a 

charged residue (Ala4 tuna/Glu4 horse).

Three further helices remain to be discussed. These are: the 50’s helix 

(residues 50-55), the 60’s helix (residues 61-70), and the 70*s helix (residues 70- 

75). From figure 7.1 it is apparent that there is little change in the geometry 

of the 70’s helix in horse as compared to tuna, since no change in the chemical 

shift value of any of the protons is greater than O.lppm. There are no amino 

acid substitutions in this part of the protein between horse and tuna cytochrome- 

cs. A slightly larger effect is noted in the 50’s helix, where Asn52CaH is

183 / .  Mol. Biol., 1981 153 79-115; T Takano, R E Dickerson.
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Residue Chemical shift (5) AS for

NH CaH NH CaH

horse tuna horse tuna ........

ppm ---

V3 8.43 8.32 3.51 3.50 +0.11 +  0.01
E4/A4 8.04 7.98 4.07 4.13 +  0.06 -0 .0 6
K5 8.07 7.84 3.88 3.88 +0.23 0.00
G6 8.67 8.48 3.94/3.26 3.81/3.52 +0.19 +  0.13/—0.26
K7 7.98 8.04 2.25 2.35 -0 .0 6 -0 .1 0
K8 6.90 6.91 3.88 3.91 -0 .01 -0 .0 3
I9/T9 7.47 7.75 3.52 3.72 -0 .2 8 -0 .2 0
F10 8.40 8.53 3.45 3.49 -0 .13 -0 .0 4
V ll 8.83 8.78 3.87 3.84 +0.05 +  0.03
Q12 7.80 7.80 4.15 4.18 0.00 -0 .0 3
C14 8.07 7.92 4.52 7 +0.15 7

A15 8.07 7.93 5.92 5.71 +0.14 +0.21
Q16 9.85 9.71 2.64 2.59 +0.14 +0.05
Cl 7 9.53 9.17 5.97 5.80 +0.36 +0.17
H13 10.78 10.38 8.88 8.45 +0.39 +  0.43
T19 10.54 10.08 6.20 6.06 +0.46 +0.14
V20 8.81 8.67 4.96 4.95 +0.14 +  0.01
E21 9.37 8.92 4.63 4.45 +0.45 +0.18
K22/N22 9.02 7 3.38 3.51 7 -0 .1 3
G23 9.40 9.02 4.09/3.73 4.23/3.68 +0.38 —0.14/+0.05
G24 8.27 8.26 4.23/3.71 4.04/3.67 +0.01 +0.19/+ 0.04
K.27 8.15 8.11 +0.05 7 +0.04 7

T28/V28 6.97 7.26 3.09 3.10 -0 .2 9 -0 .01
N31 11.54 9.93 5.88 5.85 +  1.61 +  0.03
L32 9.51 9.37 4.97 4.94 +  0.14 +  0.03
G34 8.96 8.48 4.01/3.81 ?/? +  0.48 ?/?
L35 7.11 7.13 3.62 3.59 -0 .0 2 +0.03
F36 8.58 8.26 3.79 3.80 +  0.26 -0 .01
G37 9.27 9.14 4.39/3.48 4.35/3.50 +0.13 + 0 .0 4 /-0 .0 2
R38 8.18 8.10 4.63 ? +  0.08 7

T40 7.53 7.64 4.18 4.17 -0.11 +  0.01
A43 8.02 8.00 4.64 4.43 +  0.02 +  0.21
T49 9.63 9.64 4.12 4.23 -0.01 -0 .11
A51 8.02 8.04 4.17 4.14 -0 .0 2 +  0.03
N52 8.55 8.46 4.72 4.79 +  0.09 +  0.07
K53 8.62 8.34 3.77 3.88 +  0.28 -0 .11
N54/S54 8.17 8.08 4.75 4.43 +  0.09 +0.32
K55 7.00 6.97 4.24 4.23 +  0.03 +0.01
G56 7.80 7.68 3.84/3.73 3.81/3.71 +  0.12 +0.03/+ 0.02
T58/V58 8.21 7.74 4.18 3.91 +  0.47 +0.27
W59 8.72 8.40 4.74 4.74 +  0.32 0.00

Table 7.1
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K60/N60 7.97 8.18 4.28 4.45 -0 .21 -0 .1 7
E61/N61 10.71 8.86 3.64 4.01 +  1.85 -0 .3 7
E62/D62 9.52 7.92 3.97 4.42 +  1.60 -0 .4 5
T63 7.03 8.64 4.37 4.19 -1 .61 +  0.18
L64 8.50 8.48 3.83 3.92 +  0.02 -0 .0 9
M65 8.21 7.58 3.65 3.70 +  0.63 -0 .0 5
E66 6.62 7.18 4.06 4.06 -0 .5 6 0.00
Y67 8.04 8.13 3.97 3.90 -0 .0 9 +0.07
L68 8.08 7.83 2.65 2.75 +  0.25 -0 .1 0
E69 6.78 6.95 3.84 3.88 -0 .1 7 -0 .0 4
N70 6.65 6.68 4.88 4.86 -0 .0 3 +  0.02
K72 9.33 9.11 5.20 5.07 +  0.22 +  0.13
K73 7.77 7.68 4.48 ? +  0.09 ?
Y74 8.18 8.06 ? 4.65 +  0.12 ?
175 9.40 9.23 4.82 4.76 +  0.17 +  0.08
T78 9.00 8.81 5.21 5.11 +  0.19 +  0.10
K.79 8.23 . 8.18 4.90 4.88 +  0.05 +  0.02,

M80 9.17 8.88 2.78 2.69 +0.29 +0.09
181 8.47 8.29 . 5.07 4.96 +  0.18 +0.11
185 7.99 7.96 3.86 3.92 +0.03 -0 .0 6
E90 6.95 6.35 3.93 4.10 +0.60 -0 .1 7
R91 7.02 7.32 3.23 3.36 -0 .3 0 -0 .1 3
E92/Q92 8.23 8.47 3.57 3.86 -0 .2 4 -0 .2 9
D93 8.22 8.08 4.07 4.05 +0.14 +0.02
L94 7.91 7.39 3.83 3.87 +0.52 -0 .0 4
I95/V95 8.42 8.39 3.08 3.08 +0.03 0.00
A96 7.82 7.80 3.93 3.92 +0.02 +0.01
Y97 7.91 8.16 4.13 4.13 -0 .2 5 0.00
L98 8.73 8.75 3.35 3.28 -0 .0 2 +  0.07
K99 8.81 8.42 2.52 2.75 +0.39 -0 .2 3
K 100/S 100 6.74 7.07 4.03 4.14 -0 .3 3 -0 .1 1
A101 8.61 ? 4.03 4.38 ? -0 .3 5
N 103/S 103 7.12 ? 4.97 4.44 ? +  0.53

Table 7.1 contd
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acid substitution are marked by an arrow.
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shifted by +0.43ppm and Lys53NH is shifted by+0.28ppm. These changes are 

thought to be caused by a change in geometry of the back-bone of residue 52, 

resulting in a difference in the torsion angle, although it is noted that a 

substitution occurs at residue number 54 (Ser54/Asn54 in tuna/horse 

respectively).

Large changes are observed in the 60’s helix. In particular they occur 

at Glu61/Asn61NH (+1.85ppm) and Glu62/Asp62NH (+1.60ppm) which along 

with Lys60/Asn60 are points of substitution in this helix between horse/tuna 

cytochrome-cs. These two changes are greater than the shift in values expected 

from observations made of free peptides in solution, and comparable to the 

changes in chemical shifts in a conserved residue Thr63NH (-1.61ppm). In tuna 

cytochrome-c, Thr63NH forms a hydrogen bond to the side chain of Asn60 

which is lost in horse cytochrome-c. Another explanation for the changes in 

this region might be the changes in solvation, since two charged residues Lys60 

and Glu61 are substituted in horse for two non-charged residues Asn60 and 

Asn61 which are found in tuna. These changes must involve changes in 

conformation as well as solvation, since they are transmitted to the residues at 

value (i+3) in the a-helix and less dramatically to (i+6 ), where the effect is then 

lost and the helix ends. Compare the values of Asp62/Glu62NH (+1.60ppm), 

Met65NH (+0.63ppm) and Leu6 8 NH (+0.25ppm), and also those of 

Lys60/Asn60NH (-0.21ppm), Thr63NH (-1.61ppm), Glu6 6 NH (-0.56ppm) and 

Glu69NH (-0.17ppm). Residues Leu64, Tyr67 and Asn70 are known to be 

closely packed to the haem, and so it is not surprising that little change is 

observed here.

There are five 310 bends in cytochrome-c, three of which (32-35, 35-38, 

43-46) occur in a loop of residues (from Lys25-Thr49) running around the lower 

right face of the haem. The other two 310 bends (21-24, 75-78) are at the upper 

right and lower left faces of the haem respectively. The latter two are in 

regions of high pseudo-contact shift, and so very small changes in atomic 

position with respect to the haem are enough to generate the small changes in 

resonance frequency that were observed.

The fact that the NH proton resonances of residues Leu32, Leu35 and
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N3I

H26H

O

E 4 4 / P 4 4
Hydrogen-bonding scheme around the His 26 side chain in tuna 

cytochrome c (Asn 31 and Glu 44), from [25]. In horse cytochrome 
c, where Glu 44 is replaced by Pro 44, the hydrogen bond between 
N* of His 26 and NH  of Asn 31 is apparently modified. The one- 
letter amino acid code is used in the figure

Figure 7.3
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Arg38 show no movement in resonance frequency leads us to believe that 

thehydrogen bonds to Thrl9CO, Leu32CO, and Leu35CO respectively184, still 

exist in the structures. However the large changes at the non-conserved residue 

Trp33/His33CaH (tuna/horse) and at Asn31NH need to be explained. The 

former can be attributed to the change in size of the amino acid side chain. A 

more elaborate explanation is needed for the change in Asn31NH. It is known 

from the tuna X-ray crystal data that Asn31NH forms a hydrogen bond to the 

His26 side chain which also forms a hydrogen bond to 6lu44CO. In horse 

cytochrome-c the Glu44 in tuna cytochrome-c is substituted for the Pro44. No 

X-ray structure of high resolution exists for horse cytochrome-c, but a high 

resolution X-ray structure does exist for rice cytochrome-c, which is known to 

have Pro44 like horse. Rice cytochrome-c maintains the hydrogen bond to 

His26, apparently at the expense of the hydrogen bond between Asn31NH and 

His26185 (see figure 7.3). This is thought to be the same for horse cytochrome- 

c, since other substitutions of hydrophillic and hydrophobic residues occur in 

rice cytochrome-c, such as: Val28 in tuna for Thr28/Gln28 in horse/rice, and 

Trp33 in tuna for His33/Asn33 in horse/rice. A possible explanation for this loss 

of hydrogen bond is found in the fact that the torsion angle is different by 

166° between tuna and rice. If this bond were also to move in horse as 

compared to tuna cytochrome-c, it might move His26Nx sufficiently to lose the 

hydrogen bond to Asn31NH. Insufficient data exist to describe the 310 bend at 

residues 43-46.

It has therefore been demonstrated that despite the eighteen percent 

difference in amino acid sequences of the two cytochromes, the structures are 

closely conserved. A cooperative effect brought about by changes in one 

residue balancing the changes in another residue would suggest this result. 

Eight of the changes that do occur are between residues at the surface of the 

protein, resulting in the substitution of charged residues in horse cytochrome-

184 J. M ol B io l, 1981 153 79-94; T Takano, R E Dickerson.

185 J. M ol B iol,1983 166 407-418; H Ochi, Y Hata, N Tanaka, M Kakudo, 
T Sakurai, S Aihara, Y Morita.
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c for non-charged residues in tuna cytochrome-c. In chapter four of this thesis 

it was demonstrated that the loss of the nineteen positive charges at the lysine 

terminal amine groups, due to chemical modification, resulted in no change in 

structure. The overall protein fold maintains a buried haem in a hydrophobic 

interior, and thus a high redox potential, commensurate with the biological 

function of cytochrome-c as discussed in chapter one of this thesis.



Where there is much desire to learn, 

there of necessity will be much arguing, 

much writing, many opinions; 

for opinion in good men 

is but knowledge in the making. 

John Milton in Areopagita (1644)
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CONCLUSIONS

In the study of protein structure-function relationships, it is necessary 

to have a reliable model of the time-average and time-dependent protein 

structure. Since the introduction of X-ray crystallography, the study of protein 

structures has been of great practical interest. However this technique yields 

primarily time-average information and only from the crystalline form of the 

compound. More recently nmr spectroscopy has proved useful because it allows 

the study of compounds in solution. Furthermore, it is possible to investigate 

the protein structure under different conditions of ionic composition, ionic 

strength and pH. In this way data pertaining to structure-function relationships 

that might be of physiological significance can be obtained.

Previous studies of cytochrome-cs drew heavily on the structures derived 

from the data that had been gained using x-ray crystallography. However no 

high-resolution x-ray crystal structure of horse cytochrome-c has been recorded 

because of the difficulty of growing crystals from solutions of horse 

cytochrome-c. It has been demonstrated that the nmr technique is very powerful 

in the elucidation of solution structures of molecules as large as 15000 mwt and 

can be used independently of techniques such as X-ray crystallography. This 

thesis has added a further demonstration of the power and usefulness of nmr to 

study large molecules such as metalloproteins. In this thesis nmr spectroscopy 

has been successfully used to determine the solution structure of horse 

cytochrome-c (see chapters three and seven). From this data it is concluded that 

the solution structure of horse cytochrome-c is very similar to that of tuna 

cytochrome-c. It is known that the solution structure of tuna cytochrome-c is 

accurately described by the x-ray crystal structure of tuna cytochrome-c. 

Therefore in the absence of any high resolution x-ray crystal structure of horse 

cytochrome-c it can be expected that the tuna structure can be used in the first 

instance. The nmr techniques described in chapter three are expected to be of 

general applicability to the study of proteins, and from the experience gained 

during the assignment of the *H nmr spectrum of the protein at physiological 

pH, it is expected that the structure of the high-pH form of cytochrome-c will
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be determined easily.

Nmr spectroscopy has also allowed the analysis of dynamic aspects of 

protein structure, and has enabled the extraction of information on aspects of 

protein function. For example, in chapter six the mobility of the protein 

backbone has been assessed through aromatic ring-flip rates and NH/ND 

exchange rates. The aromatic ring-flip rate was unaffected by the loss of 

electrostatic interactions at the surface of the protein, indicating that the large 

localised unfolding of portions of the polypeptide do not depend on these 

interactions. However small generalised perturbations, resulting in an overall 

increased mobility of the polypeptide backbone are brought about by the loss 

of electrostatic interactions at the surface of the protein, as evidenced by the 

NH/ND exchange rates. Furthermore there is a paucity of nOe cross peaks in 

tfa-modified cytochrome-c (see chapter four), also indicating a greater flexibility 

of the protein.

Comparison of native and modified cytochrome-cs has yielded 

information concerning the impact of modification on the structure and function 

of the protein. Any one functional aspect in a protein, such as the redox 

potential, the mobility of the structure, or the binding to redox partners or ions 

in solution, depends on the interaction of many different individual aspects of 

the protein, including: the number and distribution of hydrophobic and

hydrophillic groups, and the network of covalent, H-bonding and electrostatic 

interactions. The identification of structural differences resulting from changes 

in electrostatics, ion binding, amino acid substitution, and the effects of pH, 

temperature, and ionic strength allows a complex problem to be broken down 

into the various interacting factors. Through the comparison of the tfa-modified 

cytochrome-c with the native protein, it was found that the electronic distribution 

of the haem, the structure, and the localised denaturation necessary to facilitate 

the ring flip of tyrosine-97 are all unaltered by the gross changes in electrostatic 

interactions at the surface and in surface charge distribution. On the other hand 

the NH/ND exchange rate was greatly enhanced by the loss of those electrostatic 

interactions involving the lysine terminal amine groups. The comparison in 

chapter seven of *H nmr data obtained from cytochrome-cs from two different
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species (horse and tuna) revealed that certain changes in the amino acid 

sequence of cytochrome-c (in this case 18%) resulted in very little structural 

change. Since 80% of these amino acid changes are non-conservative, this must 

reflect an extreme degree of rigidity.

From the data obtained it is proposed that the structure of cytochrome-

c is determined by the short-range covalent interactions of hydrophobic side

chains and by the preferred geometries of peptide bonds. The further 

interactions of charged groups - brought into contact with each other as a result 

of the folding of the polypeptide chain (eg, the H-bonds in an a-helix) - 

stabilise the structure, making it more rigid, but do not contribute significantly 

to the geometry of the structure. Indeed the structure of fully tfa-modified 

cytochrome-c was far more rigid than was expected at the outset of this study. 

The loss of three positive and three negative charges in tuna compared to horse 

cytochrome-cs caused little alteration to the structure or the redox potential 

between those two cytochrome-cs.

Rigidity in electron-transfer proteins is of importance in limiting the

redox-dependent structural changes. This allows the rate of electron transfer

to be increased, and reduces the energy required in the formation of the 

activated complex in the Marcus-Hush model of electron transfer. However 

the rate of electron transfer that is possible at the haem in cytochrome-c is 

much higher than the rate of electron transfer observed in the oxidative 

phosphorylation pathway. It is surprising therefore that the protein is so rigid. 

Greater flexibility would be thought of as an advantage because it might 

facilitate molecular recognition where the surfaces of different redox partners can 

be of different shapes and have different charge distributions. We postulate that 

the structural rigidity of the protein in cytochrome-c is therefore not so much 

important for restricting the redox-dependent conformational changes in the 

protein, as it is to prevent the loss of the haem to M80 bond in the oxidised 

protein. This tighness of structure will prevent competing ligands from gaining 

access to the oxidised iron centre. Indeed since the cytochrome-c is so rigid, 

and the structure is so highly conserved in the oxidised and reduced forms, in 

cytochrome-cs from different species, and in native and modified cytochrome-
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cs, it might be supposed that any changes that are observed between the various 

cytochrome-cs will be the areas in which to look for the key to structure- 

function relationships.

It has been demonstrated that the position of the negative end of the 

dipole of cytochrome-c has no effect on the location of the binding sites of 

positive ions at the surface of cytochrome-c in chapter five. By extension it 

is suggested that the same result would be found for the positive end of the 

dipole and the binding of negative ions. It is therefore proposed that the dipole 

has no significant effect on the orientation of binding of cytochrome-c to its 

physiological redox partners. The effect of the dipole on the strength of binding 

to physiological redox partners cannot be determined from these experiments.

The electron distribution on the haem is independent of both the positive 

charges at the surface of the cytochrome and any small structural changes that 

have been brought about by the loss of the electrostatic interactions of those 

charges with any others at the surface of, or in, the protein (see chapter four). 

It is proposed that since the haem vibrational frequencies are unaltered (as 

determined by Res. Raman), the structure and strength of bonding within the 

haem are unaffected by the tfa-modification. Furthermore since the haem 

remains buried, thus excluding polar groups or ions from reaching the haem, it 

is likely that the redox potential of the modified protein will be very similar to 

that of the native protein.

As noted above, the loss of charges and surface electrostatic interactions 

in tfa-modified cytochrome-c had no effect on the structure of the protein, or 

the electron distribution on the haem in the modified cytochrome-c (see chapter 

four). Different cytochrome-cs cross-react with the cytochrome-c redox partners 

obtained from different species, implying that the overall charges must not be 

important in the interactions. Whilst specific electrostatic interactions are 

important in the interactions of redox partners, the overall charge effects would 

appear to be unimportant in the determination of protein structure of 

cytochrome-c.
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There was things he stretched, 

but mainly he told the truth. 

Huck Finn on Mark Twain, 

The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn.
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The effects of multiple amino acid substitutions on the polypeptide backbone 
of tuna and horse cytochromes c
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The cytochromes c provide a wide range of natural and m utant homologous proteins which may be used to 
study structure/function relationships in biological electron-transfer reactions. A description of the cytochrome 
c structure has been provided by high-resolution X-ray crystallography for the cytochromes from' tuna, bonito, 
rice and yeast {Saccharomyces iso-1). Correlation of these structures with N M R parameters is necessary to confirm 
the structure of the protein in solution and to permit the routine characterisation of cytochromes c with novel 
sequences. We have previously reported a method based on the analysis of pseudocontact shifts which allowed 
us to compare the conformations of some amino acid side chains of tuna cytochrome c in solution and in the 
crystalline state. Here we report a comparison of the conformations of the polypeptide backbone of cytochromes 
c in proteins from tuna and horse, using the chemical shifts of the amide NH and CaH protons. It is found that 
the backbone conformation and hydrogen-bond network is closely conserved between these proteins, despite 19 
amino acid substitutions. Appreciable differences occur in two regions, around Asn 31 and at the beginning of 
the 60s helix. Evidence for some rotational or translational motion of the C-terminal helix is also presented.

Cytochromes c are small electron-transfer proteins 
(Mr «12500; 103 — 113 residues) which are present in the 
intermembrane space of all eukaryotic mitochondria where 
they fulfil a variety of functions. While their primary role is 
that of an electron-transfer protein supplying electrons to the 
terminal oxidase of the mitochondrial respiratory chain, they 
are also involved in other electron-transfer reactions, for ex
ample as electron acceptors from sulphite oxidase or as elec
tron donors to cytochrome c peroxidase [1].

Currently, amino acid sequences have been determined for 
cytochromes c from more than 90 different species [2]. The 
range of sequence similarities is impressively large, varying 
from 100% (e.g. man vs chimp) to about 50% (e.g. tuna vs 
rice) while only 25 residues are conserved in all cytochromes 
c. In many cases these differences in primary structure can be 
recognised in biological assays. Two separate types of molec
ular recognition have been exploited in these studies. Firstly 
the reactions between a single oxidase and a number of 
cytochromes c from different species have been investigated 
and some kinetic and thermodynamic parameters have been 
defined [3 — 5]. From  the data obtained it is clear that the 
overall thermodynamics of the reaction are essentially un
altered by the variation in the amino acid sequence, while the 
kinetics of the electron-transfer reaction are more substan
tially affected. The latter may reflect changes in the cyto-

Correspondence to G. Williams, Department of Chemistry, Uni
versity College London, 20 Gordon Street, London WC1H 0AJ, 
England

Abbreviations. COSY, 1H-1H two-dimensional correlated spec
troscopy; DQF, double quantum filtered; NOESY, 1H-1H two- 
dimensional nuclear Overhauser enhancement correlated spec
troscopy; NOE, nuclear Overhauser enhancement; RELAY, 1H-1H 
two-dimensional relayed coherence transfer correlated spectroscopy.

Enzymes. Cytochrome c oxidase (EC 1.9.3.1); cytochrome-c per
oxidase (EC 1.11.1.5).

chrome c/cytochrome-c oxidase association constant which 
can be compensated in vivo by corresponding sequence 
changes on the surface of the oxidase or may arise from 
changes in the cytochrome c electron self-exchange rate which 
would require more extensive changes in the oxidase for com
pensation [6 — 8]. This difference between the thermodynamic 
and kinetic effects of amino acid substitution on the reactivity 
of cytochrome c is readily accounted for by the different 
evolutionary pressures on these parameters. As the penulti
mate member of the respiratory electron-transport chain, the 
upper limit of the redox potential of cytochrome e is deter
mined by the requirement to transfer electrons to an oxygen- 
utilising oxidase. Any reduction in the redox potential of 
cytochrome c is then mitigated by the consequent loss of free 
energy on electron transfer which otherwise could be utilised 
elsewhere in the chain to store energy as an electrochemical 
H + gradient. In practice the redox potential is maintained at 
260 +  20 mV in all the mitochondrial cytochromes c for which 
data are available [1,9]. In contrast, the unimolecular rate of 
electron transfer between cytochrome c and cytochrome-c 
oxidase is considerably in excess of the turnover rate of the 
mitochondrial electron-transport chain (« 5 0 0 s -1) under 
normal operating conditions [10, 11]. Substantial changes in 
the activation parameters could thus be made before this 
reaction becomes kinetically significant.

The second type of recognition reaction which has been 
investigated is the association reaction between cytochrome c 
and antibodies. In cases where the foreign cytochrome c differs 
in only one or two amino acids from that of the host, the 
immune response must be extremely specific. Such selection 
can indeed be achieved [12, 13] although, since reaction with 
an antibody is irreversible, it is possible that the reaction 
proceeds via a non-native state of cytochrome c. In any event 
it is clear that biological molecules can exploit the structural 
or dynamic effects of limited amino acid replacements.



Table 1. The amino acid sequences o f  horse and tuna cytochromes c 
Non-conserved residues are indicated in boldface type

1 10 20 30
Horse GDVEKGKKIP VQKCAQCHTV EKGGKHKTGP
Tuna; GDVAKGKKTF VQKCAQCHTV EJTGGKHKVGP

40 50 60
Horse NLHGLFGRKT GQAPGFTYTD ; AHKNKGITWK
Tuna NLWGLTGRKT GQAEGYSYTD AHKSKGIVWH

70 80 90
Horse 1ETLMEYLEN PKKYIPGTKM IFAGIKKKTE
Tuna NDTLMEYLEIST PKKYIPGTKM IFAGIKKKGE

100 104
Horse REDLIAYLKK ATNE
Tuna RQDLVAYLKS ATS-

NM R studies of cytochromes c which differ by one to four 
amino acid residues have illustrated the structural effects of 
substitutions [14]. While a single change at a surface residue, 
Thr 49->Ser (horse vs donkey cytochromes c) produced negli
gible changes in the chemical shifts of non-exchangeable pro
ton resonances, so that direct subtraction of spectra could be 
used to identify the resonances of the altered residue, the 
effects of substituting two, three or four surface residues pro
duced small structural changes which spread throughout a 
large region of the protein, making spectral subtraction unin
formative. In such cases N M R  assignments must rely on the 
comparison of entire spin systems rather than individual res
onances [15] or on the use of sequential assignment procedures 
[16,17]. Changes in a semi-surface residue, Phe 82, produced 
by single-site-directed mutagenesis, have also been shown to 
produce small structural changes at sites well-removed from 
the site of modification [18,19]. These studies have also shown 
how sensitive the redox potential may be to substitution. 
Phe 82 is in contact with the heme and replacing it with Gly 
or Ser reduces the redox potential by about 50 mV; however, 
replacing Phe 82 by Leu 82 has little effect on E °.

While Phe 82 is completely conserved in all eukaryotic 
mitochondrial cytochromes c sequenced to date, other heme- 
contact residues are not, and in one case such a residue 
undergoes non-conservative replacement (Leu 64 in horse -> 
Asn 64 in mediterranean fruit fly). The constancy of E °  in 
eukaryotic cytochromes c suggests that multiple changes can 
lead to compensatory changes in the redox potential, a view 
supported by the observed cooperativity of even minor struc
tural alterations.

It is the aim of this paper to investigate the extent and 
nature of cooperative, sequence-dependent structural changes 
in ferricytochromes c. As before [14], 1H NM R will be used 
to detect these changes. However, the large numbers of reso
nances assignments for both exchangeable and non-exchange
able protons which are now available (Williams, G., Gao, Y., 
Lee, A. D. J. and Williams, R. J. P., unpublished data) allow 
changes in conformation to be precisely located and the ability 
to calculate accurately the dipolar paramagnetic shift contri
bution from the. heme can be used to assess the nature of the 
conformational change in regions close to the heme [20]. In 
particular, the effects of sequence changes on the chemical 
shifts of NH and CaH protons of the polypeptide will be used 
to examine the backbone conformational changes between 
horse and tuna cytochrome c when 19 amino acids are substi
tuted. The effects of these sequence changes on the chemical 
shifts of the conserved, methyl-containing side chains of horse

and tuna cytochromes c have already been measured in both 
ferric and ferrous oxidation states and are found to be minor 
(<0.1 ppm in most cases) [15, 21].

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Samples of horse (type VI) and tuna (type XI) cytochromes 
c were purchased from the Sigma Chemical Co. (Poole, 
Dorset, UK) and were prepared for N M R as previously de
scribed [15]. In  order to observe exchangeable protons, 
lyophilised protein samples were dissolved in 85% H 20/15%  
2H 20  solvent mixtures to the required concentration, 
typically 5 mM. pH adjustments were made by the addition 
of small aliquots of concentrated N a 0 2H and 2HC1 and the 
pH was measured using a 4-mm-diameter glass electrode. 
Quoted pH values in 2H 20  or H 20 / 2H 20  mixtures are direct 
meter readings, uncorrected for the small isotope effect [22]. 
Contributions to the ionic strength of the solutions arise solely 
from the protein and any associated counter ions which persist 
after exhaustive ultrafiltration and will differ only slightly 
between the two types of cytochrome c under consideration.

NM R spectra were recorded at 500 MHz using the Oxford 
Enzyme Group spectrometer, equipped with a Nicolet 1280 
data system and an Oxford Instruments superconducting 
magnet, and at 400 MHz using the Varian VXR400 spec
trometer of University College London. NOESY, DQF- 
COSY and RELAY spectra were recorded with double-ab
sorption lineshapes using the method of States et al. [23]. 
NOESY spectra were recorded with a mixing time of 110 — 
130 ms and RELAY spectra with a mixing time of 30 ms. 
Typically 96 scans were collected at each ti increment. NMR 
assignments were made by using NOESY spectra to observe 
sequential N H f to N H i+1 and CaH { to NH,+i connectivities 
and by tracing out these and previously assigned spin systems 
using COSY and RELAY spectra [24].

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Table 1 lists the amino acid sequences of horse and tuna 
cytochromes c. There are 19 amino acid substitutions which 
are indicated in boldface type. These occur throughout the 
amino acid sequence although there are clusters of substi
tutions in two regions, firstly at residues 44—47, where all but 
Gly 45 are altered and secondly at residues 58—62, where all 
but Trp 59 are replaced. In contrast, there is one stretch of 26 
residues, Thr 63—Lys 88, in which no substitutions occur.
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Fig. 1. Schematic representation o f  the structure o f cytochrome c based 
on the coordinates o f  Takano and Dickerson [25 ]. The cylinders rep
resent a helices and the rhomboids represent 310 bends. The helix 
60 — 70 terminates with the Asn-70 NH ... Tyr-67 CO hydrogen bond 
and the helix 70—75 is initiated by a hydrogen bond between CO of 
Asn 70 and NH of Lys 73. Residues which are altered between horse 
and tuna cytochromes c are represented by filled circles and the 
residue number. Where the residue lies on the far side of a structural 
unit the circle is hatched. The central heme group, around which the 
protein folds, is shaded

The next-longest conserved stretch is the 12-residue, heme- 
binding loop, Phe 10—Glu 21 in which Cys 14, Cys 17 and 
His 18 are covalently attached to the heme.

Most of the changes occur on the molecular surface. Some 
of the changes are conservative in the sense that the size and 
chemical properties of the amino acid side chain are only 
slightly altered: the substitutions at positions 46, 47, 69 and 
95 can be thus classified. The substitutions at positions 9, 
28, 54, 58 and 103 are semi-conservative involving potential 
changes in hydrogen-bonding ptterns but little change in side- 
chain bulk, while the substitutions at positions 4, 22, 33, 44, 
60, 61, 89, 92,100 and 104 involve substantial changes in size 
(His 33->Trp and Gly 89->Thr) or a change in the ionization 
state of the amino acid side chain (the remainder).

Fig. 1 shows schematically the secondary and tertiary 
structure of cytochrome c and illustrates the positions of the 
horse/tuna amino acid changes. The diagram is based on the 
X-ray coordinates of Takano and Dickerson [25] which have 
been shown to be an accurate reflection of the solution struc
ture in most respects [20]. The two clusters of substitutions 
occur in the bottom half of the molecule at the front-right and 
rear-left corners. Residues 43—46 form a type-II 3 i0 bend 
between two irregular loops of main chain which protect the 
heme propionic acid groups from the solvent. Residues 58 — 
62 he behind the heme, where Trp 59 is hydrogen-bonded to 
a heme propionic acid group and residues 61 and 62 initiate 
the 60s helix. The 60s helix, a helical stretch from Asn 70 to 
lie 75, a 310 bend from lie 75 to Thr 78 and an irregular loop 
of residues, from Lys 79 to Lys 88, including the heme ligand 
Met 80, form the left-hand side of the heme crevice.

Both horse and tuna cytochromes c are highly charged at 
neutral pH, as indicated in Table 2. All the Glu, Asp, Lys and 
Arg residues are assumed to be ionised near pH 7. Two His

Table 2. Composition o f  ionizable amino acids in horse and tuna 
cytochromes c
His 18 and His 26 have pKa values below the denaturation point of 
cytochrome c in both species. The additional His of horse cytochrome 
c, His 33, has a pKa of 6.4. The N-terminus is acetylated in both the 
horse and tuna proteins

Species Number of residues

Glu Asp Lys Arg His

mol/mol

Horse 9 3 19 2 3
Tuna 5 4 16 .2 2

residues His 18 and His 26, are unionised at pH values below 
the denaturation point while the additional His of horse 
cytochrome c  has a p K a of 6.4 [26] and is uncharged in these 
experiments. Including the C-terminal carboxylate, the charge 
on the ferric heme and counting a single heme propionic acid 
group as ionised in each case [27], there is a net charge of +  8 
on both proteins, with horse cytochrome c  having a total of 
36 charges, and tuna cytochrome c, 30 charges.

Table 3 lists the NH and CaH proton-NM R assignments 
which have been made for both tuna and horse ferri- 
cytochromes c. The chemical-shift difference (horse—tuna) is 
also listed for each backbone proton and these values are 
represented graphically in Fig. 2 as a function o f the residue 
number. The cytochrome c assignments are reported at 27 °C, 
pH 7.0 for horse ferricytochrome c and at 40°C, pH 5.3 for 
tuna ferricytochrome c. Additional experiments have indi
cated that the chemical-shift changes of backbone protons in 
this range of pH values are small (<0.1 ppm). Although the 
temperature difference may affect the chemical shifts of those 
protons very close to the heme which experience large dipolar 
pseudocontact shifts from Fe(III), these changes are readily 
calculated [20] and are described, where necessary, in the text.

While the substitution of an amino acid side chain is 
expected to alter the chemical shifts of the amide NH and 
CaH protons of that residue, due to inductive effects in the 
absence of any conformation change, this effect should be 
rapidly attenuated along the polypeptide backbone and is not 
expected to be significant (i.e. <0.1 ppm) at adjacent residues. 
In principle, it is possible to estimate the expected change in 
the NH and CaH shifts for the substituted residue using shifts 
measured in small peptides [28]. However, even small peptides 
may have preferred backbone conformations which will de
pend on the amino acid sequence and it is not clear that these 
shifts provide a good baseline for the backbone protons of an 
amino acid residue in the restricted conformational space 
explored by proteins. The peptide NH-proton shifts span a 
range of 0.74 ppm, from 8.75 ppm (Asn) to 8.01 ppm (Trp); 
for our purposes an observed shift on the NH proton of a 
non-conserved residue will only be considered as indicative of 
a change in conformation if greater than the corresponding 
difference in peptides, +0.4 ppm.

An initial survey of the data in Table 3 and Fig. 2 shows 
that the majority of backbone NH- and CaH-proton chemical 
shifts for conserved residues differ by less than 0.1 ppm be
tween horse and tuna ferricytochromes c. Since the NH shifts 
are very sensitive to the geometries of hydrogen bonds formed 
by the backbone [29] and the CaH shifts are similarly depen
dent on the value of the tp torsion angle which defines the



’Table 3. NH- and CaH-proton assignments common to both horse and tuna cytochromes c
Residues are represented by their single-letter code. At positions where a substitution occurs, the identity of the residue in horse cytochrome 
c is given first. Resonance assignments for NH and C„H protons are given at 27 °C, pH 7.0. for horse ferricytochrome c and at 40 °C, pH 5.3 
for tuna ferricytochrome c. Unassigned protons are indicated by ?. d<5NH and ASCo:h values represent chemical-shift differences (horse—tuna) 
between these ferricytochromes

Residue Chemical shift (5) for AS for

NH CaH NH CaH

horse tuna horse tuna

ppm

V3 8.43 8.32 3.51 3.50 +0.11 +0.01
E4/A4 8.04 7.98 4.07 4.13 +0.06 -0.06
K5 8.07 7.84 3.88 3.88 +0.23 0.00
G6 8.67 8.48 3.94/3.26 3.81/3.52 +0.19 +0.13/—0.26
K7 7.98 8.04 2.25 2.35 -0.06 -0.10
K8 6.90 6.91 3.88 3.91 -0.01 -0.03
I9/T9 7.47 7.75 3.52 3.72 -0.28 -0.20
F10 8.40 8.53 3.45 3.49 -0.13 -0.04
VI1 8.83 8.78 3.87 3.84 +0.05 + 0.03
Q12 7.80 7.80 4.15 4.18 0.00 -0.03
C14 8.07 7.92 4.52 ? +0.15 ?
A15 8.07 7.93 5.92 5.71 + 0.14 + 0.21
Q16 9.85 9.71 2.64 2.59 +0.14 + 0.05
C17 9.53 9.17 5.97 5.80 +0.36 +0.17
H13 10.78 10.38 8.88 8.45 +0.39 +0.43
T19 10.54 10.08 6.20 6.06 +0.46 +0.14
V20 8.81 8.67 4.96 4.95 +0.14 +0.01
E21 9.37 8.92 4.63 4.45 +0.45 +0.18
K22/N22 9.02 ? 3.38 3.51 ? -0.13
G23 9.40 *9.02 4.09/3.73 4.23/3.68 +0.38 -0.14/+0.05
G24 8.27 8.26 4.23/3.71 4.04/3.67 +0.01 +0.19/+0.04
K27 8.15 8.11 + 0.05 ? + 0.04 ?
T28/V28 6.97 7.26 3.09 3.10 -0.29 -0.01
N31 11.54 9.93 5.88 5.85 + 1.61 +0.03
L32 9.51 9.37 4.97 4.94 + 0.14 +0.03
G34 8.96 8.48 4.01/3.81 ?/? +0.48 ?/?
L35 7.11 7.13 3.62 3.59 -0.02 +0.03
F36 8.58 8.26 3.79 3.80 +0.26 -0.01
G37 9.27 9.14 4.39/3.48 4.35/3.50 +0.13 +0.04/-0.02
R38 8.18 8.10 4.63 ? +0.08 ?
T40 7.53 7.64 4.18 4.17 -0.11 +0.01
A43 8.02 8.00 4.64 4.43 +0.02 +0.21
T49 9.63 9.64 4.12 4.23 -0.01 -0.11
A51 8.02 8.04 . 4.17 4.14 -0.02 +0.03
N52 8.55 8.46 4.72 4.79 + 0.09 +0.07
K53 8.62 8.34 3.77 3.88 + 0.28 -0.11
N54/S54 8.17 8.08 4.75 4.43 +0.09 +0.32
K55 7.00 6.97 4.24 4.23 + 0.03 +0.01
G56 7.80 7.68 3.84/3.73 3.81/3.71 + 0.12 +0.03/+0.02
T58/V58 8.21 7.74 4.18 3.91 + 0.47 +0.27 .
W59 8.72 8.40 4.74 4.74 +0.32 0.00
K60/N60 7.97 8.18 4.28 4.45 -0.21 -0.17
E61/N61 10.71 8.86 3.64 4.01 + 1.85 -0.37
E62/D62 9.52 7.92 3.97 4.42 + 1.60 -0.45
T63 \  7.03 8.64 4.37 4.19 -1.61 +0.18
L64 '' 8.50 8.48 3.83 3.92 +0.02 -0.09
M65 8.21 7.58 3.65 3.70 +0.63 -0.05
E66 6.62 7.18 4.06 4.06 -0.56 0.00
Y67 8.04 8.13 3.97 3.90 -0.09 +0.07
L68 8.08 7.83 2.65 2.75 +0.25 -0.10
E69 6.78 6.95 3.84 3.88 -0.17 -0.04
N70 6.65 6.68 4.88 4.86 -0.03 +0.02
K72 9.33 9.11 5.20 5.07 + 0.22 + 0.13
K73 7.77 7.68 4.48 ? +0.09 ?
Y74 8.18 8.06 ? 4.65 +0.12 ?
175 9.40 9.23 4.82 4.76 +0.17 + 0.08
T78 9.00 8.81 5.21 5.11 +0.19 + 0.10
K79 8.23 8.18 4.90 4.88 +0.05 +0.02



Table 3. (Continued)

Residue Chemical shift (5) for AS for

NH C„H NH CaH

horse tuna horse tuna

ppm

M80 9.17 8.88 2.78 2.69 + 0.29 +0.09
181 8.47 8.29 5.07 4.96 +0.18 + 0.11
185 7.99 7.96 3.86 3.92 +0.03 -0.06
E90 6.95 6.35 3.93 4.10 +0.60 -0.17
R91 7.02 7.32 3.23 3.36 -0.30 -0.13
E92/Q92 8.23 8.47 3.57 3.86 -0.24 -0.29
D93 8.22 8.08 4.07 4.05 +0.14 +0.02
L94 7.91 7.39 3.83 3.87 +0.52 -0.04
I95/V95 8.42 8.39 3.08 3.08 +0.03 0.00
A96 7.82 7.80 3.93 3.92 +0.02 + 0.01
Y97 7.91 8.16 4.13 4.13 -0.25 X 0.00
L98 8.73 8.75 3.35 3.28 -0.02 +0.07
K99 8.81 8.42 - 2.52 2.75 +0.39 -0.23
K100/S100 6.74 7.07 4.03 4.14 -0.33 -0.11
A101 8.61 ? 4.03 4.38 ? -0.35
N103/S 103 7.12 ? 4.97 4.44 ? +0.53
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Fig. 2. Differences in NH- and CJJ-proton chemical shifts between horse and tuna ferricytochromes c. The differences are plotted against residue 
number using the data provided in Table 3. Residues which undergo substitution between horse and tuna cytochromes c are arrowed

dihedral angle between the CaH vector and the carbonyl group 
of the same residue [30,31], the observed similarity in chemical 
shifts for most residues indicates that the backbone confor
mation and hydrogen-bond network are very closely con
served between horse and tuna ferricytochromes c.

For example, the N-terminal helix, Val3 — Gin 12, is 
virtually unperturbed despite substitutions at positions 4 and 
9. The hydrogen-bonding scheme of two turns of an a-helix 
is shown in Fig. 3. From this diagram it can be seen that any 
changes in (f> and \p torsion angles of a residues i will be 
transmitted, via the inter-amide hydrogen bonds, to the four 
amide linkages formed by residues i — 3 and i + 3. Thus, 
initially, the amide-NH-proton shifts of residues i, i +  1, i +  3 
and i +  4 and the CaH shifts of residues i and i — 1 should be 
examined for changes in chemical shift indicative of con
formational adjustments when residue i is substituted. 
Within the N-terminal helix the largest changes in chemical 
shift occur at NH of Lys 5 (+0.23 ppm), NH of Gly 6

(+0.19 ppm), CaH of Gly 6 ( —0.26/+0.13 ppm) and NH of 
lie 9/Thr 9 (—0.28 ppm). The change at NH of Lys 5 could 
be due to a change in caused by the substitution at position 
4; however, this change is evidently not transmitted to the NH 
proton of Lys 8 (/ +  4). This may be the results of a fortuitous 
compensation caused by the substitution at position 9 but the 
absence of any further changes (e.g. on NH of Val 11) suggests 
otherwise. More probably the shift of NH of Lys 5 is due to 
hydration changes on this solvent-exposed face of the helix 
caused by the Glu 4-+Ala substitution in the absence of any 
conformational changes. No significant changes are observed 
in the amide shifts of Glu 4/Ala 4 (i) or Lys 7 (i +  3) or the 
CaH shifts of Glu 4/Ala 4 (0 and Val 3 (/ — 1).

Considering the substitution at position 9, which is part 
of the final turn of the N-terminal helix, there is a small 
shift at NH of Phe 10 (i +  1) while the shift on residue 9 NH 
(—0.28 ppm) cannot be considered to imply a conformational 
change due to the uncertainties in the peptide Thr and lie NH
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Fig. 3. Hydrogen-bonding scheme in an a helix. The diagram shows 
two turns of an a helix and illustrates the three strands of inter-amide 
hydrogen bonds which run the length of the helix. Substitution of a 
single residue, i, could affect two strands of hydrogen bonds via 
changes in the torsion angles, <f>i and

shifts. No shift is observed at NH of Glu 12 (/ +  3) where the 
helix terminates.

There are still fewer changes in the chemical shifts of CaH 
protons of conserved residues in this helix: only those of Gly 6 
change by more than 0.1 ppm (+ 0 .13 /—0.26 ppm). This resi
due is conserved in all cytochromes c, being the point at which 
the N-terminal helix crosses the C-terminal helix (residues 
90 —100). It is also known to be the site of a small kink in the 
N-terminal helix [16, 25]. The chemical-shift changes in CaH 
and CaH ' of Gly 6 could arise from a change in this distortion, 
a through-space effect due to the substitution at position 9 or 
a change in the N- and C-terminal-helix packing. The latter 
explanation is preferred for the reasons indicated below.

In the C-terminal helix (residues 90—100) there are substi
tutions at positions 92,95 and 100, in addition to the preceding 
residue, 89. These substitutions (or those elsewhere in the 
protein) lead to bigger changes in chemical shift amongst the 
backbone protons than are observed in the N-terminal helix, 
and again the pattern cannot be simply explained by invoking 
conformational changes around the substituted residue. 
Amongst the conserved residues, the largest changes occur at 
NH of Glu 90 (+0.60 ppm), NH of Arg 91 ( —0.31 ppm), NH 
of Leu 94 (+0.52 ppm), NH of Tyr 97 (-0 .2 5  ppm) and NH 
of Lys 99 (+0.39 ppm) of which NH of Glu 90 and NH of 
Lys 99 are adjacent to substituted residues. Changes in CaH- 
proton shifts are generally smaller, with CaH of Glu 90 
(-0 .1 7  ppm), CaH of Arg 91 (-0 .1 3  ppm) and CaH of Lys 99 
( —0.23 ppm) being significantly affected. A plausible expla
nation for the observed changes is suggested by the obser
vation that two of the affected NH protons are at positions 
i +  3 and i — 3 with respect to the heme-contact residue, 
Leu 94. The side chain of Leu 94 is packed, together with the 
side chains of lie 8 5, . Phe 82 and the variable residue, lie 9/ 
Thr 9, around the heme thioether 2-methyl group, forming 
the top-left-rear face of the heme crevice. The tight packing 
of these side chains is confirmed in solution by the observation 
of NOE effects between these residues, in particular Leu 94 
and He 9/Thr 9, in both horse and tuna cytochromes c [15]. 
The similarity in chemical shift of the Leu 94 side chain in 
horse and tuna ferricytochromes c in the presence of large 
secondary shifts confirm that the side chain is unmoved with 
respect to the heme as well as with respect to residue 9. Since

its side chain is essentially fixed, any movement (rotation or 
translation) of the C-terminal helix would be sufficient to 
force the 4> torsion angle of Leu 94 to change, leading to 
perturbations in Tyr-97 NH and Arg-91 NH chemical shifts 
via the hydrogen bonds to their amide groups. This movement 
of the C-terminal helix can also account for the observed shifts 
on the CaH protons of Gly 6, since this residue is in contact 
with the side chain of Asp 93 at the crossing point of the N- 
and C-terminal helices (see Fig. 4 of [16]). The reasons for this 
movement are unlikely to be simple, but a major factor is 
probably the substitution of His 33 in horse cytochrome c for 
the much bulkier residue, Trp 33 of tuna cytochrome c, in a 
region of the protein close to the C-terminal helix. Exper
iments are in progress to determine the effects of the ionisation 
state of His 33 on the backbone protons of the C-terminal 
helix. The remaining shifts, on Glu 90 and Lys 99, are prob
ably a direct result of the substitutions at positions 89 and the 
C-terminus (residues 100,103 and 104).

There are three further helical stretches, residues 50—55, 
61 — 70 and 70 — 75. A discussion of the changes observed in 
these helices will be deferred until the remaining residues have 
been discussed.

Two irregular loops of the main chain are well defined by 
the NM R data. One, Cys 14—Gly 24, passes over the upper- 
right face of the heme where the chain abruptly switches 
direction with a 310 bend at Glu 21—Gly 24 (Fig. 1). The 
NM R data show appreciable changes in chemical shift (up to 
0.5 ppm) in this region. However, this region of the protein is 
close to the paramagnetic centre and experiences large 
pseudocontact shifts (e.g. 3.1 ppm at NH of Cys 17 and 
3.2 ppm at NH of Thr 19). In all cases except those of NH 
of Glu 21 and NH of Gly 24, the observed shift difference 
correlates with the absolute magnitude of the pseudocontact 
shift (G. Williams, unpublished data) and probably arises 
from minor changes in geometry which would not be detect
able further away from the heme and from the difference in 
temperature at which the two data sets were collected. It is 
worth noting that these changes affect both the NH- and CaH- 
proton shifts almost equally and are unlikely to arise from 
significant changes in hydrogen bonding or hydration for 
these residues. For NH of Glu 21 and NH of Gly 24, which 
are involved in the 21—24 3 i0 bend (Fig. 4), a distortion 
involving Glu 21, whose carbonyl group is hydrogen bonded 
to NH of Gly 24, is sufficient to account for both observed 
effects.

A second loop of residues, Lys 25—Thr 49, containing 
three 310 bends (32 — 35, 35 — 38 and 43—46), runs around 
the lower-right face of the heme. Large changes in the shifts 
of NH of Asn 31 (+1.61 ppm), CaH of His31/Trp31 
(+1.31 ppm) and NH of Gly 34 (+0.48 ppm) are observed. 
These protons have modest pseudocontact shifts (+0.79 ppm, 
+0.34 ppm and +0.15 ppm, respectively) which could not 
account for these changes. The side chain of His 26 is buried 
in a shallow cleft in the protein surface to the right-hand side 
of the heme and does not titrate in the pH range 4.5—8.5. In 
tuna cytochrome c the presence of hydrogen bonds between 

 ̂N* of His 26 and NH of Asn 31 and between N tH of His 26 
and CO of Glu 44 have been inferred from X-ray-diffraction 
data [25] (see Fig. 5). In horse cytochrome c, Glu 44 is replaced 
by Pro 44; an X-ray structure of rice cytochrome c, which 
also contains Pro 44, shows that the hydrogen bond between 
NrH of His 26 and CO of Pro 44 is maintained, apparently at 
the expense of the hydrogen bond between N„ of His 26 and 
NH of Asn 31 [32]. Further amino acid changes in this region 
of the protein which might be significant are the substitution
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Fig. 4. Residue numbering and hydrogen-bonding scheme in a 3 bend. The orientation of the i +  1/i + 2 peptide bond shown is characteristic 
of a type-II 3i0 bend. In this orientation, residue i + 2 is required to be Gly in order to prevent steric hindrance between the COi+1 and R{+2 
groups. All five bends of cytochrome c are of this type
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E44/P44

Fig. 5. Hydrogen-bonding scheme around the His 26 side chain in tuna 
cytochrome c (Asn 31 and Glu 44), from  [25 ]. In horse cytochrome 
c, where Glu 44 is replaced by Pro 44, the hydrogen bond between 
N„ of His 26 and NH of Asn 31 is apparently modified. The one- 
letter amino acid code is used in the figure

of hydrophobic residues, Val 28 (tuna) and Trp 33 (tuna), 
for hydrophilic residues, Thr 28 (horse) or Gin 28 (rice) and 
His 33 (horse) or Asn (rice). Further resonance assignments 
in the region Lys 25—Pro 30 are required in order to define 
these changes more precisely. However, it is interesting to note 
that, between tuna and rice cytochromes c, the ip24. torsion 
angle changes by 166° [32] implying that the amide bond 
between residues 24 and 25 is flipped over. A similar change 
in horse cytochrome c would lead to the displacement of Ca 
of Lys 25 and may contribute to the observed modification of 
the hydrogen bond between N„ of His 26 and NH of Asn 31.

Regardless of how the effect at NH of Asn 31 is caused or 
transmitted, the relatively small shifts observed for resonances 
of Lys 27 and Thr 28 or Val 28 make it unlikely that there 
are any gross changes in backbone conformation at these 
residues: this too is consistent with the X-ray structure of rice 
cytochrome c. Furthermore, the structural change around NH 
of Asn 31 does not involve large changes in atomic positions: 
NOE effects between NH of Asn 31 and C£H of His 26 and 
between the CeH and Q H  protons of His 26 and side-chain 
protons of Ala 43, His 26 and Asn 31 are observed in both 
horse and tuna ferricytochromes. This suggests that, for 
hydrogen-bonded protons, the chemical shift will provide a 
much more sensitive indicator of conformational change than 
NOE effects or coupling constants.

With the exception of a 0.26-ppm shift in the frequency of 
NH of Phe 36, the remaining amide-proton Shifts in the two 
310 bends, residues 32 — 35 and 35 — 38, differ only slightly 
between horse and tuna cytochromes c. In particular the NH 
protons involved in the hydrogen bonds which form the bends 
(between NH of Leu 35 and CO of Leu 32 and NH of Arg 38 
and CO of Leu 35) are unaffected, confirming the presence of 
these bends in horse cytochrome c.

The last two 3 i0 bends in cytochrome c, residues 43—46 
and 75 — 78, are less well described although sufficient data 
are available for lie 75, lie 78 and succeeding residues to indi
cate that the latter differs only slightly between the horse and 
tuna proteins. As with the heme-binding loop, residues 75 — 
85 are in a region of high pseudocontact shift and any changes 
in atomic positions should result in substantial changes in 
chemical shifts.

Three well-characterised regions of a-helix remain to be 
discussed. Residues 50 — 55 (the 50s helix), 61 — 70 (the 60s 
helix) and 70—75 (the 70s helix) lie on the left-hand side of 
the heme plane. The 60s helix and the 70s helix are dis
tinguished by the presence of a proline residue at position 71 
which allows the ((f), ip) angles of Asn 70 to assume non
helical values. Pro 71 is conserved in all cytochromes c : other 
completely conserved residues amongst these helices are 
Leu 68, Asn 70 and Lys 72. Leu 68 is an important heme- 
contact residue while the side chains of Asn 70 and Lys 72 
form part of the interaction domain between cytochrome c 
and its physiological redox partners [11]. In tuna cytochrome 
c the side chains of Asn 70 and Lys 72 interact; in rice 
cytochrome c where Lys 72 is trimethylated, the side chains 
of Asn 70 and Lys 73 interact.

The NM R data show that the geometry of the 70s helix is 
closely maintained between horse and tuna cytochrome c. 
Small shifts on NH of Lys 72 (+0.22 ppm) and NH of He 75 
(+0.17 ppm) suggest that there is a small perturbation on this 
face of the helix but these effects are minor and comparable 
to the disturbances in the N-terminal helix already considered. 
Slightly larger differences are observed at a single point in the 
50s helix, where CaH of Asn 54 shifts by +0.32 ppm and 
NH of Lys 53 shifts by +0.28 ppm between tuna and horse 
ferricytochromes c. There is a substitution at position 54 
(Asn 54-»Ser) and the observed shifts are possibly related to 
this sequence change although there may be a change in a 
single torsion angle, tp5A.

The largest differences in backbone-proton shifts between 
horse and tuna cytochromes c (Fig. 2) occur in the 60s helix 
where there are sequence changes involving the substitutions 
Lys 60-* Asn, Glu 6 1 ^ Asn and Glu 62->Asp (horse-*tuna).



The observed shift differences for NH of Glu 61 -> Asn 61 
(1.85 ppm) and NH of Glu 62-* Asp 62 (1.60 ppm) are con
siderably in excess of their differences in peptides (<  0.4 ppm) 
and are comparable in magnitude with that of a conserved 
proton, NH of Thr 63 ( —1.61 ppm). All these protons form 
non-helical hydrogen bonds at the start of the 60s helix. In 
tuna cytochrome c NH of Thr 63 forms a hydrogen bond with 
the side chain of Asn 60 which is lost in horse cytochrome c 
[25]; the remaining changes may reflect a difference in solva
tion in this region when two charged residues, Lys 60 and 
Glu 61, are replaced by neutral residues, Asn 60 and Asn 61, 
although a direct interaction between the side chains of resi
dues 61 and 62 and their NH protons cannot be excluded. 
These changes are evidently transmitted to NH of Met 65 
(d<5NH =  +0.63 ppm) and NH of Glu 66 (ri<5NH =  —0.56 ppm) 
via their intrahelix hydrogen bonds to CO of Glu 62 or 
Asp 62 and CO of Thr 63, but are attenuated at the next 
turn of the helix where the hydrogen bonds are to NH of 
Leu 68 (ri(5NH =  +0.25 ppm) and NH of Glu 69 (ri<5NH = 
—0.17 ppm). It is interesting to note the difference in the 
direction of the shift between these two series of hydrogen 
bonds. In contrast, the third series of hydrogen bonds in this 
helix, involving the NH protons of Leu 64, Tyr 67 and Asn 
70 are hardly affected at all by the sequence changes. This 
may be a result of the tight packing of the side chains of 
Leu 64 and Tyr 67 against the heme [33] which stabilizes this 
face of the helix.

CONCLUSIONS

The comparison of NH- and CaH-proton chemical shifts 
is a powerful tool in comparing the backbone conformations 
of closely related proteins. In particular, NH-proton shifts 
appear to be extremely sensitive indicators of conformation 
and/or solvation, so that observation of small shifts (0.1 — 
0.5 ppm) may be taken as evidence for correspondingly minor 
changes in conformation. Where hydrogen bonds are broken 
or altered, changes in chemical shift up to 1.6 ppm are ob
served.

The changes in backbone conformation which occur be
tween horse and tuna cytochromes c are not always simply 
related to the change in amino acid sequence. In the N- and 
C-terminal helices, the changes appear to result from a motion 
of the C-terminal helix relative to both the heme and the 
N-terminal helix which is not readily attributed to the substi
tutions in these helices. In contrast, much larger changes are 
observed in the 60s helix which stem from the substitutions 
at positions 60, 61 and 62 but which are restricted by the 
packing of one face of the helix against the heme and are 
attenuated rapidly as the helix progresses. In the 50s and 70s 
helices small, local changes occur at Asn 54 and Lys 72 or 
He 75.

Of the five type-II 310 bends in the tuna cytochrome c 
structure (Fig. 4) one, Ala 43—Phe 46 or Tyr 46, has not been 
identified in the NM R spectrum. In the remaining bends, the 
turn-forming hydrogen bonds involving NH of Gly 24, NH 
of Leu 35 NH of Arg 38 and NH of Thr 78 appear to be 
maintained, with some distortion evident at NH of Gly 24 
and NH of Thr 78. There are also some small changes in 
the hydrogen bonds which secure the bends to the protein, 
resulting in shifts at NH of Gly 34 and NH of Phe 36.

Even outside the regions of regular secondary structure, 
the backbone conformation appears to be carefully main
tained. Changes observed at residues 12 — 20 can be attributed

to the large pseudocontact shifts experienced near the heme 
and the concomitant sensitivity of the chemical shift to 
changes in atomic positions with respect to the heme. Those 
data which are available for the second heme-binding loop, 
residues 79 — 89, suggest that, here too, the backbone confor
mations of tuna and horse cytochromes c are very similar. 
The only conclusive evidence for change outside a region 
of secondary structure occurs at Asn 31 where the Asn-31 
NH ... His-26 N* hydrogen bond is modified and at NH of 
Trp 59 which is in a highly variable region of the sequence.

In  summary, the backbone conformation of horse and 
tuna ferricytochromes c are remarkably similar, despite the 
differences in the amino acid sequence. This suggests that 
sequence changes are generally made in such a way as to have 
no, or mutually compensatory, effects on structure. In order 
to discover if those changes in structure which can be detected, 
e.g. the movement of the C-terminal helix and the change in 
hydrogen bonding around His 26, have mutually compensat
ing effects on physical properties, it will be necessary to ob
serve these changes independently, using more closely related 
proteins, such as single- or double-site mutants. An assess
ment of the individual effects of these sequence changes on 
the redox potential will require analogous measurements to 
be made using the reduced proteins.
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